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I. ARTICLES

LOW -COST HIGHWAY PROJECTS FOR MARSHY
AREAS: PROBLEMS AND NORMS*

are distinguished from swampy areas and involve sites
where boggy ground is over 0.3-0.5 m deep.

Boggy soil includes peat, sapropel, bog marl and
silt. Peat is orthonogenous sedimentary rock resulting
from decay of marshy vegetation at excess humidity
and insufficient air. It is characterised by high mois-
ture-retaining capacity and humidity in natural state
(normally 150-3000 per cent). The mechanical pro-
perties of peats depend on their structural characteris-
tics, fibrous texture, density (humidity) and composi-
tion of peat-forming substances upon which ash content
is dependent.

Sapropels are lake deposits that form in water
bodies owing to decay of animal and plant organisms
and sedimentation of mineral particles supplied by
water and wind. Bog marl represents loose sedimentary
rock that forms in lake and marsh conditions with
arrival there of water containing dissolved calcium
carbonate, which subsequently precipitates. Marl con-
tains from 25 to 50 per cent calcium carbonate, the
remaining portion constituting sandy, clayey and silty
particles and remains of plant decay. Silts are initially
forming clayey rock deposits that had formed as struc-
tural sediments under microbiological processes. The
mechanical properties of sapropels, bog marls and
silts depend on their texture, composition and density
(humidity) in natural state. The principal physico-
mechanical characteristics of boggy soils are listed in
table 1.

INTRODUCTION

Marshland occupies a considerable part of the
earth's surface, of which 200,000,000 ha, or about
10 per cent, is in the USSR alone. Difficulties in
developing vast marshy localities rich in oil, iron ore,
coal, timber and other natural resources are slowing
down economic progress in some regions where high-
ways are the principal and, occasionally, the sole trans-
portation routes. Construction of roads in swampy
areas is a highly complex undertaking, since it must be
conducted under excess humidification at very low soil
supporting power, in absence of local soils for riprap,
and under complicated management conditions.

All this entails considerable expenditures, which
largely depend on how thorough and well-elaborated
all relevant engineering solutions will be and how well
they were grounded technically and economically when
the highway was designed.

Basic issues in planning and building roads over
swampland involve the need to ensure the required
supporting power and durability of the bed and topping
with simultaneous reduction of building costs and
maintenance expenditures.

It is possible to solve the issue only through
extensive geological and hydrological surveying of
swampy areas; study of all the specific features of the
future route; comprehensive calculations for selecting
road parameters, structures and production methods
for building the bed and topping; and selection of
suitable mechanisms and management techniques.

The USSR has many years of extensive experience
in designing and building highways in marshy areas.
A whole series of major works (1-5) were devoted to
relevant research, the basic results having been included
in standardized technical documents embracing survey-
ing, planning and building of highways in marshy
regions (6-11).

Marshes are classified in different ways depending
on the type, origin, location and other characteristics
of boggy grounds.

Highland and lowland marshes are distinguished
by location and water supply. Highland marshes form
when precipitation settles over interfluve regions with
small inclination. Normally, they consist fully of peat.
Lowland marshes form becau:;e of overgrowing of
water bodies with bog vegetation, and also because of
silt and sapropel deposits on the floor. A continuous
layer of floating vegetation, intertwined with plant
rhizomes and covered with moss, often forms on the
surface of such marshes. These are so-called quagmires,
which may be from 3 to 4 m thick and more.This paper briefly reveals the principal concepts

outlined in those works and documents.
To plan highway beds, it is important to know

the marsh vertical structure, which depends on the
forming conditions and strength ratios of its individual
strata. The marsh classification accepted by engineers
for planning and building highways distinguishes three
basic types:

CLASSIFICATION OF MARSHES AND
MARSHY SOILS

Marshland includes excessively humidified sections
of the ground surface where surface and internal run-
offs are inhibited and which are occupied by natural
deposits of highly porous water-saturated soils. Marshes .Contributed by the Government of the USSR.



Table 1.
.

" Type of boggy ground

1 II III
.,1 '"

I-A II-A I-B II-B III-A moB
Characteristics

Dried or Loose and Compact Water- Compact Liquid
..' compact completely saturated

,: ;,(... ;..:!i';! water-
saturated

~ ~1: ,f\ j

Ground types 'J Peat Mi~er~lised peat, Organominera~ silt,
organic slIts (sapropel) peated sOil

C:ontent of fibres larger than
0.25 mID (% of volume) ..60 60-10 10

Mineral substance content
(% of bulk) 2-12 10-40 40

Texture Spongy-fibrous; Slightly fibrous, Weakly aggregated
highly cohesive graulated, or gel-like or amorphous

Physico-mechanical characteristics:

Humidity (% of bulk). ...400-660 600-2,000 150-450 450-1,000 60-150 150-400
Shearing strength (MPa) .0.04-0.02 0.02-0.01 0.02-0.01 0.01-0.006 0.04-0.01 0.01
C:ompressibility modulus

(mm/m, at P=0.05 MPa) ..200-350 350-500 100-250 200-350 50~150 150-400
Water permeability (m/day). .0.02-0.5 0.5-2.0 1.10-3 1.10-S 1.10-4 1.10-4

,

(a) lA, marshes filled with peat covered by a or its floor may have steep inclinations and underlying
layer of mineral soil (alluvium); and IB, marshes soils may have low supporting power. Hence, in
completely filled with peat; selecting the course, one should always plan several

versions in order to choose the best one after suitable
(b) llA, marshes that include a peat layer with technical and economic calculations.

underlying sapropel, marl or silt strata and are covered
with a miner~l soillaye~; and lIB, marshes th~t include It is highly important to study and take into
peat layers wIth underlymg sapropel, marl or silt layers; consideration the hydrological conditions in the marsh

(c) III, marshes with peat layers floating on the across which the road is to be built, since the e~ba~-
water surface or on the silt-water surface (as in me.nt th~t cuts through or packs the pea~ Wlt~ Its

.weIght Impedes water flow, thereby causmg It to
quaghIres). . h d . if . fstagnate m t e upper area an mtens y swampmg 0

The bed and topping designs depend on the type the adjacent territory. In case of water flow in the
and depth of the marsh, and on soil characteristics. bogged area, it is advisable to break the course perpen-

dicular to the current. The bed should be elevated
BREAKING HIGHWAY COURSES IN BOGGY over the marsh surface to a minimum, but not less

GROUND AND GEOLOGICAL SURVEYING than is necessary to protect the foundation of the top-
OF MARSHES ping from capillary water effects.

Everying kilometre of roadway built on marshland To make the ready highway more efficient, it is
costs three to five times more than that built in normal advisable to survey and inspect the course and to
conditions. At the same time, the former's bed stability design the road across marshy regions in a comprehen-
is generally lower. Hence, when planning low-cost sive manner.
roads, the engineer first of all always examines the
possibility of bypassing the marsh, provided this will Geological surveying involves establishing of
not make the road too long. In case the highway bogged area boundaries within the zone where the
must cross a marsh, the highway course is broken roadway may possibly pass; elucidating the structure of
in the narrowest and shallowest place. When crossing the marsh layers, the nature of the underlying soils and
quagmires, it is preferable not to break the course in the floor relief; and establishing the physico-mechanical
localities where the water body floor has steep slopes properties of soils constituting the marsh layer and the
that make bed slides possible. However, it is not underlying foundation, which are essential to determine
always possible to follow these recommendations, since the suitable type of foundation with regard to strength,
the marsh may be very deep in the narrowest place, and also to calculate the design of the bed.
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Aerial and topographic mapping, drilling of prob-
ing and test holes and sampling soils with violated and
non-violated textures, testing of soils in natural con-
ditions (without selecting monoliths), and lab testing
of soil samples to determine their principal characteris-
tics are performed to obtain the necessary evidence.

Subsequently, a certificate is filled out for the boggy
region; it includes a map with isolines showing the
thickness of the marsh layers (fig. 1), geological sec-
tions of the roadway axis versions and of characteristic
cross-sections, results of lab tests of marshy and under-
lying soils, and an explanatory note.

character and stability, three types of foundations are
distinguished:

1. Those that do not require specific measures
to ensure stability;

2. Those that require only restricted embank-
ment pouring-off conditions to ensure its stability;

3. Those that do require specific measures to
ensure stability, e.g. changes in embankment design
or removal of weak layers.

Geological surveying involves three stages, each
subsequent stage being more complex and more labour-
consuming than the previous one. The first stage
involves wide use of maps and aerial survey materials
(scale 1: 10,000-1: 17,000). Field work in the first
(prospecting) stage includes drilling of probing holes
in the zone adjoining the route that had been planned
in accordance with aerial surveys or other maps. The
holes are drilled using a grid (50x50 m -150x150 m:
approximately 150 m-wide zones are involved on both
sides of the route axis). When drilling probing holes,
samples are taken every 0.5-1.0 m to establish the
name of the soil and to assess visually their physico-
mechancal properties.

ENGINEERING SOLUnONS

The most complicated problem in planning road-
ways over marshy sites is in selecting suitable bed
structures with consideration for stability and operating
endurance of the entire road at minimum construction
costs. Depending on the type of topping and on
marsh properties, low-cost road planning norms re-
commend one of the following methods for bed con-
struction:

(a) With complete removal of peat deposit;

(b) With partial removal of peat;

(c) Without peat removal.

The bed design and engineering solutions for en-
suring its stability depend on the techniques involved.
The first method (fig. 3a) is considered the most re-
liable. However, in view of the large scope of work
involved in removing peat, it is only recommended
when building roads with temporary surfaces over
type I and occasionally type II marshes at depths of
up to 2 m. This method may be used to build in-
dustrial roads with increased loads, when the supporting
power of the marsh soil is at least 0.5 kg/cm2.

Basing on survey data, recommendations are
made regarding the highway course in terms of most
favourable conditions with regard to marsh texture,
bottom relief and hydrological conditions.

The second (surveying) stage is achieved if the
first stage had established the advisability of using
boggy soil layers as foundations. It is conducted over
competing route versions whose positions were specified
by results of the first survey. Probing holes are
arranged along the axis and the cross-sections of a
strip whose width equals from 11/2 to 2 times that of
the lower part of the embankment. The distance
between the holes along the route axis is 25 to 50 m.
The principal cross-sections include from five to seven
holes, and the intermediary sections one or two holes
(fig. 2).

Decisions to build roads with compete removal of
peat are taken after performing technical and economic
calculations which take the following factors into con-
sideration:

(a) Category of highway and type of road
topping;

(b) Required embankment height and quality
of soil therefor;The results of the second surveying stage are used

to specify whether or not it is advisable further to
continue using boggy soil layers as foundations. If so,
the third stage of the survey is performed to drill
additional probing holes, select soil monoliths from test
holes in calculated cross-sections, test the monoliths in
the lab, and determine the dynamic characteristics of
the peat layer.

(c) I-ength of boggy section;

( d) Types and properties of boggy deposits and
texture of weak layers;

( e ) Working conditions, including the period
during which construction is to be completed, and also
the climate prevalent in the area, season of the year,
distance over which building materials are to be
transported, and availability of transport and special
equipment.

The scope and nature of the surveys and tests
largely depend on the type of foundation soils on
which the bed will be built. Depending on their

3



When embankment construction involves complete
removal of peat, special attention is given to marshy
sites with transversal floor inclination. To prevent
internal slides, supporting benches and stone prisms
are installed in places with sandy floor inclinations over
1 : 10; clayey floors are levelled out.

Table 2.

1 1.2
2 1.5
4 2.0
6 2.5

The method of partial peat removal (fig. 3b) is
regarded more acceptable for building low-cost roads:
it involves removal from the embankment foundation
of only weak top boggy layers and use of the system
"embankment-foundation" that includes the lower
layers, if their supporting power satisfies all require--
ments or if that power may be enhanced by additional
measures to the necessary values.

If the embankment is less thick than indicated in
table 2, one should calculate the tolerable elastic
vibrations in the earth bed. This also concerns
embankments built without peat removal.

Construction of embankments without peat re-
moval is the cheapest and technologically simplest
solution, particularly when working on type IB, lIA,
lIB, and III marshes.

This method is most preferable for building low-
cost roads, even though in some cases it requires
special measures to ensure strength and stability.

A "floating embankment" is designed by sub-
stantially elevating the peat supporting power in the
compressed layer to required values by partially drying
and compacting it with the embankment weight (fig.
3c). Such structures are used in type I marshes of
any depth and in II-A marshes over 2 m deep. In-
dustrial roads for motor vehicles with elevated loads
may be built by this technique only in type I marshes
over 2 m deep; they comprise compact low-humidity
(not over 600 per cent) peats with stable composition
and safe loads of at least 0.06 MPa. The embankment
is set on a mineral floor and presses out weak soils
beyond the basement either with or without removal of
the moss vegetation from the surface (fig. 3d,e). When
the cover is thick, the weak soil from under the em-
bankment foundation in deep marshes is pressed out to
both sides into specially installed peat receivers (fig 3f).
The thickness of this "buried" cover is taken for the
same value as when using the method of partial peat
removal.

The following specific demands are made of earth
embankments involving the use of peats and other weak
soils in the foundation:

( a ) Possibility for the remaining weak soil to be
squeezed from under the embankment in the course of
construction and/or service must be excluded;

(b) Intensive settling must be completed prior to
topping the road;

(c) For temporary surfaces (chip, gravel, binder-
reinforced, ground and similar other toppings), elastic
vibrations of the earth bed in the foundation must not
exceed tolerable levels.

Partial removal of weak soil from the embankment
foundation is used in type I and II marshes of up to
4 m deep in the following cases:

(a) When the roadway is restricted owing to
the need to build a massive embankment of definite
thickness to fulfil strength requirements;'

(b) When the upper peat layers are considerably
weaker than the lower ones;

(c) When there is need to quicken embankment
stabilization if, for some reason, the use of the method
of accelerating embankment settling by increasing and
concentrating its weight (method of temporary over-
load) is inadvisable or difficult to implement. Recently, not only draining but local clayey soils

are being used to build embankments in these condi-
tions. In such cases clayey soils may also be employed
in the lower section of the embankment (fig. 4). The
height of clayey soil embankments is specified with
consideration for humidity and requirements to limiting
elastic strains. To prevent overhumidification of clayey
soils, the following types of waterproofings are used
as embankment interlayers:

Peat is an elastic material. In order for deflection
in the road topping not to attain values hazardrous to
strength, the thickness of the leftover peat layer under
the embankment is determined by calculation after it
becomes compact. In temporary toppings and lower
layers, it shall generally not exceed one-third and
one-half, respectively, of the mineral portion of the
embankment.

To exclude inadmissible elastic vibrations, the
thickness of embankments built on peat foundations
for temporary toppings should correspond at least to
the figures cited in table 2.

(a) Sandy and clayey soils treated with bitumen
or viscous petroleum (not less than 3 per cent of
weight), layer thickness 10-12 cm;

(b) Two to three layers of polyethylene film;

4



(c) Peat layers, 15-20 cm thick (in compact
body).

These interlayers should be placed 20 cm from
the pavement surface.

Peat from side reserves or quarries (fig. 4e) is
widely used to form the lower section of road embank-
ments with transitional and basic toppings, provided
peat fibration is at least 50 per cent and humidity over
800 per cent.

Peat layer thickness is specified with considera-
tion for substantial elevation of the top of the embank-
ment peat layer above the horizon of lengthily stagnant
surface waters or marsh surfaces; however, it should
generally not exceed 0.3-0.5 of the thickness of the
upper section of a mineral soil embankment.

The difficulties arising when using peats in em-
bankment foundations are primarily connected with
settling time and the necessity to ensure a required
degree of consolidation and supporting power by the
time when construction of the road surface is started;
this, in turn, depends on the water flow-off rate from
the peat pores within the bounds of the compressed
layer.

One can accelerate removal of primarily gravity
water by making drainage slots or vertical drains which
make it possible to dry the run-off strip and thus to
improve the road building conditions, increase the
density and mechanical properties of marsh peats, and
lower the ground water level.

As a rule, road surfaces are dried by means of
longitudinal drainage slots (fig. 5), which are made
symmetrically on both sides of the ground bed at 2-3 m
from the edge of the base of the future embankment.
The drawback in this case is that drying has to be
started two to three years before road construction is
begun.

widely used in road construction (fig. 6b). As a rule,
such slots are made on marshes of up to 3 m deep over
the entire depth of the peat deposit. Furthermore,
depending on construction conditions, structural pro-
perties and building techniques, they may be arranged
both along the embankment, this being the most
frequently used layout, and transversally. In such
sites, embankments are made by the usual technique,
the only exception being the lower layer of about 0.5 m
thick, which should be formed from draining ground.

If the soil is sufficiently strong but highly com-
pressible, as is often characteristic of type I marshes,
consolidation may also be quickened by compressing
the weak layer with temporary overloads (fig. 6b).
For roads with transitional and primitive types of
embankment surfaces this is achieved by forming the
earth embankment in the initial stage only, so that it
corresponds to the width of the roadway (by con-
centrating the embankment soil in the middle section),
subsequently widening the structure to full dimensions.

The time during which the overload is maintained
is determined by calculation depending on peat drainage
capacity, filtration conditions, consolidation characteris-
tics of foundation soils, and load on foundation, in-
cluding overload. After required consolidation has
been achieved, the embankment soil is uniformly and
symmetrically distributed sideways to ensure the
specified shape.

In cases when the topping is paved after the
foundation has been consolidated, an additional ground
layer is poured onto the embankment to compensate
possible additional settling caused by the weight of the
future topping (fig. 6d); the layer thickness is taken
to equal pavement thickness with a coefficient of 1.5.
This layer is removed just before making the pavement.

Construction of embankments of required height
is often hampered by insufficient strength of the
foundation peats. To avoid peat removal it is sufficient
in some cases to install overload berms or bankets
(fig. 6e,f). Their width depends on the active force
applied in zones where stresses from the embankment
weight may exceed tolerable values. The berms or
bankets are thick enough to provide stability in the
compression zone that they create in the foundation.
Another effective measure for enhancing foundation
stability is to install ground piles.

In order to reduce the scope of ground excava-
tion by better distribution of tensions over the founda-
tion when building roads with peat removal from type I
marshes and, in some cases, also from type II and III
marshes, various types of floorings are used to face the
boundary between the embankment and the peat
deposit. Being highly rigid, the floorings permit
enhancement of the strength of road structures and
reduction of the volume of the embankments to 20-50
per cent, depending on the flooring design (table 3).

A simple and sufficiently effective method for
enhancing the stability of embankments erected on
weak foundations without removing peat is to slow
down the process in conformity with the consolidation
rate of the foundation soil. This method of preliminary
consolidation is based on perpetually assuring that the
strength of the settling weak ground corresponds at a
given moment to the load of the embankment weight
(fig. 6a).

According to existing norms, the method of
preliminary consolidation is recommended for type
II-A marshes, and also for type I marshes when using
time overloads in cases when the natural weak layer
stability is insufficient to endure the load. However,
the technique cannot be used in type III marshes.

The method of enhancing foundation stability by
making sand-filled drainage slots inside weak strata is

5



! :)(-1.1;'): , ! Table 3.
Ii; '}()~:I£i;,1!, '":;;;:11",\1;;:;..

~ IJrlr l(~' r11{: 'J i , -' i i i Equivalent thickness
Flooring 'Average diameter Coe#i .nt 01 ground01 timber u cle embankment

(metres),
1 2 3 4

Ii

Brushwood. ; 2-4 0.50 0.50
Po1ewood, several rows 5-12 0.75 0.85
Single-row log flooring 15 0.83 1.25

" 20 0.82 1.60
" 25 0.81 2.0

Two-row log flooring. 15 0.80 2.40
Two-row log flooring. ..,\) 20 0.79 3.00

00 ~,i 30 0.75 4.50

Embankments with floorings consolidate by 25 to Other solutions or combinations of solutions are
30 per cent less than those without floorings. The also possible. Practice shows that existing methods
simplest in design are brushwood floorings (fig. 7a), permit building of sufficiently stable low-cost road
which are 10 to 40 cm thick for industrial road embank- pavements over marshy sites.
ments built in type I marshes with highly humidified
and loose peat upper layer, and also over flooded areas The pavement design is selected with considera-
in type II marshes comprising dense humidified peats tion for intensity and type of traffic, maximum axial
of stable composition. loads from vehicles, smoothness and road life, climatic

conditions, and availability of construction materials.
Recently, interlayers from synthetic materials (fig. Depending on all these factors and based on technical

7b) are being increasingly used instead of brushwood and economic calculations, suitable ultimate decisions
and log floorings; the former serve both as reinforcing are taken on what type of pavement to build in marshy
and protecting material over the boundary between the regions. Practice shows that low-cost roads are most
embankment and the marsh peat layer and as purely frequently paved with toppings made of gravel chip
reinforcing layers when installed in the embankment and ground improved by skeletal admixtures ~r re-
body. In the former case, they enhance the stability inforced with organic binders. In some cases various
of the "embankment-foundation" system, and in the ferro-concrete slabs or floorings and track ferro-concrete
latter they increase embankment strength. or timber structures are also used.

Soviet specialists have developed a special com- BASIC CALCULATIONS FOR GROUND BED
pound called DORNITE, and floorings from caproa- STABILITY AND PAVEMENT STRENGTH
mide and other synthetic materials; they have also
developed theoretical foundations and practical tech- In addition to usual calculations, those for deter-
niques for designing that type of road structure, and mining bed stability in marshy sites are designed to
have drawn up relevant construction regulations. reveal the possibility and hazard of laterally pressing
Timber (log) floorings or combined timber-brushwood out weak ground from under the embankment founda-
floorings (fig. 7c,d) provide a more fundamental way tion and also to predict consolidation of the latter.
of enhancing the supporting power of roads in boggy
regions; however, they require considerable amounts The absence of demolished sites in the embank-
of timber. ment foundation, that is of regions with shearing

strength below the value of dangerous stress tangente,
Log floorings are used on marshes with safe peat is taken for the criterion of ensured stability when

loads over 0.03 MPa, and combined floorings with safe using weak soils.
peat loads over 0.02 Mpa; they are also used for
quagmires with moss cover over 4 m thick. The degree of ensured stability is established by

the value of the safety factor:
Transversal log floorings installed over longitudinal

spans situated at 0.6 to 0.9 m from each other are F = ~ (1)usually used on flooded type I-B and II-B marshes. s Lcslc' ,

In compact and dried peat bogs (types I-A and where L" is the safety weight, i.e. the critical load
II-A), the lower row of logs is installed in the form corresponding to the stability condition; and Lcalc is
of sills, the distance between the logs being 1 m. the calculated (specified) load.
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The foundation stability is considered ensured if: When installing overloading berms (fig. 6e,f), safe
.loading by (6) and (7) is increased by the magnitude

Fa ~ 1 (2), where Fa IS the safety factor. of lateral overloading (Ll..,,). In this case, the values

L d L d d th b k t of function must correspond to the most dangerous
a an "alc epen on e em an men para- . t . h . Z. f ak il . t al d .t porn m orlZon .

meters, properties 0 we so s m na ur eposl s,
and embankment b~ilding ~onditions. Hence~ .the Fa When predicting consolidation of the embankment
value may be establIshed wIth regard to condItions of on weak soils the calculations determine the values of
rapid (conventionally instantaneous) embankment to ultimate settling and of its course in time. In this
then designate it as F~nitiaJ) and with respect to slow case, the diagram of the calculated load from the

embankment conditions as F~~inaJ) embankment weight is regarded to be the same as when

calculating embankment stability (fig. 8).
When using the method of gradual loading (fig.

6a), which is essentially in specifying definite condi- The ultimate settling value of the weak layer is
tions for building the embankment and in suitably forecoast at ensured foundation stability by the
enhancing the strength of the weak layer when com- method of summing up the layers using the following
pacting it through embankment pressure, the following dependences:
conditions serves as the basis:

for an unidimensional problem,
Ltact < La (3),

n
where Lfact is the actual load from the embankment at 8 = 0.001 ~ lpziHl (10); and
a given erection stage. 1

When using the method of temporary overloading for a two-dimensional problem,

(fig. 6c,d), the following condition must be observed: n (1- i)2 i
where Lover is the value of temporary overloading. 8=0.001 ~-~ ( lpzi-~ lpxi ) Hi (11),

1 1-2j),1 I-j),1Initial
( )Lover + Lcalc<Ls 4, h H . h h ' k f . d '. d 11 1 . were i IS t e t IC ness 0 an m IVI ua ayer; pZI

In this case, the embankment erection conditions the vertical settling modulus of a given layer specified
are not regimented when: by the compression curve corresponding to the stress

Initial in the middle of the layer and accounting for pavement
Lcalc < L;afe (5). life; lpxi the same for horizontal settling modulus; and

Depending on construction conditions (rapid or j),i the lateral expansion factor of the i-th layer.

slow pouring) the safe load is determined by the ..
followin expr~ssions: .For approXImated calculations when weak larerg thickness does not exceed the embankment foundation

L lnitial = 1-Ctni + ywZtanlplni _
I .: (6) width and the height is not over 5 m one can use:

safe mm
-fJ -hI + (l-y:mb

final ,-C' + yXZtan lp' _I (7), cae -

y bL -. 8 em g.W. (12)safe -mm = """"" ,
fJ - E W

-at Yemb
where Cini and lpini are the cohesion at;l~ interna~ fric- y em~calc --y::-
tion angle of the soil at natural humidity; Yw IS the
average volume weight of the layer situated aboev where hcalc is the calculated embankment height; Yemb
horizon Z; C' and lp' are the "apparent" cohesion and and yW are the volume weights of the embankment
the in~ernal friction angle o.btained in conditi?ns of soil ab~~e and below ground water level; Zg.w. is the
c,!nsolIdated. ground tests; Z IS the depth at whIch the distance from the foundation top to the calculated
given la'ter IS locat~d (fig. ~); and fJ. the lplni (o~ cor- ground water level; Hcalc the calculated weak layer
r~spondmgly the lp) function establIshed by suitable thickness; and Est the stamping strain modulus of the

diagrams. weak layer, equal for a bedded foundation to:

To perform calculations in the prospecting stage H.
and during geological surveys of marshes, it is necessary E(aver) = -~~ (13 ) ,
to obtain in lab conditions the dependences on humidit't st ~ ~

of the internal friction angle CPw and of weak soil Ei

cohesion Cw, i.e.: where Hi and Ei are the intensity and strain modulus,

lpw = f(W) and Cw = f(W) (8 and 9). respectively, of the weak and i-th layers.
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Consolidation in time of the weak layer is predicted CONCLUSION

to establish the period for paving the road topping. In ...
this case, the tolerable settling rate prior to paving Constru.ctI°n. of hlghw~ys over ma~shland IS a

shall not exceed the values shown in Table 4. complex engmeermg, economIC and ecological problem.

Hence, when designing low-cost roads, one should first
Table 4. of all carefully examine possibilities for breaking the

S . T 1 bI, .,. ( I ) course so as to bypass marshland, When there is needlII',ace 0 era e set...n~ rate cm yr ...
to cross boggy sites, deep and multIStage prospectmg

Transitional. c .7 is required to find suitable crossing areas and adjacent

Lowest. ...10 localities; prospecting should involve aerial, topographic,

geodesic, geological, hydrological and other surveys.

The forecasts are based on soil compression tests, Only all-round inspection of marshy sites permits

the results of which serve to construct the dependence correct specification of possible variants for breaking
A = f(t) of the relative strain A upon time t (fig. 9), the course of the road and designing the ground bed

this dependence being called the consolidation curve, and road pavement.

which is conventionally split into primary and secondary Th... d ., d b ild. d
sections, In the section characterising primary con- e mam almS m eslgnmg a~. u mg roa. s

solidation, the time during which relative strain A takes across marshland are to ensu~e sta?~Ity and long ~ife

place under pressure P is determined b the formula: of the bed an.d pavement with mlm.mum excayatIon
y and earth movmg; to find local materIals and soils for

'rAp = (JAP W (14), the bed and pavement; and to develop suitable pro-

,. t.. duction and management techniques to counter major
where (jAp IS the cons.olIdatIon parameter; and Ht the difficulties in providing sufficient work for the personnel

calculated water filtration route. involved and ensuring sufficiently high labour efficiency.

In the ~ec~ndar'y c?nsolida!ion se~tion of the Labour protection and safety techniques are also

curve, consolIdation m time T IS predIcted by the complicated issues in boggy regions where numerous

formula: construction machines and transport vehicles are con-

All = AI + m log ~ (15), cent~ated over sho.rt distances and where it is not always
p TI possIble to organIZe a detour.

where AI and mp are the consolidation curve parameters The complete solution of the serious problem of

determined experimentally; and TIthe time during environment conservation in localities where highways
which primary consolidation is completed at A = AI. cross over marshland is still pending. Ground built on

Calculation results are used to construct a diagram ~at and weak. S?il or on sol~d minera~ ~ooring essen-

showing foundation settling in time; in analysing the tIally ~lter exlstmg ~ydrologIcal ~ondltIons and ~ay

diagram, the investigator clarifies whether or not the cau~e mtenser swampIng, change~ m pla~t and .anlm~

requirements of table 4 have been observed. habIt.ats, and so on. All these Issues still await theIr

solution,

Compression curves are also used to determine , the temporary overloading value that will ensure the The.1.11ethods outlI~ed m thIs p.aper chIefly e!ucl-

required relative settling of the weak layer over the date stabil~ty and l?ng lIfe o~ roads I? mar~hy re.gI°.ns.

required time period and to calculate vertical drains An analysIs of available SovIet experIence m deslgnmg

.and building roads shows that these problems can be
The road pavement is calculated proceeding from successfully resolved and that construction of low-cost

the condition that the elastic vertical deflection (total highways in boggy areas in conformity with existing

elastic modulus) in the topping surface due to the norms and regulations is in most cases economically

static effect of the calculated load does not exceed justified and effective.

maximum tolerable values when all the structural layers

are simultaneously functioning in the reversible strain SOURCES

stage. 1. Drozd, P. A. Agricultural roads on marshes.

When traffic intensity varies from 10 to 200 cars Minsk, Urozhay Publishers, 1966, 167 pp. (in

a day, the required elastic moduli change for transi- Russian) .

tional types of surfaces from 35 to 100 MPa, and 2 E . I E C t t ' f h '

h,. h .. t I bl d fl t ..vgemev,. , am ruc lon a 19 ways on

corresponomg c anges m maXImum 0 era e e ec Ion he M T t P bl. h 1968. il ffi ... f 5 89 1 96 mars s. oscow, ranspor u IS ers, ,

at Slm ar tra c IntensItIes vary rom. to. mm. 220. R .

In this case, the total elastic modulus is calculated with pp. (m usslan) .

consideration for peat elastic modulus Ep, embankment 3. Evgeniev, I. E. and Kazarnovsky, V. D. High-

soil elastic modulus Eernb, embankment height, peat way ground beds on weak soils. Moscow,

thickness, and calculated diameter of wheel impression Transport Publishers, 1976, 271 pp. (in Russian).
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4.

5.

Kudryavtsev, M. I. Designing highway ground
beds in marshy-wooded areas. Moscow, Trans-
port Publishers, 1965, 184 pp. (in Russian).

Shaposhnikov, M. A. Exploration of swamped
forests for developing motor transport. Moscow,
Timber Industry Publishers, 1971, 191 pp. (in
Russian) .

a: complete peat removal; b: partial peat removal;
c -no peat removal; d: pressing out weak soils
beyond bounds of embankment floor with removal
of moss vegetation cover; e: -do- without removal
of moss vegetation cover; f: pressing out weak
soil into peat receivers. I -embankment; 2-
weak foundation; 3 -peat cover; 4 -mineral
floor; 5 -peat receiver; 6 -pressed-out weak
soil.

6.

Guide to designing highway earth beds on weak
soils. Moscow, Transport Publishers, 1978, 140
pp. (in Russian).

h: embankment height; h1: thickness of pressed-
out weak layer; h2: thickness of quagmire layer;
S: embankment consolidation; B: embankment
width in top section; 4ong: longitudinal inclination
of drain ditch.

7.

Instructions for designing rail- and highway
ground beds (CH 449-72). Gosstroy USSR,
Moscow, Stroyizdat Publishers, 1973, 112 pp.
(in Russian). Fig. 4. Use of local soils for building ground bed on

marshes. a, b: partial use of peat in clayey-soil
embankment foundations; c,d,e: complete use of
peat in embankment foundation.

8.

Recommended methods for taking account of
transport load effects when designing highways
on marshland. Byelorussian Highway Research
Institute (BelorNII), Minsk, 1972, 53 pp. (in
Russian) .

1 -sandy and light loan ground; 2 -clayey
ground; 3 -dustlike clayey ground; 4 -peat in
embankment lower section; 5 -peat foundation;
6 -mineral floor.9. Recommended methods for utilising peat in

lower embankment sections when building high-
ways in marshland. Soviet National Highway
Research Institute (SoyuzdorNII). Moscow,
1973, 30 pp. (in Russian).

Fig. 5. Shapes of longitudinal drain slots. a: in thin
peat deposit; b: within peat layer bounds; c: with
deepening into mineral floor. 1 -peat; 2 -
mineral floor; n, nl, n2 -drain slot wall inclina-
tions.10. Instructions on designing non-rigid type road

pavement.\' (BCH 46-72). USSR Ministry for
Transport Construction, Moscow, Transport
Publishers, 1973, 110 pp. (in Russian).

Fig. 6. Principal design-and-production methods for
ensuring peat foundation stability (without floor-
ing). a: preliminary consolidation method; b:
sand-filled drain slots; c: temporary overloading
method; d: compensation of possible additional
embankment settling by means of future road
pavement; e,f: overload berms and bankets.

11. Instructions on building provisional roads for
laying pipelines in complex conditions (in flooded
and swamped areas) (BCH 2-105-78). USSR
Ministry for Construction of Oil and Gas Enter-
prises, Moscow, 1978, 116 pp. (in Russian).

A. P. Vasiliev et a1.

LEGENDS TO FIGURES

Fig. 1. Marsh layout with peat thickness isolines;
ockb-2; 83, 95 (4.15): test hole, number, estuary
mark, peat thickness (in curves, m); 88.80 (3.4):
probing hole, estuary mark, and peat thickness
in curves, m).

Fig. 2. Layout of hole arrangement at geological
survey of marshes: 1 -principal holes; 2-
probing holes; 3 -principal (test) cross-sections;
4 -intermediate cross-sections. I -initial
variant of breaking course axis; II -improved
variant.

1 -peat 2 -mineral floor; 3 -embankment
ground; 4 -sand; 5 -drain slot; 81, ~, 83-
settlings when building layers 1, 2 and 3, respec-
tively; R,ver -height of overload layer.

Fig. 7. Use of floorings when erecting embankments
in marshes. a: brushwood flooring; b: flooring
from synthetic material; c: timber flooring; d:
combined brushwood-log flooring. 1 -embank-
ment; 2 -peat; 3 -brushwood; 4 -synthetic
material; 5 -moss vegetation layer; 6 -trans-
versal log flooring; 7 -longitudinal log sills.

Fig. 8. Calculation scheme for determining safe load
p...t", cp, C,y: internal friction angle, cohesion
angle, and volume weight of foundation soils,
respectively; Z: depth of given foundation point;
Po: load from embankment weight; ,8: function of
internal friction angle.Fig. 3. Basic schemes for erecting low-cost highway

ground beds on marshes without special measures
for ensuring peat foundation stability. Fig. 9, General view consolidation curve.
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COST-SAVI~G MEmODS OF ROAD The above-mentioned system of measures on road
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR maintenance and repair may be used for roads of all

IN HOT CLIMATE* engineering classes located in any climate. However,
Any operating automobile road is exposed t 0 particular oper~tions must be establishe.d for each .of

traffic loads and natural effects which cause gradual the above-mentioned .types of road .~amtenance .w!th
wear on it and continuous changes in its operational due acco~nt of specIfic local CO?dltIons determmmg
characteristics. To keep the road in serviceable con- the peculIar features of road servIce.

dition (compensate for road wear) as well as to permit "
uninterrupted and safe traffic it is essential that the .The local natural factors affectmg the road servIce

d b . d. 11 . d d b " d mclude: roa e peno Ica y repalfe an e mamtame at all

times in a required state. -climatic (climate);

.R.oad I~aintenance and repair work are. usu~lly -topographical (terrain features);
subdIvIded mto several types. The classification
effective in the USSR specifies the following types of -hydrological (ground water level);
work: road maintenance, routine repair, and minor

il ( il ) .

d . h 1 R d .-so so s ,an major over au s. oa mamtenance means the
regular upkeeping of the road and road structures with -hydrological (underground water);
the purpose of maintaining them in good order. This "
work is performed the whole year round and over the -geologIC?1 (geologIcal feat~res of the area
entire length of the road. Routine repair includes where the road IS planned to be built).

measures to prevent and correct minor deformations .
and damage of the road which, as the road maintenance, A1thou~ all the above-mentioned natural f?ctors
are performed the whole year round over the entire are closely mterrelated, they .are far from equal m the
length of the road. effect they have on road servIce.

Minor overhaul is intended to compensate periodi- From this viewpoint the climatic conditions
cally (once in several years) for the worn road surface, characterizing the annual variations in air temperature,
level out the roadway and restore its adhesive proper- the annual precipitation and its month-wise distribu-
ties, and to reinforce the roadside. Major overhaul tion, intensity, frequency and duration represent one
includes the periodic replacement of worn road struc- of the most important natural factors. It is the
tures for stronger and more efficient ones with a view climatic conditions in combination with all other factors
to improving operational characteristics of roads and that determine specific features of maintenance of
enabling higher engineering performance standards for roads and their resistance to disturbing factors, and
automobile roads to be brought in practical use. During help to establish the most rational methods of road
major overhaul, geometrical parameters (such as the upkeeping.
width of roadway and roadsides, radio of horizontal ...
curves, longitudinal slopes) may be altered at various Th~ text WhICh follows ~eals wIth e.fficlent and
sections of the road and road pavement may be re- cost-sav~ng ~ethods of ~pkeepmg; au~omobIl~ .roads of
inforced for the service period to the next major over- low engmeermg classes m hot clImatic condItions fea-
haul. tured by high average annual air temperatures, com-

..paratively low precipitation, and by insignificant and
Ad~quately organIZed. and properly accomplIshed and short-duration freezing of soils in winter-time or by

road mamtenance can consIderably slow down the road complete absence of such soil freezing
deterioration process and extend minor and major'
overhaul periods. .Contributed by the Government of the USSR.
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the most efficient levelling machine. Experience shows
that this work should be carried out at least once or
twice a month. When cleaning sand-flooded sections
of the road sand should be first removal from the
windward slope by moving it towards the downwind
slope. Next, the roadway and roadsides should be
carefully cleaned. For sand-cleaning roads powered
graders, towed graders (used mainly for cleaning
windward slopes) and sometime bulldozers are com-
monly used.

Areas with such climiates are encountered on the
territory of the USSR (Central Asia republics and
Kazakhstan), and they are also found in many coun-
tries in Asia and the Pacific Ocean basin.

Another principal method of sand-drift preven-
tion is the consolidation of sand soils by plants
(phytoamelioration), namely planting trees, bushes
and grass on roadsides.

In view of the fact that the natural growth of
plants is a rather slow process, owing to the incessant
movement of the sand and wind-blowing of planted
seeds, the recommended practice is to treat the sand
surface with emulsified asphalt after sowing seeds of
perennial herbs and bushes. As experience shows the
emulsified asphalt with 5 to 10-percent concentration
of heavy asphalt is the most efficient for this purpose.
when it is applied to the sand surface, the emulsified
asphalt penetrates into the sand down to the depth of
10 to 20 rom. The thus formed sand-bitumen crust
is capable of preserving its protective properties for
up to 1.5 years.

Vast territories of the Central Asia republics and
Kazakhstan are located within the geographical desert
belt and are distinguished by hot dry climate and low
precipitation (in many areas the annual precipitation
is as low as 100 mm and even less), frequent strong
winds, predominant occurence of one-size fine-sand
soils (not bound or only partially bound by plants),
and continuous movement of sand masses in the form
of both wind-blown and shifting sands (such as sand-
drifts and sand dunes). These conditions pose con-
siderable difficulties in operating automobile roads.
One of the major problems to be solved here is the
prevention of accumulation of sand on roads. There
exist a few preventive measures, such as:

(a) "Mechanical" protection (placement of
sand fences in front of structures being protected);

(b) Provisions ensuring transfer of sand across
the road without its accumulation on the roadway;

(c) Mechanized break-down and removal of
accumulated sand;

(d) Binding of sands with the help of plants.

This sand-binding technique consists of the
following operations:

(a) Preparation of high-concentration emulsified
asphalt and transportation of it to the destination by
powered bitumen sprayers or bitumen distributors;

The "mechanical" protection, which is essentially
a number of reed fences dug into sand in a single line
or in the shape of a cell at some distance from the
road, requires considerable manual labor and, as ex-
perience shows, is ineffective. Therefore it may be
employed only as a temporary measure.

The necessary conditions for sand to be uD-
obstructedly carried across the road are the stream-
lined cross-section of the earthen roadbed with a
smooth stable-soil surface of slopes and road shoulders
and 15 to 40-meter-wide levelled roadsides (fig. 1).
The required cross-section of the roadbed is created
in the course of building the road or, at some sections
of the road, during major overhaul. Reinforcement
of road slopes by a protective coat of binder soil (loamy
sand, clay-loam) or of mineral materials strengthened
by organic binders is recommended. In addition, the
protective coat is built at the foot of slope on the
roadside or on the berm thereby creating the "lock"
over the width of 1 to 2 meters. The recommended
thickness of the protective coat of binder soils on road
slopes is 15 cm. The road is regularly levelled.

(b) Sowing of seeds;

(c) Harrowing with the purpose of plunging the
planted seeds into the sand to the depth of 1 to 3 em;

(d) Dilution of the emulsified asphalt with water
until the required concentration is obtained;

(e) Spraying of the emulsified asphalt at the rate
of 250 to 500 gr/m2 over the sand surface.

The best season for sowing seeds on roadsides is
springtime. To prevent the seeds from being blown
away by wind the sowing must be immediately followed
by harrowing.

The method of sand-drift prevention by removal
of sand includes the regular levelling of windward
roadsides 40 to 50 meters wide in locations where
wind-blown sand is accumulated. The levelling permits
sand to be carried from the roadside across the road
without accumulation on the roadway. A bulldozer is

Sprinklers, garden sprayers and fire trucks may
by used for spraying emulsified asphalt.

The width of the roadside strips over which the
sand-soil consolidation is performed may vary from
25-40 meters to as much ns 125-150 meters and even
more, depending on topographical features of the
sand-soil terrain, quickness of sand drift etc.
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In a number of tropical Asian countries long hot
dry seasons are followed by relatively short rainy
periods. However, even with very low annual pre-
cipitation, the rain showers may cause heavy erosion
of the earthen bed of automobile roads.

dust laying is to bind the wear products formed on the
roadway thereby preventing dust particles from being
lifted into the air. Along with improving driving
conditions the dust laying measures contribute to
reducing erosion and helping to inhibit the expansion
of deformations on road surfaces.

Thus, the experience accumulated during building
automobile roads in Yemen has shown that short rain
showers may cause heavy water erosion of road slopes,
road shoulders and pavement near the edge of the
roadway. Both the sections of road where the earthen
roadbed is made of easy-to-erode soils (such as sand
silty loams and one-size fine sands) and the road
sections with gravel-sand-mixture roadbed have been
found susceptible to water erosion. This experience
has also made it possible to suggest the roadway-edge
spouting chutes for directed removal of water from the
roadway (fig. 2) as an effective means of preventing
water erosion of roads. These chutes may be fabricated
in situ from monolithic cement concrete.

The most effective way of preventing dust forma-
tion on roads is by treating them with non-organic
and organic binders. The recommended non-organic
binders include calcium chloride (CaCI2), sodium
chloride (NaCI), magnesium chloride (MgCI2), con-
centrated brines, saline stratal water, and other sub-
stances capable of binding dust particles thanks to
their hiigh hygroscopic properties. Still more effectiive
as dust binders are organic substances such as liquid
petroleum asphalts and shore bitumens, emulsified
ashphalts, crude oil, fuel oil, etc.

Before proceeding to dust-laying treatment, the
road surface is levelled by two or three passages of a
powered grader. The solid-state dust-laying salts (in
the form of powder, scales or grains) are sprinkled
from distributors (sand sprinklers may be used here),
cement and crushed-stone spreaders or fertilizer
sprayers. Liquid solutions (brines) are sprinkled from
water-sprinkling trucks equipped wiith metering facili-
ties, and liquid organic binders are distributed from
tar pavers. The recommended consumption rates of
dust-laying materials are as follows: for crystalline
salts, 0.6 to 0.7 kgjm2 for the first treatment and 0.3
to 0.5 kg,/m2 for subsequent treatments; for solutions
of salts, 1.2 to 2.5 litjm2 for the first treatment and
0.6 to 1.0 litjm2 for subsequent treatments; and for
liquid organic binders, 1.0 to 1.5 litjm2 for the first
treatment and 0.5 to 0.8 litjm2 for subsequent treat-
ments. Chlorides preserve their dust-laying properties
for 15 to 30 days, while the active life of the liquid
organic binders is 1.5 to 2 months.

The cross-section of these chutes represents an
inverted triangle with a 44-cm base and a 10-cm
height. The top of the inside wall of the chute is
made flush with the road surface, while the top of the
outside wall of the chute is made level with the surface
of the roadside. The chuted water is removed from
the road along special drain chutes mounted in places
suitable for water drainage.

The roadway-edge spouting chutes should be
mainly arranged at the sections of the road with steep
longitudinal slopes or at sections adjacent to bridges.
It is expedient to use these chutes for roads with top-
grade gravel (crushed-stone) coating treated by organic
binders or for roads with bituminous-concrete coating
with traffic intensity of up to 500 automobiles per day.
In the course of operation of the road the spouting
chutes must be periodically cleaned from wind-blown
sand and kept in good order.

On horizontal sections of the road, reinforcement
of roadsides represents an effective preventive measure
against water erosion. For this purpose a waterproof
surface is made on the roadside over the width of 1
meter by providing a 6-cm-thick layer of crushed stone
of 20 to 40 mm size range, subsequent impregnated
with heavy asphalt at the consumption rate of 4 lit/m2,
and arranging guttings of crushed stone of 10 to 20
mm size range.

Earthen roads and roads with binder-free gravel
and crushed stone surfaces are subject to particularly
heavy erosion in hot climates.

Erosion of such roads is accompanied by heavy
dust formation greatly impairing driving conditions.
All this makes dust laying one of the most important
measures for improving driving conditions on gravel
and crushed-stone roads. The principal objective of

In the course of routine repair of earthen roads
and roads with gravel and crush-stone surfaces separate
pits, potholes and recesses are eliminated, and road
grading is carried out regularly. The grading is best
performed on wet road surfaces when the surface
material is easy to cut and pack. Minor overhaul of
earthen roads consists in the vertical aligment of the
road and raising it throughout separate short stretches
with the purpose of improving water-resistance and
heat conditions or preventing sand drifts. In addition,
minor overhaul includes improving the roadway by
paving it with crushed stone, gravel and other skeletal
materials or by consolidating road coating with mineral
or organic binders.

When the earthen road is improved with skeletal
additives, it is first levelled to obtain the required side
slope. Then the road ground is loosened, mixed with
additives (150 to 250 cubic metre per running kilo-
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(e) Grading the layer with a view to obtaining
the required cross-section of the road;

(f) Consolidation of the layer.

To reduce moisture evaporation from the cement-
ground layer and accelerate the process of mixture
solidifying under hot and dry weather conditions it is
recommended that calcium chloride (in amount of 0.5
to 1.0 per cent of the mass of the mixture) be added
in the mixture while it is being wetted. If during con-
solidation the surface layer becomes dry (light crust is
formed), it is necessary to sprinkle it with water at
the rate of 1 to 2 litjm2.

metre), graded and packed. It is expedient that the
mixing be preceded by the introduction into the
loosened soil of 1 to 1.5 per cent (of the mass of the
loosened soil) calcium chloride, which helps maintain
the moisture content required to obtain the necessary
density of the layer. The recommended thickness of
the layer improved by skeltal additives is as follows:

-15 cm for silt-loam and silt grounds;

-12 cm for clayey and loamy grounds;

-10 cm for fine sands and fine-sand loamy
grounds.

After consolidation the surface of the cement-
ground mixture is treated by an organic binder at the
rate of 1 to 1.2 litjm2. The resultant bituminous film
helps to obtain the optimum humidity conditions while
the mixture solidifys. Then the surface is treated
mechanically.

Reinforcement of the roadway by organic binders
represents an efficient method of in1proving earthen
roads in hot climates. As experience has shown, the
application of this method in the hot dry conditions
of sand deserts makes it possible to ensure regular
traffic along earthen roads with an intensity of up to
200-300 automobiles per day. Crude oil, emulsified
asphalt and liquid bitumen may be used as organic
binders. These binders may be used to the greatest
advantage for reinforcing sandy-loam grounds with
close to optimum granulometric composition. Sand
grounds require preliminary introduction of appropriate
granulometric additives. Loam and clayey grounds
may be treated either with additives or without them.
It has been established that the treatment of the ground
with oil or emulsified asphalt with the purpose of
strengthening the heat resistance of the mixture yields
better results if lime or cement is added to the ground
during the treatment.

The following percentage of added cement may
be assumed as optimum here: 3 to 4 per cent for sandy
loam; 2 to 3 per cent for light-textured loam; and 4
to 5 per cent for heavy-textured loam. The optimum
percentage of added lime is somewhat less than of
cement and amounts to 2 to 3 per cent for sandy loam
and light-texture loam and 3 to 4 per cent for heavy-
texture loam. The thickness of the consolidated
ground is usually within 6 to 10 cm.

The ground is consolidated by mixing components
directly on the road, thereby ensuring uniformity of
composition and properties in the consolidated layer.
The principal operations of this method are loosening
and crushing the ground, mixing the ground with
binders and stirring the mixture. To obtain better
crushing of the grounds and better mixing with binders
the moisture content of the ground (in per cent of

Improvement of earthen roadways by mineral
binders, for instance by cement, cannot be accom-
plished without available water supply sources. Sand-
loamy and loamy soils of all varieties may be con-
solidated by cement.

Sand and light-sand loam soils with a yield point
less than 16 per cent may be preliminary improved by
silt-loam additives. The best results with the least
consumption of binder can be obtained by treating
sand-loam grounds of optimum granulometric com-
position: 10 per cent clay particles, 15 to 35 per cent
silty particles and 55 to 75 per cent sand particles.
Large-grained mixtures with a predominant number of
particles larger than 1 mm are more stable and
stronger than fine-grained mixtures and require a
lesser amount of binder. Also acceptable for reinforce-
ment with cement are the saline soils of various
granulometric composition comprising readily soluble
salts. However, the salt content must not exceed 5
per cent for chloride and sulphate-chloride salinization
and 3 per cent for sulphate and chloride-sulphate
salinization. If the content of readily-soluble sulphates
in the ground is less than 5 per cent, they are pre-
liminary neutralized by the introduction into the ground
of 1 to 2 per cent hydrated lime or 1 per cent calcium
chloride. For the improvement of earthen roads,
cement of various grades (but not less than grade 100,
i.e. 100 kgf/cm2 or 10 MPa) may be used. The
recommended consumption rates of cement are from
5 to 7 per cent of the mass of the ground being rein-
forced. The thickness of reinforced layer ranges from
10 to 12 cm. The procedure for treatment of the
ground by mixing it with cement on the road consists
of the following operations:

(a) Loosening and crushing the ground;

(b) Introduction (when necessary) of granulo-
metrical additives into the ground and mixing them
with the ground;

(c) Introduction of cement into the dry ground
with subsequent mixing;

(d) Pouring of water (in amount of 8 to 12
per cent from the mass of the mixture) and uniform
stirring of the wetted cement-ground mixture;
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mass of the ground) must be about 6 to 10 per cent
for sandy loams and light-texture loams, 9 to 17 per
cent for heavy-texture loams and heavy texture silty
loams, and 17 to 22 per cent for clay grounds. In
each particular case, the required optimum moisture
content of grounds yielding best results in consolidating
grounds with binder must be determined by laboratory
experiments.

If the roadway surface is inadequately even, it is
loosened down to the depth of 6 to 8 cm; the ground
is wetted to the optimum moisture-content, mixed,
graded until the required side slope is obtained, and
compacted.

The prepared surface of the road is treated by
pouring liquid bitumen (with minimum viscosity) in
the amount of 1.5 lit/m:! over the entire width of the
roadway. About 24 hours after the binder has com-
pletely penetrated into the ground, the preparation
begins for double surface treatment with use of clinker
and stone chips.

At the time when the treatment of grounds takes
place, organic binders must be liquified so as to ensure
uniform enveloping of ground particles. More pre-
ferable in this respect are the emulsified asphalts based
on liquid emulsifiers with maximum bitumen content
of 50 to 55 per cent and solid emulsifiers (lime, primer,
etc.) with maximum bitumen content of 45 to 50 per
cent. However, the preparation of emulsified asphalt
is a separate production process which is conducted
on stationary equipment in special workshops. At the
same time, crude oil (including heavy oil) and liquid
bitumen are essentially finished materials which, when
necessity arises, may easily be liquified in hot climates
to the required viscosity. For instance, in southern
regions of the USSR extracted crude oil is used for
the purposes under review (provided the use is duly
supported by appropriate feasibility studies) completely
without liquifying additives. Liquid bitumen is obtained
by adding 30 to 35 per cent of kerosene into heavy
asphalt. (Bitumen of midium viscosity is commonly
used) .Heavy asphalt is liquified on a bitumen base
by charging kerosene directly into asphalt heaters. In
mixing, the temperature of bitumen should not exceed
90 to 100°C.

Prior to beginning the road surface treatment with
liquid bitumen, clinker and stone chips are evenly
distributed in cone-shaped heaps along the sides of the
graded and compacted road. The double surface
treatment consists of the following operations:

(a) First pouring of organic binder in the
amount of 1.5 to 2.0 litfm2;

(b) First spreading of stone chips (clinker)
with subsequent rolling;

(c) Second pouring of organic binder in the
amount of 1.5 litjm2;

(d) Second spreading of crushed stone (stone
chips) and rolling. For the first pouring, use of heavy
asphalt with penetration of 130 to 200 (the depth of
penetration of a penetrometer needle is 0.1 rom at
25°C) is recommended; heavy asphalt of greater
viscosity with pentration of 90 to 130 is commonly
used for the second pouring. The binder is poured by
a tar paver in one passage over the entire width of the
roadway. It is necessary to assure that the binder is
evenly distributed over the surface. It is also accept-
able to pour asphalt separately over each half of the
roadway, provded that a 10 to 15 cm overlap is
ensured.

Organic binders are introduced into the loosened
layers after the ground has been mixed with lime or
cement additives. Approximate consumption rates of
the binders are as follows: emulsified asphalt -8 to
12 per cent (calculated for 50 per cent concentration);
crude oil- 4 to 8 per cent; and liquid bitumen -5
to 8 per cent from the mass of the ground being con-
solidated. Mixing of the binders with the ground is
performed with the aid of road harrows; use of self-
propelled graders is also acceptable. Next, the mix-
ture is levelled and graded by a self-propelled grader.
The best way is to begin the ground consolidation with
the help of pneumatic-tyred rollers and end with use
of smooth-wheel rollers.

On slopes the binder should be poured with the
tar paver moving uphill (it should be noted that such
a surface treatment of the earth roadbed is not re-
commended on sections of road with a longitunal slope
exceeding 50 per cent).

Immediately after pouring the binder, when it has
not yet solidified, the clinker (15 to 20 mm or 12 to
20-mm size range) is spread in one layer (stone chips
should have the minimum strength of 600 kgf/cm2 or
60 MPa) and the layer is rolled. Compaction is
carried out by 5 to 6-ton smooth-wheel rollers. The
rollers are moved from the edge of the roadway to-
wards its center with a 15 to 20-cm overlap in each
passage. The minimum number of passages is 3-4
for each track trail of the roller. During the rolling,
care should be exercised to prevent stone chips from

The simplest method of improving earthen roads
under hot climate conditions is the application of a
protective coat with the help of road surface treatment.
Coating is performed on clayey, loam and sandy loam
grounds. Prior to the surface treatment the earth
roadbed should be levelled and carefully compacted
under optimum moisture-content conditions. The
ground is compacted to the maximum density, which
is most essential in the upper layer of the earth roadbed
25 to 30 mm thick.
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sticking to the roller wheels. To this end, wheels are
smeared with kerosene, straw oil or oil mixed with
water. Places with excessive binder are additionally
covered with clinker and then are rolled again.

class. In this case the road must be subjected to major
overhaul which consists in thickening of the road
pavement or improving the coating on the existing
road pavement. New coating may be made of gravel
(crushed stone) treated by organic binder in a special
installation or put directly on the road. Such a coat-
ing is usually made 4 to 8 cm thick and is performed
by one of the following two methods, namely, im-
pregnation or mixing. The impregnation method con-
sists in spreading the base layer of crushed stone 40
to 70 mm (or 25 to 40 mm) size range over the
prepared surface, compacting it, the first pouring of
heavy asphalt, spreading clinker 20 to 40 mm (or 10
to 20 mm) size range, compacting it, the second pour-
ing of heavy asphalt, spreading stone chips 5 to 15 mm
(or 3 to 10 mm) size range and compacting them.
The spread clinker and stone chips fill the space
between the crushed stones of the base layer, rather
than forming an independent layer.

As soon as the compaction is completed, the
second spreading of stone chips (5 to 15-mm or 3
to 10-mm size range) is performed and is followed by
another rolling. The rolling is first performed by a
5 to 6-ton roller (3 to 4 passages) and is followed by
2 to 3 passages of a 10-ton roller. Most efficient in
this respect are self-propelled pneumatic-tyred rollers.

The final compaction of the treated road surface
is performed by regular movement of automobiles.
In a few first days following the treatment it is
recommended that the automobile traffic be adjusted
over the width of the roadway, and it is advisable that
in this period the speed of automobiles should not
exceed 40 kr/hr.

The method of mixing includes the following
operations: levelling the mineral material distributed
along the road, pouring the binder in several layers
at the preset consumption rate, preliminary mixing of
the binder with the mineral material after each pouring,
final mixing, levelling and compaction of the mixture.
Experience shows that of the two methods the im-
pregnation method is preferable in hot climates, since
it makes possible a higher quality and shear resistance
coating. Upkeep of the improved light-duty road
coating (ie. made of gravel or crushed stone treated
by organic binder) consists in periodical cleaning from
dust and spreading crushed-stone screenings or stone
chips over the places where the binder comes out to
the road surface. Sometimes, it is advisable to roll
the spread material, Routine repair of these road
surfaces includes the elimination of potholes, ruts (over
short stretches of road), damaged edges, waveness,
build-ups and minor depressions. These faults are
remedied with use of pit-removing techniques by hot
or cold methods. In regions with hot climate both
methods can be used. However, the cold method is
more effective when removing road irregularities up
to 3 cm deep. This method includes the following
operations: preparation of the cold black crushed-stone
mixture and transportation to destination; cleaning of
the area in need of repair and treatment by liquid
bitumen at the rate of 0.5 to 0.7 lit/m2; spreading of
the mixture; levelling; and compaction. This technique
was used to advantage in routine repair of the roads
in the south-western part of Arabia with the road
coating made of crushed stone impregnated with bitu-
men. A fine crushed-stone mixture with maximum
particle size of 15 (10) mm containing not more than
8 per cent crushed stone of less than 0.071 mm was
used in these repairs.

The mineral material dislodged by moving auto-
mobiles during the initial period of forming the layer
should be regularly broomed from the edges to the
middle of the roadway.

Minor overhaul of gravel and macadam road
surfaces consists in levelling the whole cross-section of
the road and restoring the worn layer by adding new
material at the rate of up to 500 cu.m per kilometer
of the road. The roadway is cleaned from dirt and
carefully wetted. Then the road ground coating is
loosened and graded by a grader or a self-propelled
grader and the graded surface is covered by finished
(optimum) gravel (crushed-stone)-sand mixture or
by the mixture prepared directly on the road. To
ensure the required density and strength of the wearing
coat it is advisable to introduce crushed compounds
(crushed stone or crushed gravel) (up to 30 per cent)
and calcium chloride (at the consumption rate of 16
to 20 kgjcu.m which corresponds to 0.7 to 1.0 kgjm2
for a 4 to 5 cm thick wearing coat) into the gravel-
sand mixtures.

The resultant mixture is evenly distributed over
the entire width of the roadway and is then compacted
by pneumatic-tyred or metal-wheel rollers. During
compacting, especially in hot weather, it is recommend-
ed that the material to be sprinkled with aqueaus
solutions of hygroscopic salts (for instance, a 30 per
cent solution of calcium chloride) at a rate of 2 to 3
litfm2. The rolling should be ended when the layer
being compacted ceases to set under the roller. Minor
overhaul of gravel (macadam) roads can at times in-
clude surface treatment, which is performed in the
same manner as for earthen roads.

The growing traffic intensity may necessitate
strengthening of the gravel (macadam) surface of the
road and even its modification into a higher engineering

The bitumen consumption rate amounted to 6 to 7
per cent of the mass of the mineral material. The
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the roadway. It is essential that the binder be evenly
spread over the coating surface.

For roads with traffic intensity of less than 1000
automobiles per day, untreated crushed stone ("white"
stone chips) may be used. The strength of the crushed
stone must be not lower 600 kgf/cm2 (60 MPa). The
crushed stone in spread manually or with use of
special crush-stone spreaders, and should be evenly
spreaded in one layer.

The spread crushed stone is first compacted by
a 5 to 10-ton road roller (in 2 or 3 passages) and then
by a l5-ton road roller (two passages over each track
trail). The final compaction of the thus produced
surface carpet occurs under the weight of moving
automobiles. Hot and dry weather contributes to a
considerable extent to the process of compaction.

In recent years surface treatment by bituminous
sludge has been used in the USSR. The bituminous
sludge is an emulsified mineral mixture of a east con-
sistency consisting of sand, mineral powder, emulsifier,
water and bitumen. With respect to the emulsifier
employed the sludges are classified into paste, anion
and cation sludges. Among these the most widely
used are paste sludges containing bituminous paste
formed by water-dispersed bitumen and a solid
emulsifier.

With respect to the mineral constituents the
sludges are subdivided into the following three principal
types:

mixture was prepared in a conventional floating-drum
concrete mixer of 250-litres capacity.

The mineral material was metred by means of
measuring boxes, while bitumen was supplied from the
measuring tank. The crushed stone was mixed with
the binder for four to five minutes until a homogeneous
mixture was obtained. The mixture was levelled by
smoothing boards and compacted by as-ton metal-
wheel road roller. The experience has shown it is
most advisable for the preparation of black mixtures
in hot climates to use liquid bitumen produced by
adding 30 to 35 per cent kerosene to the heavy asphalt
with penetration of 90 to 130. High air temporatures
contribute to the rapid evaporation of light frictions
of the binder and accelerate consolidation of repaired
road patches.

The hot method is recommended for use or roads
with potholes exceeding 3.0 cm deep. Repair is per-
formed in the following manner. The edges of the
pothole are hoed to the entire depth, the hoed material
is removed and the pothole is coated with liquid
bitumen (0.5 to 0.7Iit/m2). The pothole is filled with
crushed stone to not more than 0.8 of the pothole
depth and is compacted. Then, heavy asphalt heated
to 150 to 160"C is poured into the pothole in the
amount of 0.8 to 1.0 lit/m2 per each centimeter of the
depth of the pothole, clinker 5 to 10(15) mm size
range (or stone chips) is over spread and compacted
by light-weight rollers or rams.

Road irregularities in the form of shearing and
build-ups are usually cut flush with the rest of the road
surface.

Minor overhaul of macadam (gravel) road
surfaces treated by organic binders includes the applica-
tion of a new wearing coat by the surface-treatment
method in most cases. Unlike the same treatment used
for earthen roads, macadam (gravel) roads are treated
only once.

(a) Large-size sand sludges containing (crushed)
sand or its mixture with natural sand (including
minimum 40 per cent of grains larger than 1.25 mm);

(b) Large and medium-size sand sludges con-
taining natural sand (including from 20 to 39 per cent
of grains larger then 1.25 mm);

(c) Fine sand sludges containing natural sand
(including minimum 20 per cent of grains larger than
1.25 mm).

On roads with low traffic intensity (up to 500
automobiles per day) any of the three types of sludges
may be used. The paste sludges are produced either
by the single-stage or the double-stage method. In the
former method the sludge is prepared by vigorous
forced stirring of all mixture components including
bitumen. In the latter method, paste is first prepared
and then it is turned into sludge.

Spreading of the sludge is preceded by routine
repair of the road in order to repair all minor faults.
The surface of the coating should be wetted with water,
in order to improve the adhesion of the spread sludge.
The mixture is spread mechanically by a spreader or
manually with the help of wooden (rubber) boards
which are also used for eliminating defects occurring
in the course of spreading.

The treatment procedure is as follows:

(a) Oeaning the surface of the road coating
from dust and dirt (the recommended practice here
is to pour liquid bitumen at the rate of 0.5 to 0.7
lit/m2 over the old dusty coating);

(b) Pouring heavy asphalt with a penetration
of 90 to 130 heated to 150 to 160°C at the rate of
1.1 to 1.3 lit/m2;

(c) Spreading crushed stone (10 to 15 mm) at
the rate 15 to 20 kg/m2;

(d) Compaction of the layer.

The critical operation in this surface treatment is
the pouring of the binder at required working tempera-
tures, usually with one passage over a half-width of
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Approximate consumption rates for the various For preparing black crushed stone heavy asphalt

types of the mixture are as following: is 1.5 to 2 per cent by mass depending on the size of

the crushed stone. Mineral powder in the amount of
-10 to 12 kgjm2 for type a; 3 to 5 per cent of the mass of the crushed stone is

-8 to 10 kgjm2 for type b (large-size sand); added into the mixer as a structurizing additive.

-6 to 8 kgjm2 for type b (medium-size sand); The spread bituminous sludge must impregnate

-4 to 6 kg/m2 for type c. the crushed black stone layer to a certain depth. For

this reason type sludge is preferable. Depending on

The mixture is spread over one side of the road- the depth of penetration the consumption of bituminous

way in the direction of travel. The roadway side with sludge varies from 20 to 40 kgjm2.

spread sludge is closed to traffic until the mixture has

dried. Experience shows that at high air temperatures The thickness of the combined topping of the road

(above 25°C) the mixture drying time is about 2 and the depth of pentration is determined by the

hours. required strength of road pavement. The minimum

and maximum thicknesses are 5 and 10 cm.
In rainy weather no sludge spreading should

be attempted. The practical experience accumulated ., ,:
during widespread applica~ion of this method in the 9fJ}"o""-I;+ ~~:;;;J ~i'1f~"t~"~h:r~i~1 Surface tr~:~~~t
USSR has proved it to be highly efficient especially ; ";"1"1""; ",,0,1. ", r: t.:,j~~m::: with use of
...' bituminous crushed stone

m ~eglons with a prolonged and stable warm summer aludge.t an~sC~~vy

penod. Per 1,000 m2 of road .fUrface

The high efficiency of the surface treatment of (1) Labour consumption
roads by bituminous sludges is shown in table 1, in (man hours) ...1.71 3.4

which basic performance indices of this method are (2) Productive wages of all
compared with those of the traditional method. As is payrolled workers. 6.7 9.4

seen from the table the surface treatment of roads (2a) including worker operating. h b. I d ' k .. bl d .mechanisms (roubles) 1 0 2 1
wit ltumen s u ges ma es rt pOSSI e to re uce twIce the labour consumption, makes unnecessary the stock- (3) BasIc materials IncludIng:

piling of large amounts of crushed stone and enables (3a) Heavy asphalt (ton) .0.56 0.76

an almost 25 per cent reduction in the consumption of (3b) Crushed stone-5 to 10-mm
heavy asphalt. (ton) 17.5

(3c) Sand (sieved stone)-o to 5-
The major overhaul of macadam (gravel) road mm (m3) 2.8 -

surface treated by organic binders consists in strengthen- (3d) Mineral powder (ton). 0.44 -

ing the pavement of the road either by making it (3e) Lime (ton) 0.15 -

thicker or by topping the existing road surface with

improved coating and in widening the roadway when- ...
ever it is deemed necessary. As desIgn calculatIons reveal, the road-toppIng

layer produced by the above-mentioned method is

Combined coating with crushed black stone and highly compatible with the traditional asphalt-concrete

bituminous sludge, which has been developed in the topping and at the same time makes it possible to

USSR, is recommended as a strengthening layer. reduce by nearly 1.5 times the labour consumption

and by 30 per cent the consumption of bitumen.
The topping of roads with such coating includes

the following operations: It is worth noting in conclusion that the selection

(a) Preparation, transportation and spreading of of. the met~od of maintenance, routine repair, and

crushed black stone 10 to 20 or 15 to 25-mm size mmor or ~a}<;Jr overhaul o~ the road 1!1ust be preceded

range (for spreading crushed-stone or asphalt spreaders by ~ feasIbility s~u.dy WhICh ta,kes. !nto account the
are used)' ' specific local condItIons and availability of manpower,

, financial and material resources. In oil-producing

(b) Compaction of the crushed black stone layer developing countries, preference should be given to

by pneumatic-tyred roller in 2 to 3 passages over one the methods based on widespread use of organic

track trail; binders (such as oils, petroleum asphalt and emulsified

(c) Preparation of bituminous sludge and trans- asphalt). In. deve!oping count~ies, importing oil, the

rtation of it to the destination' ~ethods ma~mg .wlde use. of ~eral b.md.ers (ce1!1~nt,
po , llffie), orgamc bInders wIth mIneral bIndIng addItIves

(d) Spreading of bituminous sludge over the or the methods ensuring the minimum consumption of

compacted layer of crushed black stone. organic binders may be more efficient.
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In case both types of binders are scarce, the gravel (macadam) roads should be maintained and
recommended practice for maintaining earthen roads repaired by regularly restoring the wearing coat (4 to
in serviceable condition is to grade roads periodically, 5 cm thick) with gravel (crushed stone) mixtures of
reinforce the roadway by various skeltal additives and optimum granulometric composition and by performing
accomplish dust-laying works by using hygroscopic dust-laying works with various chlorides.
salt and their solutions (including sea water). Plain

Fig. 1. Protection of road against sand-drift
,~

15-40
I II III

I -Streamlined-cross-section road with reinforced slopes and shoulders;
II -Levelled roadside regularly subjected to re-levelling;

III -Strip where sand soil is strengthened by mechanical protection or plants
I -Patrol bulldozer
2 -Semi-stable protection (cells 2 by 2 and 4 by 4 meters)

Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating arrangement of water removal from roadway
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AN OUTLINE OF ItAn..WAY STADSTICS tries which have a double-track ratio of more than 10
IN THE ESCAP REGION* per cent are China, India, Pakistan and the Republic

INTRODUCTION of Korea.

1. The ESCAP secretariat has compiled an outline Table 1. Railway network density
of railway statistics in the ESCAP region. The outline
includes general information; data on engineering D~~~rkof
standards. traffic and Operations. track brid ges and Route length" Land areab railway, , , Country or area (Route km
tunnels; rolling stock; signalling and telecommunication (km) (km2) per km2 of

facilities including train control and dispatching systems; l(kn;/;:,:,gJ
electrification; and finance. Australia. ...40 753 7 682 000 0.0053

2. This compilation is at its initial stage and the Bangladesh 2874 143998 0.0199
statistics are not complete in terms of definition, data Burma 3 127 676 577 0.0046
and number of countries and the area to be covered. China. ..49808 9596961 0.0052
However, a further in-depth review will be undertaken Democratis
by the secretariat in close co-operation with the railway Kampuchea 272 181035 0.0015
administrations of the region so that more unioform Hong Kong. .33.5 1050 0.0317
and standard data are obtained for use in identifying India... 60067 3 287 782 0.0183
the problems each railway is facing. Indonesia. 6 999 1 904 569 0.0037

Iran 4617 1648000 0.0028
I. GENERAL Japan. ...21 307 377600 0.0564

A. RAILWAY NETWORK DENSITY Malaysia. 1665 131 588 0.0127
Mongolia. 1 421 1 565000 0.0009

3. Railway network densities of members and as- Nepal. 63 140797 0.0004
sociate members are shown in table 1. The countries NewZealand. 4595 269057 0.0171
and areas which have a density of more than 0.01 are Pakistan. ..8565 796095 0.0108
Bangladesh, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Malaysia, New Philippines.. 1060 300000 0.0035
Zealand, Pakistan, the Republic of Korea and Sri Republic of Korea. 3 822 98 807 0.0386
Lanka. Those with a density of 0.01-0.001 are Sri Lanka. 1544 65610 0.0235
Australia, Burma, China, Democratic Kampuchea, Thailand. 3735 514000 0.0073
Indonesia, Iran, the Philippines, Thailand and Viet Viet Nam. ...2600 329 566 0.0078
Nam. Those with a density less than 0.001 are France" '.-".::'f. 34159 547026 0.0624
Mongolia and Nepal.
4 F f . F h h Sources: a Jane's World Railways 1979-1980 (London).

..or purposes 0 comparison, rance as t e b Asia Yearbook 1980.
density of about 0.06. St t. t. I Y B kf A . d th P .fi 1979a IS Ica ear 00 or sla an e aci c ,

B SHARE OF TRAFFIC BY (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.80.ll.F.
.11).
TRANSPORTATION MODE " Annual Bulletin of Transport Statistics for Europe,

1977, (United Nations publication, Sales No.
5. The share of traffic by transportation mode is E/F/R.78.ll.E.22).
shown in table 2. In China and India, railways play
a dominant role in both passenger and freight trans- D. STATIONS
portation. In Bangladesh and the Republic of Korea, ..
railways account for more than 25 per cent of all 7. The nu?Iber of statIons. and the average dIstance
traffic volume in both passenger and freight transport. between statIons are shown ill table 4. The average

distance between stations varies from 6 to 13 km
C. ROUTE LENGTH, TRACK LENGTH according to the particular system. Indonesia and

Malaysia have a rather long distance between stations
6.. Route. length, track leI.1gth and the d'!uble-track compared with other countries.
ratIo of railways of the regIon are shown ill table 3.
The broad-gauge group comprises Bangladesh, India, E NUMBER OF EMPLOYEESPakistan and Sri Lanka; the standard-gauge group is .

made up of China, Iran and the Republic of Korea; 8. The numbers of employees of railways in the
the metre-gauge group includes Bangladesh, Burma, region are shown in table 5.
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand
and Viet Nam. Bangladesh and India have both II. ENGINEERING STANDARDS
metre-gauge track and broad-gauge track. The coun-

9. Some of the principal engineering standards for
.Note by the secretariat. the main trunk lines of the railways are given in table 6.
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10. On broad-gauge lines the maximum speeds for 15. The productivity of wagons (net ton-kms per
both passenger and freight trains range from 55 to wagon day), reflecting the mobility of the wagons and
104 km/h. On standard-gauge lines the range is 80 their pay-loads, also varies considerably. Countries
to 115 km/h for passenger trains and 55-90 km/h for where productivity of wagons is more than 1000 ton-
freight trains. On metre-gauge lines it ranges from 45 km per wagon day are China, India and the Republic
to 100 km/h for passenger trains and from 40 to 75 of Korea.
km/h for freight train.

16. Passenger traffic consists mainly of relatively
11. The grade on the railways is generally from 1.0 short-distance travel with length of trips not exceeding
per cent to 3.0 per cent. Grades steeper than 3 per !00-140 km. in most co~tries of the region. Ho.wev~r,
cent and up to 4 per cent are found in Burma, m Iran and the RepublIc of Korea, average trip dlS-
Indonesia and Pakistan. tances are as great as 455-506 kill.

12. Curves as sharp as 200 metres in radius and below IV. TRACK, BRIDGES AND TUNNELS
are found in the railways of Burma, India, Pakistan,
the Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam. A. TRACK STRUCTURE

13. With regard to the maximum axle load; on broad- 1. Rail

~auge lines it is 22.5-22.9 tons; on. standard-gauge 17. The general situation as to the use of rail in the
lmes, 23-25 tons; and on metre-gauge lmes, 10-16 tons. railway system of the region is shown in table 9. On

broad-gauge track, the unit weight of rail is usually
III. TRAFFIC AND OPERATION more than 36 kg/m on main lines; on important trunk

lines or high traffic density lines, 50-60 kg/m rail is
14. The figures indicating traffic and operational per- used. On standard-gauge track, it is usually more
formance of the railways of the region are given in than 37 kg/m on main lines, and on important track
tables 7 and 8. As illustrated in the tables, the per- lines 50 or 60 kg/m rail is used. On metre-gauge
formance of railway transport varies widely from one track, it is more than 30 kg/'m, and on trunk lines
country to another. Freight traffic on many railway 37-40 kg/m is used. On narrow gauge lines, 16-12
systems runs over a relatively short distance (150-200 kg/m light rails are used. The standard length of rail
km) while on others (China, India, Iran, Pakistan and is usually 6-14 m but in some countries such as China,
Thailand) the average haul of freight is considerably Indonesia and the Republic of Korea, a 17-m or 25-m
large, i.e. more than 400 km. length of rail is used.

i l Table 2. Percentage share of traffic by transportation mode

"

Passenger/ Marine and inland .Country freight Rail Road waterways AIr Information source-

Bangladeshb P 25.0 49.8 25.0 0.2 SFYP-B (1979)
F 28.0 20.5 51.4 0.1

China. P 60 26 5.7 1.7 CSC-1981
F 55 2.7 42 0.3

India. P 50 48 2 IND-21973/74
F 67 30 3

Philippines. P, 4.9 79.4 9.5 6.2 1975 NEDA
F 2.8 43.6 53.4 0.2

Republic of Korea.. ..P 25.7 73.2 1.1 RK-3 (1980)
F 46.6 21.2 32.2

Sri Lanka. P 17.4 82.6 SR-l (1977-1979)
F 17.9 82.1

Thailand. P 15 85 CSB (1980)
F less 70 outside of

than Bangkok
30

Notes: a See list of statistical data sources in the annex.
b P in number of passengers; F in tonnage carried.
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Table 3. Route length, track length and double track
(length in kilometres, gauges ill millimetres)

il)[', c i

Route Track
C .In/ormationOUnlry Broad Standard Metre Nm-row T at Broad Standard Metre Nm-row T at source-

(1676) (1453) (1000) (762) Dt (1676) (14'3) (1000) (762) Dt

Bangladesh. 964 1 910 2874 1 589 2932 4521
JWR-80

(Double track) 101 107 208 SFYP-B
(7)

Burma. 3 127 3 127 4347 4 347
BM-1, 2

(Double track) 288 288
(9)

China. 5.0 49034 769 49808 87 85730 950 86775
CSC

(Double track) 6 000 6 000
(12)

India 30041 25550 4476b 60067 42755 34907 5 028b 82690
JWR-80

(Double track) 12 379 468 12 847 IND-1
(21)

Indonesia. 63898 6104 6999 7246" 617d 7863
JWR-80

(Double track) 180 180 INSA-1
(3)

Iran 92 4525 4617 92 4766 4858 JR-1
JWR-80

Malaysia 1 665 1 665 2 153 2 153 JWR-80
(Double track) 88M-I, SCS

(0.5) CSB

Pakistan 7 507 446 612 8565 10940 552 729 12 221 PK-1
JWR-80

(Double track) 1 001 1 001
(12)

Philippines 1060" 1060 175" 1175
JWR-80

(Double track) 59 59 PP-1

Republic of (6)
Korea. 3744 78 3822 5 860

JWR-80
(Double track) 713 713 RK-2, 3

(18.6)
Sri Lanka. 1 496 48 1 544 1 856 48 1 904 JWR-80
(Double track) 108 108

(7)
Thailand 3735 3735 4418 4418 TA-1, 2
(Double track) 90 90 JWR-80

(2)
Viet Nam .170 243oe 260 RDYB-81

Notes: Figures in parentheses under "Total" represent percentage of double track.
-Same as -of table 2.
b 760 rom and 610 rom.
c 1067 rom.
d 750 rom and 600 rom.
e Including 230 km of dual of metre-gauge and standard gauge.
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Table 4. Stations
--

Number of statio,,", Route length ~verage dist,ance Information

Country (. .0 ) (k ) (B) between stt!.tIO,,",

..m (B)/(~) sourcea

Bangladesh. 497 2874 5.8 BG-1

Burma 479: P and F 312 3 127 6.6 BM-1
P only 134 BM-2
F only 3
Flag 30

China 49 808

India. 7 020 60 067 8.6 IND-1

Indonesia 543: Java 396 6999 12.9 INSA-1
Sumatra 147

Iran. 4617

Malaysia. 140 1665 11.9 M-l

Pakistan. 862 8565 9.9 PK-1

Philippines. 176: P and F 82 1060 6.0 PP-2
P only 12
F only 2
Flag 80

Republic of Korea. 585: P and F 341 3822 6.5 RK-2, 3
P only 183
F only 21
Flag 40

Shi Lanka 260: Stations 160 1 544 6.0 SR-1
Train stops 100

Thailand 587: Stations 444 3735 6.4 TA-1
StoppingpJaces 143

Viet Nam 2600! ::

Notes: a Same as a of table 2.:, I ~ I i 1

P = Passenger.
F = Freight. " :

-Table 5. Number of employees

CoUntry t; EmplDyftl Information;
Source"

-.t' , c
Bangladesh. .-:' 59518 BG-1
Burma. 29223 JWR-80

BM-l, 2
China. 2 400 000 CSC/CMC
India 1 525000 JWR-80

IND-1
Indonesia. 70795 JWR-80
Iran 29693 JWR-80
Malaysia. 13 386 JWR-80
Pakistan 134887 JWR-80
Philippines 8595 PP-l
Republic of Korea. 39908 RK-2

RK-2
Sri Lanka. 26000 SR-l
Thailand. 29378 TA-1
VietNam.

Note: .Same as .of table 2.
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f Table 8. Traffic and operations: passenger traffic
ic
"

Passengers Passengers-km Average Daily Daily Average
carried .run of number speed of Sources of

per year journey passengerper YeDl' cooch of trains information-
.(thousands) (millions) (km) (km) troins (km/hr.)

" ~'"

Bangladesh". ~~ -..' >;: .
Total 88500 5102 57.6 194 341.1 8.1 BG-1

Broad gauge 86.4
Metre gauge 254.8

Burma 48929 3 126 64 38 48 BM-1, 2

China. 907290 109100 135 43.5 CMC

Democratic Kampuchea 54 SY/79

Hong Kong. 16401 336.2 20.5 TWR/80

India. IND-1
Total 3719000 192945 51.9 573 6 050b -

Broad gauge 4 387 25.8
Metre gauge 1663 17.7

Indonesia 20693 3642 176 70 SY /79

Iran 6457 2981 506 51 SY /79

Malaysia. 11 924 2080 106 72 SY /79

Mongolia. 244.8 SY /79

Nepal. 250 10 40 JWR/80

Pakistan. 131 862 16507 98 JWR/80

Philippines 3730 600 161 PP-1, 2

Republic of Korea. 459849 21 507 455 504 354 92 RK-1, 3

Sri Lanka 89800 4072 45 295 56 SR-1

Thailand. 64398 7029 109.1 634 141 80 TA-1

Viet Nam .49000 4609 70 32 VN-1

Notes: -Same as -of table 2. '- )
b Including suburban traffic.

Table 9. Rail

,
f h f I .Information Weight 0 rail Lengt 0 rai Long-welded rail Source"

Bangladesh Metre gauge

37.5 kg/m Being introduced JWR-8030.0 kg/m "

Broad gauge
45.0 kg/m
37.5 kg/m

,'.,c,
Burma Main Line CSC

37.5 kgim -37 per cent } 11 m -63 per cent Welded to 35.7 m by JWR-80
30.0 kg/m j thermit 53 per cent

Branch line 12 m -37 per cent Total length = 165 kg/m BM-1, 2
30.0 kglm

Other branch and
siding -25 kg/m

10 per cent

China.:: ..50 kg/m 25 m By flashbutt and thermit CSC
.,~ 43 kg/m welding 13 per cent of

60 kg/m total track
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Table 9. (continued)

., W...ght of rail '" ., lAngth of rail Long-welded rail Information
sourcea

\1.1' Broad Metre
India' Selected high gauge gauge Welded rail IND-l

density route 60 kg/m -39--65 m
Truck route 52 kg/m 37 kg/m C.W.R. 1 kg/m or more
Other main Welding by flashbutt.

line and. Welding at workshop"branch line 44.5 kg/m 30 kg/m Thermit Welding at site "

Indonesia. Gauge
1067 rnrn 750 rnrn 600 rnrn 43 kg/m -13 m Welded to 85 m

or 17 m: .

43 kg/m 16.5 kg/m 12.5 kg/m 33.5 kg/m -11.9 m
or 13.6 m

33.5 kg/m 26 kg/m -6.8 m
or 10.2 m

26 kg/m

'i-'l~~1Iran. ..Main line By Thermit Welding
'JI! 46 kg/m (54 per cent)

) 12.5 x 3 = 37.5 m JWR-80

38.4 kg/m (27 per cent)33.5 kg/m (5 per cent) 12.5 m or 12.0 m 12.5 x 4 = 50 m
50 kg/m (14 per cent) 1000 m or 20000 m IR-l, 2

Malaysia Main line } JWR-80 40 kg/m Flashbutt welding up to

12.2 m or 9.2 m 146 m at workshop CSC
Branch line ..I30 kg/m thermlt weldIng Welding of 146 m rail

,,\ ..VII"", ,~f.c)J l~~ at sit to a longer rail j..~~.A~-'i_-[ 

Philippines. Main line' ,..",~!

32.5 kg/m < > 9.2, 10 m SWR = 60m (50 per cent) JWR-80
37.5 kg/m < > 10 m

Branch line
32.5 kg/m }27 kg/m 9.2m 10 m (50 per cent) PP-2

22.5 kg/m < ,> 7 m (~J';
,

Rep. of Korea. 50 kg/m (64 per cent) 25 m or less By gas-pressure welding JWR-80
(94 per cent) at wayside plant and RK-2

37 kg/m (31 per cent) 25-200 m thermit welding at site RK-3
(3 per cent)

r 30 kg/m (5 per cent) more than 200 m 500-200 m long rail
\ , (3 per cent).-.

Sri Lanka.. 36 kg/m <.:_; > 6 m, 9.2 m Thermit welding CSC
,

40 kg/m <' > 13.8 m c. SR-l
44 kg/m

Thailand .~'. 25 kg/m (7 per cent) 10-35 m Flashbutt welding in JWR-80
(19 per cent) workshop DSC

30 kg/m (6 per cent) 35-144 m 18 m, 12 m, 6 m-> 144 m TA-2
(7.5 per cent)

35 kg/m (62 per cent) 144 m more Thermit welding at side
(73.5 per cent

40 kg/m (25 per cent) 144 m ->1000 m,
1800 m, 4000 m, 5000 m
Total welded rail length
2881 km (1980)

Note: .Same as .of table 2.
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Table 10. Sleepers

CoImtrJI \ \" T- Information, ..rv sourcea

Bangladesh. Wooden sleeper (Semi-hard) JWR-80
, , i. Concrete sleeper on experimental basic

Steel through sleeper
Cast iron sleeper

Burma Hardwood (Xylia Odabriformis) JWR-80
Creosoted soft wood
Concrete sleeper (twin-block) under testing

China. .Wooden sleeper CSC
Prestressed concrete sleeper
Broad concrete sleeper

India. ..Wooden sleeper IND-1
Cast iron/steel sleeper JWR-80
Concrete sleeper on high density line (mono-block and twin-block)

Indonesia Mainly: untreated teak JWR-80
Some lines: steel sleeper

Iran Creosoted impregnated hardwood (56 per cent) IR-1
Steel (32 per cent) JWR-80
Concrete (12 per cent)

Malaysia. .Malaysian medium hardwoods impregnated with creosote and diesel oil JWR-80
CSC

Pakistan. Wooden sleeper (63 per cent) CSC
Concrete sleeper

Philippines Main line: wooden sleeper (Malavee) PP-2
JWR-80

Republic of Korea.. Wooden sleeper 82 per cent JWR-80
Prestressed Concrete sleeper 18 per cent RK-2, 3

Sri Lanka. Wooden sleeper -hard wood (keruing and kempes -imported) JWR-80
Concrete sleeper -under planning CSC

Thailand.. Untreated hard wood
} 89 per cent JWR-80

Creosoted soft wood CSC

Twin-block concrete (RS type)
} 11 per cent TA-1

Mono-block precast sleeper TA-2

Note: .Same as .of table 2.
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Table 11. Rail fastenings

COWltry Type Information
source.

Bangladesh. Dog spike, bearing plpate, anchor bearing plate, round JWR-80
spike, steel keys and steel jaws,

Burma .Dog spike (100 per cent) JWR-80
Elastic rail spike (e.g. Macbeth) -experimental

China. ...Wooden sleeper: dog spike and tie plate
Concrete sleeper: tie pad and clip CSC
Broad concrete sleeper: tie pad and wire spring clip (w. type)

India. ..Wooden: (mild steel, cast iron, bearing plate, screw JWR-80
spikes, dog spikes, round spikes, keys)
(bearing plate, screw spikes, Pandrote, rubber pad)

Concrete: mono-block = Pandrol, rubber pad
twin-block = clip, cramp, rubber pad

Steel: Spring steel loose jaw
mild steel keys

.Pandrol, rubber pad,
Indonesia Base plate, spike and screw, elastic fastening JWR-80
Iran Wooden sleeper: sole plate, screw, spike JWR-80

Steel sleeper: clip and bolt
Welded rail: Doppelspannagel Dna4

Malaysia. .Main line: Elastic spike, pandrole, JWR-80
Other line and branch line: dog spike CSC

Philippines .Dog spike: 50.7 per cent JWR-80
Elastic fastening: 49.3 per cent PP-2

Republic of Korea. Wooden sleeper: spike (82 per cent) (spring clip, rubber pad in some sections) RK-3
Concrete sleeper: spring clip, rubber pad (18 per cent)

Sri Lanka Dog spike, elastic spike JWR-80
Thailand. .Wooden sleeper: dog spike, doerken elastic spikes JWR-80

RC sleeper: RN elastic clip with rubber pad !' .i", TA-2
PC sleeper: FIST BTR fastening

Note: .Same as. of table 2. ., ~\!\\\

Table 12. Ballast
.

Country Kind Thickness below sleeper In~=on

')1 .Burma. ...Crushed stone (97 per cent) , .203 mm JWR-80

Single screened (3 per cent) BM-l, 2
(branch line)0 = 50.8-19.1 mm granite

China. Crushed stone, 0 = 2a-60 mm 300 mm CSC
CMC

Broad gauge Metre gauge
India Selected high density line 250 mm 250 mm IND-l

Trunk line 250 mm 250 mm
Other main line and branch line

Indonesia. Stone 0 = 50-70 mm
Iran Broken stone and river ballest 200-250 mm JWR-80

0 = 30-70 mm IR-2
Malaysia. Limestone ballest 0 = 57 mm 152 mm JWR-80
Philippines .Crushed stone 200 mm JWR-80

PP-l
PP-2

Republic of Korea. Crushed granite or traprock 270 mm 23 per cent RK-l, 2
0 = 10-70 mm 220 mm 70 per cent

170 mm 7 per cent
Sri Lanka. Crushed stone 254-305 mm CSC

SR-l
Thailand .Crushed stone 0 = 3a-60 mm Class 1 & 2 line = 200 mm CSC

(82 per cent) TA-2
Class 3 & 4 line = 150 mm

1':J;;.j (18 per cent) I; LrJl;!/I;rlT !JIll

Note: .Same as .of table 2.
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24. 

In order to show the density of bridges over the
railway network, the bridge ratio, that is, bridge length
per 1000 km of route length was calculated and is
shown in table 13. Some railways such as those in
India, the Republic of Korea and Thailand have rather
large ratios.

2.

Tunnels

25. 

The average length of tunnel ranges from 200 to
460 m according to the railway. In Burma, the tunnels
are rather short, and in Bangladesh and the Philippines
there are no tunnels.

18. Recognizing the advantage of adopting welded
rail, short standard rails are welded into a long-welded
rail, thus decreasing the number of rail joints, usually
the major weak point of a track. The short rails are
welded into lengths varying from 36 m to 144 m and
even on some systems of 1000-4000 m. The usual
practice for producing a long-welded rail is:

(a) Short standard rails are welded into the
appropriate length by flashbutt at the workshop or by
the gas-pressure welding method at a wayside plant;

(b) These welded rails, after being laid on the
track, are further welded into a longer rail.

26. In order to show the density of tunnels on the
railway networks, the tunnel ratio, that is, tunnel length
per 1000 km of route length has been calculated and
is shown in table 13. China, Iran and the Republic
of Korea have rather large ratios.

2. Sleeper

19. The kinds of sleeper used by the railways of the
region are as shown in table 10. The dominant kinds
of sleepers are wood, that is untreated hardwood or
creosote-pregnated soft or medium-hardwood. Some
railways such as those in Bangladesh, India and Iran
use steel or cast-iron sleepers. Owing to the prevail-
ing lack of wooden resources, and also in order to
increase track stability, two-block concrete sleepers or
mono-block prestressed concrete sleepers have been
adopted in many countries such as China, India, Iran,
Pakistan, the Republic of Korea and Thailand. Many
other countries, such as Bangladesh, Burma and Sri
Lanka are also testing or planning to adopt concrete
sleepers.

ROLLING STOCK

LOCOMOTIVES

v.

A.

3. Rail fastening20. 

The types of rail fastening adopted by the railways
of the region are given in table 11. The dominating
type is the dog spike and bearing plate. However, the
elastic type is being introduced. With regard to con-
crete sleepers most railways are adopting a fastening
consisting of an elastic type with a rubber pad.

27. 

Table 14 shows the locomotives operated by the
railway administrations in the region. Many railways
still operate steam locomotives. In Bangladesh, Burma,
China and India the share of steam is more than 40
per cent of all locomotives. In view of the rising cost
of fuel oil, some railways try to make effective use of
steam locomotives where coal is an indigenous asset.28. 

The share of diesel locomotives is more than 70
per cent on most railways.

29. In general, the availability of locomotives (ratio
of number in service to number on book) cannot be
said to be high. One of the reasons for low availability
might be that various types/models of locomotives exist
with insufficient standardization and lack of exchange-
ability of parts.4. Ballast

21. The track ballast used in the region is shown in
table 12. As for the kind of ballast adopted, crushed
stones is the dominant kind. The maximum size of
ballast ranges from 50-70 mm. The depth of the
ballast below the sleeper ranges from 150 to 300 mm
depending on the situation of the line.

B.

PASSENGER COACHES

30. Table 15 shows the general situation with regard
to passenger coaches, including rail cars, on railways
in the region. In the Philippines, the Republic of
Korea and Sri Lanka, the rail car share is more than
17 per cent of the total number of passenger coaches.
Although a part of passenger transport is performed
by rail cars on some railways, passenger transport is
mainly carried on through locomotive traction on
most railways.

c.

FREIGHT CARS

B. BRIDGES AND TUNNELS22. 

A general review of the bridges and tunnels on
railways of the region is given in table 13.

1. Bridges23. 

Most railways use concrete slabs for short spans,
prestressed concrete or plate girders or composite
girders for medium spans and steel trusses for long
spans. Some countries such as China and Iran use
stone arches and some countries such as the Philippines
and Thailand use wooden bridges for short spans
though these are being replaced.

31. The current position with regard to freight cars
operated by railways in the region is shown in table
16. The data contained in the table was obtained
from many different sources so that classification in
detail is not clear. Classification should be a subject
for further study.
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32. The share of covered wagons is more than 60 even on railways where the automatic block system has
per cent in Bangladesh, Burma and Sri Lanka; and already been adopted.
that of open or flat wagons is more than 30 per cent .

Ind ' th Phil " d th R bl ' f K 36. WIth regard to mterlockmg devIces, the definItIons
mIa, e Ippmes an e epu lC 0 orea. d . I ifi .. I I d h..
Th t f t k . t. I I (16 29 use m c ass catIon are not entIre y c ear, an t 18 ISa 0 an cars IS compara Ive y arge -per ..

t) . I M I . d th R bl . f K a matter for further study. However, ]udgmg from the
cen m ran, a aysla an e epu lC 0 orea. fi . t bl 18 th t t t . f fgures m a e , e presen s a us 18 ar rom

33. Freight cars, like locomotives and passenger sat~factory for assuring traffic safety. I~terlocking
coaches, are generally over-aged. Many railways own de~lces seem nec~ssary at least be~we.e.n sIgnals and
many cars with an age of more than 40 years. This swItches so as to mcrease safety reltabilrty.
is one of the reas<;>ns for low availability ~f freight c~rs 37. A centralized traffic control system (CTC) has
and rather long tn.-shop h?urs for repaIr and mam- been introduced on railways in India, Iran, the Republic
ten.ance. SystematIc weedmg ou~ of such obsolete of Korea and Sri Lanka. An automatic warning system
freIght cars may have to be consIdered. is being introduced in India and an automatic train

stopper has already been introduced in the Republic
VI. SIGNALLING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS of Korea.

34. Table 17 to 20 show the general situation with 38. Sufficient da~a for a review of ~elecomm~nications
regard to signalling and telecommunication systems of could not be o~tau;ted. ?? .s°I1.1e railways mamtenan~e
railways in the region. of telecommumcatIon facilitIes 18 not done by the rail-

ways themselves but by another governmental body
35. Automatic block systems have been introduced by such as the ministry of telecommunication. From the
four railways out of eight listed in table 17 as having viewpoint of securing rapid recovery of service from
block systems. Safety of trains is maintained, however, accidents and sufficient reliability of transport, this
mainly with tokenless or token (tablet) block systems point might be worth reconsideration.

Table 17. Signalling and telecommunication -block systems

COImtry Kind Route length Information
-v (km) source-

Bangladesh. ..1. Coded tokenless block system on single and double BO-2
line using direct current

2. SOB type tokenless non-coded direct current block
working on double line (using three overhead lines)

3. Token/tablet block system on single line using direct current
4. Telegraph block working by Morse-Telegraph instrument
5. One engine only block at small sections

Burma 1. Automatic absolute overlap block system 8.0 BM-l
2. Double line block instrument Tyer's Type B Block 76.4
3. Single line block instrument Tyer's No.7 tablet 982.3
4. Paper line clear ticket 1 614.2
5. Paper line clear ticket system (double line) 240.5

India. 1. Automatic signalling 1437 IND-1
(track km)

2. Tokenless block system 742
(block stations)

Iran '. 1. Token signalling system 35 units IR-l

Philippines Staff and ticket block system 770.9 PP-2

Republic of Korea. 1. ABS and CTC 664.6 RK-3
2. Interlocking system 188.5
3. Double interlocking block system 91.9
4. Token block system 2175.6

Sri Lanka 1. Automatic block system with CTC 90 SR-1
2. Automatic block system without CTC 35
3. Tablet block system 1 100

Thailand. 1. Tokenless block 1 154 TA-2
2. Token block 2 444
3. Train ticket 108

Note: a Same as a of table 2.
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rI

.~~"','\ 'iiC,..., , Table 18. Interlocking systems

C._, K:M Number of Informationou,.- , I ..tatlom ..ource8

Bangladesh. 1. Relay interlocking with token/built-in tokenless block BG-2
working

2. Double wire upper-quadrant mechanical interlocking
3. Electro-mechanical interlocking with lower quadrant

semaphore signals
4. Non-interlocked system with or without hand-plunger

key locks

Burma .1. All electric lever lock interlocking system 1 BM-l
2. All relay interlocking system 10
3. Electro-mechanical interlocking system 4
4. Full mechanical interlocking system 9
5. Double wire operated points with slide frame inter-

locking system (single line) 24
6. Key locked points with slide frame interlocking

system (single line) 2
7. Key locked points with slide frame interlocking sys-

tem (double line) 15
8. Key locked mechanical interlocking system (double

line) 16
9. Key locked mechanical interlocking system (single

line) 58

India. .1. Standard 1 (lowest) 1697 IND-I
2. Standard 2 (intermediate) 93
3. Standard 3 (highest) 3 301

Total 5091

Out of standard 3 interlocking, 1391 devices are with (82 per cent
multiple aspect upper quadrant semaphore signals and of total
997 with colour light signals) stations)

Iran 1. Entry and exist semaphores 28 units IR-l
2. Automatic electric switch machines 344 units
3. Mechanical switch point with electric locking device 8 units
4. Control panel of railway signalling system and elec-

tric switch points 55 units

Philippines 1. Relay interlocking 1 PP-2
2. Mechanical interlocking 5

Republic of Korea. 1. 1st-class electric relay interlocking 149 RK-3
2. 1st-class electro mechanical interlocking device 2
3. 2nd-class electric relay interlocking device 28
4. 2nd-class electric interlocking device 5
5. 2nd-class mechanical interlocking device 301

Sri Lanka. 1. Relay interlocking unit of first class 18 SR-l
2. Electric interlocking unit of first class 7
3. Mechanical interlocking unit 85

Thailand. " 1. All relay interlocking 7 TA-2
2. Electromechanical interlocking 14
3. Mechanical fully interlocking 244
4. Mechanical semi-interlocking 76

, ~-

Note: 8 Same as 8 of table 2.
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Table 19. Signals and track circuits
!

C -, 'Ki1lll , ..nol l tr k clrcult .Irl,'r, Numb.er 01 Route re"gth ]"Iormotio"
ou.~ry '0 6 ~ 'I"t~~uru statio,"" (km) source-

".r"".~, ,
Burma C;"',"'. .Signals: i, BM-l

1. Colour light signals 17
2. Semaphore signals 273
3. Hand signal 18

Track circuit:
1. DC track circuit 81.1
2. AC track circuit 28.2

India. -An automatic warning system is being installed IND-l
on 1441 kIn

-CTC system has been introduced on 339 kIn
sections

Philippines Signals: PP-2
1. Colour light signal 1 1.5
2. Semaphore signal 5 10.5
3. Hand signal 72 770.9

Republic of Korea. Signals: RK-3
-Colour light signal 184 932.5
-Semaphore signal 301 2188.1

Total 485 3 120.6

Track circuits:
1. DC track circuits
2. Divided frequency track circuits
3. High voltage impulse track circuits

CTC: Single track, one line 32 148.1
Double track, four lines 24 97.9

246.0

ATS: Route length adopting ATS 2551-.1

Thailand. Signals: TA-2
1. Colour light signal 21 104
2. Semaphore signal 300 2335
3. Hand signal 122 865

Track circuits:
DC and AC rectifiedc. :"}I
Switching machines:
1. Electric point machine
2. Double wire mechanical point machine [.
3. Hand operated point machine ,I) 1),

i~:)OI'I!S1ni vRla.sl ,I : ,;;I
Note: a Same as a of table 2., ,,;;

; ,t" 'flJ" ,)" ~ ..

,,;

c!

!
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"1"", "L,'il'5l ,)\;,\\j ';;.'! (j(!(~..i:: 1)'-'J~t{!P~~'~\t;:I2ftjf Table 20. Telecommunications ,

,
--

Country Kind Information
, 6ourcea

Bangladesh ." 1. Telegraph: BG-2
155 stations are connected through inter-wire and through-wire for trans
mission of day-to-day information from and to the wayside stations.
2. Railway's own trunk telephone circuits:
Through overhead wires these circuits connect five important junctions. All
the overhead lines are owned and maintained by PTT Dept.
3. Radio telephone and telegraphy:
Bangladesh Railway (BR) has a radio telephony (SSB, HF and VHF) net-
work between 30 important points, Divisional HQ and Railway HQ. Besides
this BR has eight points connected by radio telegraph (HF) network.

Burma 1. Kinds of telephone used: BM-1
(a) Magneto telephones
(b) Traffic controls selective callings telephone system
(c) Radio telephones
2. Kinds of telephone switch boards
(a) Magneto telephone switchboard 100 lines cord type
(b) Magneto telephone switchboard 50 lines cord type
(c) Magneto telephone switchboard 20 lines cord type
(d) Magneto telephone switchboard 10 lines switch type

India. Nature of operational aids: IND-1
Telephone:
-Exchange telephone capacity (number of lines) 53,660
-Trunk telephone channels (channel km) 215,258
Telegraph:
-Teleprinter channels (channel km) 115,555
Telephone and telegraph:
-Microwave links (route km) 11,760

Iran 1. Length of communication lines 39,855 km IR-1
2. Teletype communication system 45
3. Selector device telephone system 256
4. Automatic telephone system 2,288
5. L.B. Magnetic telephone system (for loco use and stations) 236
6. Three-channel open-wire carrier telephone system 14

Philippines 1. Exchanges: PP-2
-Local battery magneto telephone switchboard 10
-Crossbar telephone exchange, 200 lines 1
-EP ABX, 200 lines 1
2. Telephones:
-Magneto telephone for line clear certificate
-Carrier telephone for messages
-Dispatcher telephone (under construction)

for train location and dispatching
Republic of Korea. 1. Number of telephone switchboards by types RK-3

Type Number Capacity. (lines)
Automatic 29 8440
Common battery 35 1 880

Total 64 10320
2. Kinds of telephone classified by purpose

General 6 378
Dispatcher 876
Train block 680
Section 2641
Portable 313
Radio 1 772

Total 12 660
Thailand. .1. Number of telephone switchboards by types as follows: TA-2

-PABX 17
-CB telephone 7

2. Kinds of telephone classified by purpose are:,
-Traffic control telephones " -Long-distance telephones

-Local communication telephones #

Note: .Same as .of table 2..
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VII. ELECTRIFICATION those of Indonesian Railways and of a part of Indian
Railways which have adopted 1500 or 300 V DC

39. Table 21 shows the present situation with regard systems.
to electrification of the railways of the region including
those in the planning stage. Five railways operate 41. Generally, the present electrified track length is
electrified rail transport and most railways have plans less than 10 per cent of total route length on railways
for electrification. Their plans are in various stages in the region, except for the Republic of Korea where
ranging from prefeasibility studies to specific plans. 13.9 per cent of total route length is electrified.

40. Existing railway electrification systems in the 42. Given the present global energy crisis, railway
region are mainly of the 25 KV AC type except for electrification should be more extensively promoted.

Table 21. Electrification
.

Total Electrification Electrified EI t.fi d 1.f .Country route length route length ratio ec 11 e Plan n ~matlon
(km) (km) (percentage) system source-

Bangladesh. ...A feasibility study between CSB
Dacca and Chittagong

Burma A preliminary study for the cir- CSB
cular line in Rangoon (145.9 km)

A feasibility study for the
cement factory railway in Kyan-
gin (20 km)

China. 48618 1266 2.6 Single 1871 km electrification under CSB
phase way
50 Hz
25 KV

India. 60666 4914 8.1 Single Electrification works scheduled in CSB
phase 1980-19907230 km
50 Hz
25 KV

Indonesia. .6999 123 1.8 1500 V A plan for electrification of the CSB
DC lines surrounding Jakarta City

already partly electrified

Pakistan. 8 808 290 3.3 Single Plans for electrification of more CSB
phase than 1400 km and a part of plan
50 Hz under construction
25 KV

Republic of Korea. 3146 428 13.6 Single RK-3
phase
60 Hz
25 KV

Sri Lanka A feasibility study of 141 km in CSB
Colombo

Thailand. A feasibility study for the Nor- CSB
them line between Bangkok to
Chiang Mai

Note: -Same as -of table 2.
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VIII. FINANCE helping to stabilize the economy; (b) operation of

43 Revenue, expenditure and the operating ratio unprofitable lines .in accor~ance wit~ the needs of the

(expenditure/'revenue) of the railways of the region are ~ountry; ~c) an mcrease m operatIonal costs due to

given in table 22. Out of 10 railways listed in table mcreases m fuel costs, labour costs ~~c.; (d) a decreas,e

22 five are making money and five are losing it. of customers d~e .to severe competItIon from road, aIr
, and coastal shIppmg.

44. Passenger transportation is the major contribution " to revenue on five railways while freight transportation 46. To achIeve financIal vIability, many railways are

is the major contribution to revenue for the other five. making every effort through: (a) obtaining appropriate

subsidies from the Government; (b) negotiating with
45. The major reasons for financial inviability of the Government for appropriate increases in tariffs or

railways may be among others: (a) a price freeze on fares; (c) modernizing the railway system and increas-

railway charges by the Government as a means of ing operational efficiency and so on.

Table 22. Financial situation

C Revenue Expenditure Operating Information

OUnlry Ratio

, ,;; ,JI"U P""sengera Fr.-gilt Other. Total (A) total (B) (B)f(A) .ourceb
,., ,"

Bangladesh ' j :'i' I ' ,
.,],. j

percentage 35 50 15
Tk 1000 920547 828805 90 BO-l (1980)

Burma:
percentage 76 21 3 BM-l and 2
Kyatt 1000 260877 285058 109 (1978-1979)

India:
percentage 32 61 7 IND-l
Rs 10 million 2151 1868 87 (1978/1979)

Iran:
percentage 16 75 9 IR-l
Rial 1000 8251456 253432 76 (1975)

Malaysia:
percentage 42 45 13 RDYB-81
$M million 116 119 103 (1977)

Pakistan:
percentage 40 60
Rs million 2119 1528 72 PK-l

Philippines:
percentage 49 14 47" PP-l
Peso million 87.8 77.4 88 (1974)

Republic of Korea:
percentage 61 39 RK-2
Won million 242932 242879 99.9 (1979)

Sri Lanka:

percentage 60 34 6
RS million 312 394 126 SR-l

Thailand:
percentage 55.7 37.1 7.2
Baht million 1 861 1 893 102 TA-l :

,

Notes: a Including parcels. --
b Same as a of table 2.
" Automobile -24 per cent.
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Annex

LIST OF STATISTICAL DATA SOURCES

.
Abbreviation Title

BG-1 Bangladesh Railway Information Book 1980
BG-2 Papers presented at the Intergovernmental Railway Group Meeting 1980

by Bangladesh
BM-1 Answers to Questionnaire to Burmese Railway Corporation
BM-2 ESCAP Joint Roving Team of Railway Experts to Burma on a Feasibility Study

on Utilization of Electric Trains at the Kyangin Cement Mill in Burma
CMC Report of the First Railway Contact Mission to China
CSB Country paper presented to Seminar-cum-Study Tour on electrification in

Belgium (1980)
CSC Country paper presented to Seminar-cum-Study Tour on Railway Construction

in China (1981)
CSF Country paper presented to Seminar-cum-Study Tour on Diesel and Gas Turbine

Traction in France (1975)
CSJ Country paper presented to Seminar-cum-Study Tour on Track Rehabilitation/

Maintenance in Japan (1975)
IND-1 Indian Railways: Year Book 1978/1979
IND-2 Corporate plan for Indian Railways (1973-1974)
INSA-1 Appraisal of a Railway project in Indonesia (1974)
IR-2 Iranian Railway: Facts & Figures 1974/1975
IR-1 Report of the joint roving team of railway experts -Iran

JWRj80 Jane's World Railways 1980
M-1 Malayan Railway Present Status and Development Programme under Third

Malaysian Plan -1976
M-2 Annual report -Malayan Railway Administration 1977
PK-1 A brief note on the working of the Pakistan Western Railway with special reference

to the implementation of Trans-Asian Railway Network (1973)
PK-2 Salient features and problems of train operation over Pakistan Western Railway

(1973)
PP-1 Report of the Joint Roving Team of Railway Experts: Philippines
PP-2 Answer to Questionnaire to Philippine National Railways
RDYB-81 Railway Directory and Year Book 1981
RK-1 Railway maintenance in Korean National Railroad (1975)
RK-2 Korean National Railroad: Status of railroad operation -1980
RK-3 Answer to Questionnaire to Korean National Railways
SFYP-B Second Five Year Plan -Bangladesh Planning Commission
SR-1 Report on Joint Study by ESCAP/JARTS for Modernization and Rehabilitation

of Sri Lanka Government Railways
SY /79 Statistical Yearbook for Asia and the Pacific 1979 (UN)
TA-1 State Railway of Thailand: Information Booklet 1980
TA-2 Answer to Questionnaire to State Railway of Thailand
VN-1 Report on Rehabilitation of the Hanoi-Ho Chi Minh City Railway Line 1979
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Since 1960, a programme exists within the United
Nations for the facilitation of international trade
procedures and documentation. This programme
originated in the Economic Commission for Europe
(ECE) and today involves the other regional com-
missions, UNCT AD and a number of international
organizations and national facilitation bodies. Nearly
100 countries participate in this programme, which
encompasses a wide area of various measures to make
trade easier by removing obstacles in the form of
documents and procedures, by developing new and
rational methods for directing and monitoring the flow
of goods and money in trade and by aiding developing
countries in their effort to keep abreast of developments
in this field. Through the programme, agreement has
been reached on a harmonized presentation of docu-
ments according to a Layout Key recognized as a
common United Nations standard for alignment of
trade documents. Currently the facilitation programme
focuses on finding alternatives to the paper-based
transmission of data. The following account therefore
addresses two main issues the effort to simplify and
standardize traditional paper documents and the re-
search and development of alternative methods for
transmission of data using other media than paper. A
third part describes the UNCTAD role in trade
facilitation.

ALIGNED DOCUMENTATION

I.

A. FORMS -DO WE NEED THEM?

Parallel to the flow of goods in international trade
is another flow of information relating to these goods.
Some data are required at various points while goods
under way, when they pass frontiers or are transhipped
from one means of transport to another. Other data
are needed only at the originating and terminating ends
of the movement chain. But there is also information
which has to accompany the goods all the way, carried
either on the goods themselves (shipping marks etc.)
or on an accompanying special data carrier -a
document.

"Trade procedures" in the facilitation area have
been defined as the "activities, practices and formalities
involved in collecting, presenting, communicating and
processing data required for international trade". The
basic research in the facilitation work to a large extent
aims at establishing which data are required by whom,
where and when they are required and how they are
to be presented. The logical sequence for improve-
ment then would be the elimination of data, before
any attempt is made towards an aligned presentation
and more or less automated data handling.

TRANSPORT AND TRADE FACILITADON*

INTRODUCTION
The trade and transport community is more and

more aware of the obstacles to the smooth flow of trade
and the efficient operation of means of transport caused
by cumbersome formalities, complicated procedures
and excessive paperwork, together representing a cost
factor of at least 10 per cent of the value of the trade.

In some instances, the port congestion problems
encountered in certain countries are related to, or even
caused by, procedural or documentary problems, e.g.
the unloading of ships cannot commence before certain
official documents have been presented, or the goods
remain in the port because commercial or official
documents have not arrived in due time, or unwieldy
port clearance procedures exist because of a lack of
co-operation and co-ordination between port, customs,
and other authorities.

Transport operations are also hampered in some
cases by the lack of suitable transit arrangements on a
regional, multilateral or bilateral basis, which results
in means of transport being kept idle at the border
while customs or other formalities are accomplished,
and even in unnecessary unloading and reloading of
goods, with the risk of pilferage or damage because
the goods remain without proper storage in bad weather
conditions.

In addition to the direct costs caused by the losses
provoked by such delays, the indirect costs incurred in
the preparation and processing of the various documents
required for commercial or administrative purposes are
quite substantial, although trade and transport operators
are often unaware of the fact: entering the same
information over and over on various documents of
all sizes and formats means repetitive typing, multiple
checking for the detection of errors and multiple
correction.

The addition of direct and indirect costs amounts
to a hidden inflationary tax which is eventually borne
by the final consumer of the goods. Costly and un-
wieldy procedures also constitute serious obstacles to
the expansion of trade, sometimes discouraging possible
exporters from engaging in external trade at all. Parti-
cularly for landlocked countries, delays and added costs
caused by unsuitable transit procedures might render
their products no longer competitive in the world
marked.

Remedies to the situation in the field of formali-
ties, procedures and documentation can be found
through a global approach which takes into considera-
tion all the administrative and commercial aspects of
the matter within the framework of a facilitation pro-
gramme aimed at minimizing formalities, simplifying
and streamlining procedures and harmonizing and
standardizing documents.

.By Gosta Roos, Chief of the Special Programme on Trade
Facilitation, UNCTAD secretariat.
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specific areas and the Working Party is expected toproduce 
a number of recommendations specifying data

requirements and technical conditions as well as docu-
ment layouts and standard procedures.

If information is not to be conveyed by word of
mouth, it has to be recorded in some more or less
permanent way on a medium which can be subsequently
consulted and understood by the recipient. Thus, theneed 

for a document has been created and, in fact, the
internationally established definition of the term "docu-
ment" is as general as that: "any source of information
in material form which can be used for study or
certification".

But the paradoxical fact is that the ECE work
has earned its reputation and credibility through an
achievement that dates back more than 10 years and
which, set against the background described above,
must be seen as quite inappropriate.

The medium on which information is recorded is
called a data carrier. Magnetic or punched tape,
punch cards, gramophone records -all are data carriers,
but the medium with the longest tradition and the
widest use still is paper, and for a paper data carrier
intended to carry visible information, one term has
been exclusively reserved, namely "form".

c. REFORM -THE WRONG WAY IN

WHICH IT SUCCEEDED

It all started with some Swedish exporters who
were overburdened with paper-work at a time when
labour was scarce and costly and who in their distress
approached the authorities concerned with a plea for
simplification. A mixed government-private study
group was created, and it found that there was a way
at least partly to relieve the exporters from the repeti-
tive paper-work they had previously been forced to
carry out.

Modern data processing and data communicationtechniques 
have caused some enthusiasts to challengethe 

need for paper documents. However, these ad-
vocates of what has been called "the paperless society"
fail to recognize that even if processing and forwarding
of data can be made by using other means than paper
at some time during the process the data have to be
made readable for the human eye and that paper is
still the most convenient medium for this purpose.
Moreover, in many parts of the world, automated data
processing methods will not be widely introduced for a
long time. So, whether we like it or not, forms are here
to stay for the foreseeable future, and this fact under-
scores the need to do something to reduce the cost and
waste of time resulting from excessive paperwork.

The solution was to bring together all the relevant
documents -in the Swedish case for export by sea-
in an aligned series of forms which could then be
completed by the use of a master document. The first
very modest aligned series was introduced in 1957 and,
once exporters and forwarders got used to the "one-run
method", it resulted in cost reductions of some 70 per
cent. Although this systems was adopted also by the
neighbour countries Danmark, Finland and Norway, it
was soon realized that any further reform would require
a truly international platform if it were to succeed, and
this was the reason why Sweden in 1959 brought the
matter before the ECE.

REFORM -THE RIGHT WAY OF DOING ITB.

Forms themselves are not the only culprits. After
all, forms are only tools used for the enforcement of
formal data requirements and for satisfying commercial
or administrative needs. Obviously, one must begin
the reform by challenging these data requirements-
formal or not. If a formality can be dispensed with,
there will be no need for a form. If the number of
items can be reduced, the form can be made simpler.
If these data can be harmonized, forms can then be
standardized to a similar pattern, which opens up
possibilities for further rationalization in their comple-
tion and reproduction. To make the forms suitable
as a basis for in-put into automated processing systems,
they should be adapted to suit the technical features of
this technique. These tasks are beitlg dealt with in
the ECE Working Party on Facilitation of International
Trade Procedures and its two Groups of Experts, one
on Data Requirements and Documentation and the
other on Automatic Data Processing and Coding, all
of them subsidiary organs of the ECE, with head-
quarters in Geneva. These bodies, with the assistance
of member Governments and other international organi-
zations, are carrying out basic research projects in their

ECE is a body within which Governments from
both Western and Eastern Europe and the United
States and Canada work jointly with international
organizations. In 1960, ECE decided to set up the
Working Party referred to above to explore ways in
which expert documents could be simplified and
standardized.

By 1963 the Working Party had reached agreement
on a layout considered suitable as a basis for the
design of standard aligned series of external trade
documents. This "ECE Layout Key" was adopted
in October 1963. Following increasing acceptance by
countries and international organizations, the ECE in
1969 recommended that the ECE Layout Key should
be taken into consideration whenever external trade
documents were to be designed, and later the same
year the United Nations Economic and Social Council
expressly took note of that recommendation. A formal
recommendation on the ECE Layout Key was adopted
in 1973, and in 1978 the ECE Committee on the
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Development of Trade agreed that it had reached a
level of worldwide acceptance that made it feasible and
desirable to refer to it as the "United Nations Layout
Key for Trade Documents".

them, the Cargo Declaration, is closely related to the
Key as well as to the Standard Bill of Lading and the
Standard Cargo Manifest recommended by the Inter-
national Chamber of Shipping (ICS). A recommenda-
tion was adopted in March 1979 by the ECE Working
Party on maritime transport documents procedures,
including the use of non-negotiable sea waybills, blank
back and shipper provided forms, single originals and
multiservice forms etc.

Although it can be said that the ECE work started
at the wrong and, by simply standardizing a layout
without challenging the need of its various data items,
the agreement on the Layout Key and its subsequent
widespread acceptance provided a harmonized platform,
which has -beside the very substantial reductions in
cost for document preparation available to exporters
over a decade -considerably simplified discussion of
the more fundamental issues which are now being
studied but which will take a long time to mature.

The layout key is a proforma on which the layout
of all other documents should be based. It is drawn
on international A4 paper size, as recommended by
the International Standardization Organization, with
standard margins, column widths, line spacing etc.,
compatible with office machines. It serves as a tech-
nical aid which shows the location of such items which
appear in a majority of the documents based on it. A
relatively large area is set aside for free disposal of
the users for national or company items.

Several international organizations worked in close
co-operation with the ECE Working Party and, parallel
to the development of the layout key, the International
Chamber of Shipping prepared a Standard Bill of
Lading aligned to that key. The ICS Standard Bill of
Lading is now in widespread use; a revised and
improved version was recommended for worldwide
application as from 1 January 1972.

In 1964 the Universal Postal Union adopted forms
for post parcels aligned to the Layout Key, and the
Customs Co-operation Council agreed in 1965 on a
recommendation of aligned customs export entries and
in 1973 on a recommendation on a standard form of
a certificate of origin; these and further forms for
import and transit documents have been incorporated
in the Convention on the Simplification and Harmoniza-
tion of Customs Procedures (the Kyoto Convention).

In 1969 and 1970 the international bodies con-
cerned adopted aligned consignment notes for rail and
road transport respectively, and in 1971 the Customs
Convention on International Transit of Goods was
adopted, including a declaration form conforming to
the Layout Key. Moreover, the certificate of origin
used in the Generalized System of Preferences for goods
from developing countries has been aligned to the Key.
Subsequently, similar certificates under other preferen-
tial agreements have been aligned (including those used
by the European Communities, the Bangkok Agree-
ment, the Economic Community of West African States,
the Rome Convention, etc.). In addition, an ECE
recommendation on aligned commercial invoices was
adopted in 1975.

Related to the general work on the simplification
of trade procedures and documentation are the more
particular efforts towards similar simplification of ship-
ping documentation made by the Intergovernmental
Maritime Organization (IMO). In 1965 the Conven-
tion on Facilitation of Maritime Traffic was adopted,
and somewhat later a series of forms was recommended
for the clearance of vessels. These forms are designed
on similar principles as the Layout Key and one of

D. ALIGNED FORMS IN ONE-RUN SYSTEMS

The traditional documents used in international
trade have developed independently over the years with
the result that there is a great variation in their size
and layout. There has been no alternative but to
complete each of these forms separately, which means
entering the same information over and over again.
This is unnecessarily costly in staff time and is open
to error.

If all the common items of information -and they
are the great majority, representing perhaps 80 per cent
of all the information -were located in the same place
throughout all the documents, much of the repetitive
typing work could be taken care of by office reproduc-
tion machines, or in many cases by such the simple
device of interleaved carbons.

This is the principle of alignment, introduced in
the original Swedish system and pursued through the
international facilitation movement as one of the basic
improvements, and the one that can give the most
tangible results within a short period of time.

Although it is a prerequisite for key international
documents to be available in ECE-aligned versions,
there is no international aligned series of forms. It is
left to nations and traders to design national aligned
series with in-house adaptations, as conditions vary
from country to country and from company to company.
To pursue this work, national facilitation committees
have been set up in many countries and have published
booklets describing their documentation systems which
sometimes may appear very dissimilar but which in fact
can operate with the relevent international documents,
e.g. the ICS Standard Bill of Lading.

It is the technique of using a reproducible master
for completion of the forms that has generated the term
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"one-run method", meaning that all documents are E. DUPLICATING METHODS

produced in one run. In some applications, all the .
information appeating on the master is copied on to .The r~productIon of the number and ty~ of

all the forms; in others a masking system is used which c~pIes req~Ired to docum~nt an order .can. be achIeved

lets through only there items which are relevent for wIth the aId of several difI.ere~t. duphcatmg. methods.

each individual document. The method selected by an mdIvIdual user will depend

upon the volume of orders and the scope and com-

It is also possible to use an aligned series of plexity of the aligned series of documents to be re-

documents without the added benefit of one-run repro- produced. The two methods most commonly used are

duction methods. This would not do much to reduce those generally known as hectographic carbon (spirit

the amount of typing required to produce a full set of duplicating) and electro-photographic (photocopy).

export documents, but it would offer certain advantages: Dyeline or small off-set equipment can also be used in

-The fact that the forms used are all the same certain circ~mstances. A s~ple ~ign~d "°n.e-run"

size offers an advantage in typing, filing and syst~m can m fact be used wIth duphcatmg equIpment

storage. costmg less than $US500.

-The uniform position of information makes In spirit duplicating the master is made by typing

transcription easier, facilitates the business of on a sheet of paper that is printed with the master

checking documents and makes it easier to layout and backed by a sheet of hectograph carbon,

familiarize new personnel with document pro- with the carbon side of the sheet facing the reverse

cessing requirements. side of the master. When used on a spirit duplicating

-A standard position for names and addresses machine ~he reverse carbon. ~~e on the back o~ the

allows for the use of window envelops and master wil~ produce a posItive Image. on the pr~ted

thereby reduces the over-all typing requirement. forms fed mto the machme. Information not r~ulfed

on anyone set of documents, e.g. amounts, which are

However, the most important economies are on the master for invoicing purposes but which are not

realized when an aligned series of forms is combined wanted on a bill of lading, is suppressed by means of

with one-run reproduction methods. All the adven- masking devices. Whenever different sets of documents

tages outlined above will still be gained and, by the are being reproduced, the master will be clipped to the

addition of a master and an office duplicating machine, drum of the duplicator and the mask will be changed

the following added benefits will be obtained: as each set of forms is fed into the duplicating machine.

-Only one document, the master, need be typed. When the electrostatic photocopy method is used,

-Only one document, the master, need be the master is typed on a sheet of paper printed accord-

checked. ing to the master layout. Black or partially printed

-Only one document needs to be corrected in paper is fe? in to the ma~hine, a~d the images of

case of errors in typing. both the prmted and typed. info~matIon on .the master

.are transferred to the copIes vIa the medIum of an
-Only one docum.ent needs to be re!erred to m electrically-charged selenium-coated plate or drum

~ search !or details; the master carnes all typed treated with a dark powder or spray. An application

mformatIon. of heat fuses the powder to give a permanent image

-Typing is required only once, regardless of of the original on the copy.

the number copies needed of any individual

document. F. PAPER SIZE

These factors result in the following tangible The aligned series has been designed for use with

savings: the standard ISO A4 paper size (210 X 297 rom;

-A reduction in the requirement for skilled 8.27 X 11.69 inches), which is already in general use

clarical assistance. in many ~ountries. Key layo~t measurements are the

...top margm (10 rom; 5/12 mch) and the left-hand
-A reduction m the tIme taken to produce margin (20 mm; 8/10 inch), from which all other

documents. dimensions are taken.

-An increase in accuracy due to the elimination

of transcription. G. LANGUAGE

-An increa.s~ in legibility; all copies are as good The language used in typing the master will, of

as the ongmal. course, reproduce on all the aligned documents used.

-An increase in the ability to control export English is the universal language in international trade,

order processing due to the simplification of and consequently in most cases the master can be

document preparation. completed in English. Attention is drawn to the fact,
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however, that the language used in typing will always
be governed by the requirements of the importing
country. This could occasionally result in the need
to fill in the master in a language other than English,
in which case special arrangements have to be made
as regards documents for "internal" use, either by
typing two masters or by soliciting agreement with
customs etc. to accept the foreign language, if necessary
with key-word translations.

As a result of efforts to bring order into the field
of paper documentation, the almost universal acceptance
of the United Nations Layout Key for Trade Docu-
ments, beside offering substantial cost reductions in
paper handling, gave credibility to international work
and to the United Nations as its focal point.

The handling of trade data includes two major
types of activity: processing and transmission. The
initial facilitation efforts dealt almost entirely with the
presentation of information for these purposes, i.e. the
method of entering data on forms in the most rational
way, but did not take into account the way in which
the information was collected, processed and used for
various purposes (invoicing, statistics etc.) either before
entering it on documents or using the data in a com-
pleted document. The only transmission technique of
relevance at that time was the forwarding of documents
by mail.

H. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING

ALIGNED FORMS

National series of aligned forms, all based on the
Layout Key, have been introduced in many countries,
and interest for such a series has been shown in a large
number of developing countries. They have shown
their value, offering an average cost reduction of some
70 per cent and a reduction of them for document
completion from more than 8 hours to less then half
an hour. Advances in computer and transmission techno-

logies have greatly improved the potential for economy
and efficiency in business operations. This potential
has stimulated movement by trading partners, forwar-
ders, carriers of all modes, and government agencies
to consider the use of computers and teletransmission
for the interchange of trade and transport data.

Further work is being undertaken to refine the
system with the over-all aim of creating a document
system which is simple but still efficient. This will
contribute to furthering the common trade facilitation
goal of making life a little bit easier in a world where
complicated procedures and extensive paper work could
otherwise make it unbearable. As to the processing of information, the develop-

ment of automatic data processing equipment which
can be used for commercial applications has introduced
a powerful rationalization tool for those involved in
international trade. Although the output of this tech-
nique can, without difficulty, be presented in normal
paper documents, subsequently to be forwarded and
handled in the traditional way, the obvious and very
desirable alternative is to make the inforrnatiinn directly
available to exchange partners having data processing
equipment at their disposal.

II. NON-PAPER INTERCHANGE OF DATA

A. BACKGROUND

By definition, trade facilitation deals with the
requirements and procedures related to the flow of
information needed for the international movement of
goods. Traditionally, these requirements have been
substantiated in the form of paper documents and
procedures carried out through handling such docu-
ments. It was therefore only natural that the initial
facilitation effort described in part I of this paper
should focus on the simplification and standardization
of external trade documents.

This introduces -quite apart from the method
used for processing data prior to transmission -the
need to rationalize the physical transmittal of data,
from the slow and cumbersome mailing of documents
to more direct and rapid information exchange. The
whole range of telecommunication methods can be
explored for this purpose, but it is evident that a much
more rigid discipline will need to be exercised regarding
rules on data presentation and exchange than in the
case of paper documents.

Technological developments, however, have made
alternative handing and transmission methods feasible.
.In addition, the scope of international co-operation has
been extended from attention to short-term practical
rationalization benefits to more profound research on
basic requirements and the development of an entirely
new methodology. It is significant that the ECE
Working Party on the Simplification and Standardiza-
tion of External Trade Documents, set up in 1960,
became in 1972 the Working Party on Facilitation of
.International Trade Procedures, with terms of reference
extended to cover, inter alia, the development of a
standard international trade data terminology and a
uniform system for use in automatic processing and
transmission of trade data.

In consequence, to make data interchange of this
type an operational reality it is necessary to develop
and agree on standards, procedures and other essential
elements of data handling methodologies in order to
ensure intelligent communications between the indepen-
dent systems of members of the trade and transport
communities. In the development of agreements on
such matters, however, each national entity must con-
sider the economic importance, volume, complexity and
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B. PRINCIPLES FOR TRADE DATA

INTERCHANGE

The principles for the establishment of any trade
data interchange method or system may be summarized
as follows:

( a) The basis for any trade data interchange is
an agreed directory of data elements, uniquely named,
tagged and defined, and with the entry of data specified
both as regards expression and syntax. From the
directory, data elements required to fulfil specific
documentary functtions are selected to form messages
for transmission;

(b) Data elements can be transmitted in discrete
form (one by one), each one explicitly identified by
its name (tag). With this alternative, in which each
data element by itself is fully identifiable within each
messages in an interchange, rules would normally be
required only for the organization of the general
structure of the interchange (header, separation,
trailer);

(c) Data elements can be grouped in various
sets, systematically arranged according to agreed rules.
These groups (or "segments"), which are designated
by a common denominator (a groupt/segment tag), can
be arranged as specified in the transmission or by
agreement between interchange partners. Data ele-
ments are in that case implicity identified by their
position or sequence in the group/segment; tags can
then be suppressed within the groups; an additional
separator is required;

(d) Although the utimate goal should be the
introduction of one global system, it is recognized that
other sectoral, national or commercial systems will
co-exist and that, in such cases, methods should be
developed for interface between them;

(e) When interchange partners already use com-
patible methods, software and equipment, the possibility
may be explored of using existing general industry
compatible communication protocols for the exchange
of data. This may eliminate the need to apply inter-
change rules of the kind referred to in subparagraph
(c) above, but obviously makes the procedure depen-
dent on the protocol used;

(f) The choice between one solution and another
depends on criteria such as the equipment available,
simplicity of use, human readability, reduction of
overhead costs, risk of errors etc. Compatible equip-
ment might enable the use of extremely simplified
interchanged procedures, whereas with less compatible
equipment data elements have to be transmitted one
by one; the cost of carrying overheads through repeti-
tion of data element tags should be evaluated against
the need for more complex programming for grouping
and for degrouping at the receiving end etc.

comparative technologioal capabilities before arriving
at a decision to agree or not to agree on certain
standards.

The first steps in rationalization aiming at the use
of automatic data processing and transmission should
be the development of agreed standards for the repre-
sentation of data and of methods for exchange of data
between data processing systems without the need for
costly and error-prone re-transcription.

When data are interchanged between trade part-
ners by means other than paper documents, e.g. by
telex or teletransmission including direct exchange
between computer systems, the need arises to agree on
a common language and the mode of expressing it,
e.g. common protocols, message identification, agreed
abbreviations or codes for data representation, message
element separators etc. In the absence of universally
accepted standards, this has to be agreed upon
bilaterally between interchange partners. Taking into
account the large number of parties exchanging data
such a bilateral approach would not be viable and that
international standards aimed at facilitating trade data
for an international trade transaction it is obvious that
interchange need to be developed.

International co-ordination in the development of
uniform communication protocols for various types of
communication networks (both private and public) is
ensured through such specialized international bodies as
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) ;
the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (CCITT) of ITV; ISO TC 97jSC 6 "Data
Communication"; the European Computer Manufac-
turers Association (ECMA) etc.

As for the ECE Working Party on Facilitation of
International Trade Procedures, its programme of work
includes the preparation of recommendations on data
elements and their structure and on standard message
formats.

Aware of interest in the matter and the urgency
for a solution, the Working Party set up two ad hoc
task teams; one with the task of "establishing the
standard data elements required in international trade
and to identify those which need code representation"
and the other to establish "a set of standards for data
exchange between international trade participants over
data communication links and for computer exchange
using various media (for example the physical exchange
of magnetic tapes)".

After three years of work, and taking into account
parallel studies conducted in individual countries and
other organizations, the task teams reached in 1978
the stage where a major part of the data elements
study had been accomplished and where a number of
principles for data transmission, including a set of
interchange rules, had been decided on.
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c.

FUTURE WORK Party as the Working Party on Facilitation of Inter-
national Trade Procedures, two groups of experts and
a number of informal task teams were set up to work
on specific problems. A worldwide information service
was also organized, including a joint ECE/UNCTAD
documentation service and publication of a quarterly
bulletin Trade Facilitatioin News.

It is envisaged that a manual will be issued, con-
taining the data elements directory and guidelines for
their processing and transmission. In addition to any
guidelines that might eventually be agreed within ECE,
accounts will be given of other relevant open systems
(systems open for interchange with other systems
according to certain generally available protocols),
with guidance for interface between such systems.

The work will then concentrate on the refinement
of the methodology in the light of experience gained.
The ultimate aim is to develop one common system,
open for all participants in trade, independent of any
particular brand of equipment and suitable for coun-
tries in all stages of development.

As technical expertise for these activities was not
available within the ECE secretariat, the UNCTAD
Interregional Adviser on Trade Facilitation continued
in the function as technical adviser to the various
ECE groups.

Given that a need for similar assistance had been
created through the organization of a Subcommittee on
Facilitation within ESCAP, that more than 50 develop-
ing countries were at that time requesting technical
assistance from the UNCTAD Advisory Services and
that there was a growing demand within UNCTAD for
expertise on facilitation matters, it became obvious that
resources were quite inadequate and that a clear dis-
tinction would have to be made between UNDP-
financed technical co-operation and substantive secre-
tariat activities.

III. UNCTAD ROLE IN TRADE FACILITATION

A. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF FALPRO (THE
UNCTAD PROGRAMME ON FACILITATION

OF TRADE PROGRAMMES AND
DOCUMENTATION)

The expansion of the facilitation work within the
ECE Working Party and the necessity of extending
activities at the global level led the ECE to adopt in
1969 a resolution in which the Commission drew the
attention of the Economic and Social Council to the
desirability of co-ordinating the facilitation work on a
worldwide basis and of strengthening the existing
technical function of the secretariat to further this aim.
The Executive Secretaries of the regional commissions
noted this resolution and agreed that the most appro-
priate formula to meet the needs for a global approach
in this field would be the creation, within the frame-
work of the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), of an interregional project to be attached to
UNCTAD. In July 1969 the Economic and Social
Council took note of this resolution and of the agree-
ment between the Executive Secretaries.

B. OBJECTIVES OF F ALPRO

The United Nations programme budget for 1976-
1977 laid down FALPRO's activities as follows:

"(a) Action on formalities, procedures and docu-
ments in international trade, including:

"(i) Technical backstopping to UNDP-financed
facilitation projects, aiming at preparation
and implementation of simplified procedures
and documents in developing countries;

"( ii) Special measures for land-locked develop-
ing countries, in the form of harmonized
formalities and standardized documents for
transit procedures;

"( iii) Simplification of consular formalities and
documentary requirements (in consultation
with GATT);

UNCTAD consequently became engaged in work
in this area as a result of the ECE resolution referred
to above. Project INT / 69 /711, entitled "Interregional
Advisory Services on Facilitation of Trade Procedures
and Documentation", was approved by the UNDP
Administrator, and the Advisory Services on Trade
Facilitation were attached to UNCT AD and became
operational in April 1970. Besides providing technical
assistance directly to developing countries, the Advisory
Services also contributed to technical development work
carried out in the regional commissions -mainly ECE
and ESCAP.

" (iv ) Preparation of an inventory and presentation

of data requirements in international trade;

"( v) Revision and bringing up to date of certain
aligned transport documents, elaboration of
aligned forms where required (including
invoices, air waybills).

"(b) Co-ordination of facilitation measures to
be undertaken jointly with ECE and the other regional
commissions and aiming at covering all facilitation
efforts carried out within these and other international
bodies;

During 1971 and 1972, the work in ECE was
reorganized and expanded. In addition to extended
terms of reference and the renaming of the Working
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"(c) Development of new data processing and
data communication methods in international trade
including development of specific codes for use in
international trade, definition of minimum requirements
to ensure compatibility between data processing systems,
development of standards for the interchange of data
between participants in international trade, and pre-
paration of a glossary of technical terms related to
data handling, transmission and coding;

ESCAP has also designated its official responsible
for facilitation matters as the UNCTAD/FALPRO
Liaison Officer in ESCAP. Whenever appropriate and
called for UNCTAD/FALPRO and ESCAP joint mis-
sions are fielded to ESCAP countries to assist them in
their efforts to expand and promote and facilitate their
international trade.

D. TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION WITH
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

"(d) Information on trade facilitation measures
to be provided in the form of continued collection and
dissemination of information on facilitation measures
and preparation and maintenance of a technical manual
on facilitation matters."

Particularly close co-operation has developed
between FALPRO and the UNCTAD/GATT Inter-
national Trade Centre, where facilitation components,
executed through FALPRO, are included in most
national trade promotion programmes, and where
regular consultations take place before and during
missions.CO-OPERATION WITH THE REGIONAL

COMMISSIONS

c.

It may be concluded that, in all the ESCAP
countries visited, F ALPRO and ESCAP have been
able to inform the parties concerned with international
trade about the importance of facilitation efforts, aims
and developments, and that in no country visited has
the reaction been negative or even uninterested. It
therefore seems that the original desire expressed by
ECE for an extension of facilitation work outside the
area of Europe has been fulfilled in the sense that a
majority of other trading nations now understand and
take interest in the international facilitation work, and
in most cases actively support and participate in this
effort.

Very close day-to-day co-operation is maintained
between FALPRO and the ECE secretariat. Many of
the secretariat-originated technical documents for the
Working Party and its group of experts are drafted by
FALPRO, and other technical work is commented on
in detail; FALPRO also participates in discussions and
decisions on general policy. The final typing, transla-
tion, reproduction etc. of documents is carried out by
ECE, with the support of FALPRO for technical
documents, e.g. standard forms, the Trade Facilitation
Manual, the Data Element Directory and other
standards developed in the Working Party. Participa-
tion in meetings preparation for and follow-up on these
meetings, technical studies, informations activities etc.,
occupy a substantial part of F ALPRO time, which is
thus devoted to ECE matters.

REGIONAL CO-OPERATION IN
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT*

INTRODUCfION

Within the United Nations system, a distinct
concept has been developed on technical co-operation
among developing countries (TCDC) and economic
co-operation among developing countries (ECDC).
Following relevant United Nations General Assembly
resolutions 3251 (XXIX), 3461 (XXX) and 31/119
on TCDC and ECDC among others, ESCAP passed
resolutions 162 (XXXII) on TCDC and 171
(XXXIII) on TCDC and ECDC. These resolutions,
among others, called upon developing member coun-
tries and international organizations in consider and
take necessary institutional and other measures to
intensify technical and economic co-operation among
the developing countries. The Commission, in passing
resolution 171 (XXXIII), recognized that TCDC was
an integral component of ECDC, which is an important
means of securing development through collective
self-reliance.

F ALPRO assists the secretariats of the Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA), the Economic Com-
mission for Latin America (ECLA), the Economic
Commission for Western Asia (ECWA) and ESCAP
on trade facilitation matters whenever requested.
Liaison is maintained with these commissions through
regular visits by FALPRO staff members. There is
substantive co-operation on specific projects with ECA,
ECLA and ESCAP. Otherwise, activities in these
areas have been restricted mainly to assisting in the
implementation of agreements reached by the Commis-
sions and to keeping the secretariats informed about
progress, iriternational and nationally, in their member
countries. ESCAP and ECA have assigned staff
members to facilitation matters, and the designated
officials have been trained at FALPRO. More parti-
cularly in case of ESCAP, it can be stated that, in trade
facilitation matters, all trade facilitation activities of
ESCAP are undertaken jointly with FALPRO. * Note by the secretariat.
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Assuming that to regard TCDC as a synonym for
regional co-operation would not create disturbing con-
fusion, it can be stated that governments and the
international community are thus fully aware of the
importance of traditional and innovative forms of
international co-operation among developing countries
for developmental purposes.

and officials of regional bodies or associations, designed
the following projects reflecting only those requirements
that are commonly and strongly felt by the countries
of ASEAN.

This paper has been prepared in an attempt to
assist the national tourism administrations of the
developing member countries of the Asian Productivity
Organization in their efforts to identify the areas and
modalities in which they can most effectively co-operate
with other countries of the region for the promotion of
international tourism. Regional co-operation can be
interpreted in a broader sense as comprising co-opera-
tion between developing and developed countries on
bilateral and multilateral bases. This paper focuses,
however, on the possibility of efficiently intensifying
co-operation among developing countries in the field
of tourism in view of the fact that an urgent need is
commonly felt now to establish practical and effective
guidelines for such co-operation acceptable to the
majority of the countries concerned.

Travel promotion projects:

1. Co-operative study of the feasibility of
opening ASEAN travel promotion offices in
selected foreign cities and/or combining in-
dividual countries' field offices into co-opera-
tively operated ASEAN offices;

2. Co-operative overseas public relations pro-
gramme;

3. Co-operative tourism market study of selected
tourist generating countries, including travel-
ers and travel trade;

4. Travel promotion training course.

Convention marketing projects:

1. Co-operative convention market research
study of selected tourist generating countries;

2. Creation of a regional association of conven-
tion promotion organizations to share conven-
tion planning information;

3. Convention promotion training course.

I. AREAS OF CO-OPERATION ENVISAGED

The need to intensify co-operation among the
developing countries in the field of tourism development
has been emphasized in various contexts. Countries
in Asia, through discussions and studies, have already
identified the major areas of collaboration between
developing countries on a regional and subregional
basis. As in other fields of social and economic
development, international or regional collaboration for
tourism is always considered desirable because it means
sharing resources, the shortage of which is constantly
felt at the national level. It would be ideal, but not
possible practically, however, for the governments of
developing countries simultaneously to, promote con-
crete resource-sharing in all the specific areas of
t()urism development, such as overseas marketing/
promotion, travel facilitation, compilation of statistics,
investment incentives and regulations, control of
environmental and social impacts of tourism develop-
ment, classifications for tourist facilities, vocational
training etc. The broad spectrum of requirements for
regional co-operation is well illustrated by the 19
regional co-operative projects designed by the special
mission team for final screening for the UNDP Inter-
country Programme 1982-86 on ASEAN co-operation
for tourism -one of the major efforts in recent years
by governments and international agencies for regional
co-operation in the field of tourism. Following a
request from the ASEAN Sub-committee on Tourism,
the mission team visited all ASEAN countries and,
after interviewing heads of the national tourism
administrations, officials of other governmental and
public bodies, private sector leaders, airline officials

Research effectiveness improvement projects:

1. Creation of a regional association of travel
researchers to share statistic, research findings
and methodologies;

2. Comparative study of tourism versus other
industrial development in terms of economic,
social, cultural and environmental impact;

3. Research and planning training course.

Research resources development project:

Co-operative regional center to do such things
as maintain a regional research resources
library, conduct research and provide tech-
nical assistance.

Travel facilitation projects:

1. Creation of a regional air travel task force
to study the potential impact of long-haul air
fare reductions, investigate various intra-
regional incentive fare schemes and analyse
the feasibility of simplifying interchanging of
airline tickets;

2. Creation of a regional tourism facilitation
task force to deal with border problems which
deter travel within ASEAN and to develop
incentive schemes to improve tourist ground
services.
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of multi-country promotion materials are basically the
same as those for individual country materials. On the
contrary, a co-operative travel market study among the
countries with heterogeneous study objectives may
enable only marginal resource-sharing.

Furthermore, when the issues to be collectively
dealt with demand a drastic change in national policy
or necessitate close co-operation from the private
sector, it is essential that respective countries establish
a clear internal consensus. Theoretically, for example,
developing countries could co-operate in appraisal,
standardization and monitoring of investment conces-
sion schemes in order to avoid unproductive competi-
tion in offeringsuch concessions. The establishment
of a regional charter airline and tour operating company
could even be conceived in order to increase developing
countries stake in the distribution of their tourism
products. But these issues obviously cannot be dealt
with co-operatively without full internal concensus and
co-ordination of positions at the national level. More
realistic approaches on a regional basis, such as the
improvement of travel facilitation measures and tourism
facility classification, also require respective countries'
internal consenses as a prerequisite for their effective-
ness.

Industry performance improvement projects:
1. Creation of a co-operative regional handicraft

development board to promote regional
sharing of handicraft production and market-
ing expertise;

2. Creation of a regional association of regula-
tory officials to promote uniform regulations,
improved regulatory practices and share
regional expertise..

Vocational training projects:

1. Creation of a co-operative regional training
board to establish standards for vocational
training school instruction, offer regional
accreditation of vocational training schools,
develop trainee recruitment programmes,
facilitate sharing and exchange of training
materials, instructors and trainees etc. ;

2. Hotel in-service training project.

National tourism administration (NT A) training and
technical assistance projects:

1. NTA management training and development
course;

2. Technical assistance to the region to assist
NTAs in developing new organizational en-
tities within the region for co-operative pro-
ject planning, promotion and execution etc.

II. NEED FOR A SELECTIVE APPROACH

In launching co-operative regional activities, sub-
stantial efforts are needed for the identification of
specific problems and the establishment of effective
modalities of co-operation. Practically speaking, the
governments of the developing countries cannot afford
to initiate co-operative actions in all areas of tourism
development, testing every conceivable modality, hence
the need for a selective approach. The conceivable
co-operative activities appear to have varying degrees
of effectiveness. For example, despite their securacy,
findings of co-operative tourism research eventually
aiming at marketing certain tourism products may not
lead to tangible benefits in the foreseeable future,
because of either the lack of substantial demand or
financial/technical unpreparedness to reflect such find-
ings in actual measures. Similarly, collective efforts for
development of a certain expertise for tourism promo-
tion could be deemed untimely unless there is a prospect
for its effective utilization in the foreseeable future.
Further, the extent of resource-sharing varies depending
on the area and modality. With some elements of
oversimplification, it can be stated that a number of
countries are fully sharing the financial resources when
they jointly produce travel promotional aids because
production and distribution costs for a given number

Despite a clear awareness on the part of the
developing countries in Asia of the need for intensifica-
tion of regional co-operation for tourism, their efforts
in major problem areas have generally not been fully
successful. In some cases they are yet to be initiated.
This points to the need to identify the areas and modali-
ties in which co-operative efforts (a) can be readily
reflected in actual tourism measures with necessary
financial/technical resources being available to govern-
ments, (b) will ensure most effectively maximum re-
source-sharing and (c) are acceptable not only to the
national tourism administration but to other govern-
ment departments and the private sector. It seems to
be essential in the initial stage for governments to
accord priorities to such areas and modalities in order
to create a substantial outcome from regional co-opera-
tion. Successes in selected projects would form the
empirical basis of long-term and over-all collective
efforts by developing countries who endeavour to
maximize benefits from tourism development.

III. APPROPRIATE AREAS AND MODALITIES
OF CO-OPERATION

In narrowing the scope of effective co-operative
regional activities, the participating countries should
see to it that the selected areas and modalities not only
satisfy the above-mentioned criteria but more im-
portantly relate to the burning issues commonly re-
cognized by them. In order to avoid the danger of
having such co-operation just for the sake of co-opera-
tion, problem identification and definition of objectives
should naturally be the first step.
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FOREIGN TRAVEL MARKET RESEARCH tours to the region and respective countries in it, (b)
the image of the region held by tourists as compared
to other destination, (c) major nuisances of tourists
in their experiences in the region, (d) major bottlenecks
in development and marketing of tourism products
experienced by tour operators and other types of
tourism enterprises, (e) effective ways of diversifying
tourist resources within the region and in respective
countries and (f) potential expansion of tourist traffic.

A.

Findings on the above aspects, when combined
with an analysis of economic and social backgrounds
of the market affecting tourism trends, would enable
governments to pinpoint the target of marketing efforts
and, in a more basic context, to assess the potential
of tourism within the frame work of general economic
development. Such an assessment is particularly im-
portant because many governments, although impressed
by the steady growth of international tourist traffic and
its economic impacts, are not yet convinced about
future tourism trends, hence the difficulty in according
due intersectoral priority to tourism. It should be
noted, however, that studies of international tourism
trends alone cannot fully facilitate an appraisal of the
tourism sector unless they are combined with a precise
measurement of the economic benefit from the sector.

As in the marketing of manufactured products, the
principal information needed by the tourism product
developer concerns the market demand. Who are the
prospective purchasers? What type of products do
the consumers need most? When and at what prices
do they purchase the products? National tourism ad-
ministrations must answer such questions when em-
barking on promotion of inbound international travel.

However, the national tourism administrations of
most Asian countries have not been compelled to
answer these important questions, mainly because of
the involvement of foreign tour operaters, who, with
easy access to tourists in tourist-generating countries,
exert the decisive influence on their travel decisions.

Although in many cases foreign tour operaters play
a very effective role and have a good knowledge of the
market and specialised expertise, their goal is, after
all, nothing more than the successful sale of organized
tours. As long as they can continue to put new salable
products on the market, they are not concerned with
long-term tourism development as such in a certain
country. In order to ensure long-term success, the
national tourism administrations must sooner or later
initiate systematic analyses of the major travel markets
from their own perspective.

Foreign market studies as a co-operative regional
programme should be designed in such a way that
hindrances and potentials of inbound tourism can be
identified at national and regional levels. National
characteristics should be defined so that competitive
and complementary relations of the co-operating coun-
tries will be established. Comparisons with other
regions should also be done, because co-operating
countries compete with and complement other regional
countries and countries in other regions as well.

Most of the developing countries of Asian have
not been able to conduct foreign travel market studies
to any significant extent, mainly because of the
exorbitant costs involved. This is an area where the
developing countries can share financial and other
resources very effectively, because the cost for such
studies does not increase proportionately to the number
of participating countries. Generally a number of
destination countries in a subregion or region share
segments of travel markets.

IMAGE PROBLEMSB.

Psychological aspects of travel promotion do not
seem to have drawn due attention of the national
tourism administrations of Asian countries. This aspect
is particularly important in promoting long-haul travel
from major travel markets with a heterogeneous cul-
tural background, namely Europe and North America.
The images held by tourists about a certain destination
are as essential a factor as the physical and institu-
tional facilities provided for tourists.

From a technical viewpoint also, co-operative
foreign travel market studies by a group of destination
countries have a clear merit. The majority of long-
haul organized tours to Asia cover a number of coun-
tries. For marketing multi-destination products, a
multi-country approach in market studies is logically
more appropriate. Foreign tourism market studies by
the governments of destination countries should be
aimed at technical improvement of overseas travel
marketing and the reduction of dependency on foreign
expertise, on the one hand, and, on the other, the
determination of optimum toourism development in
quantitative and qualitative terms. In view of these
objectives, a co-operative market study should be
designed to identify, among others, ( a ) segments of a
certain market most responsive to sales approaches of

A majority of European and North American
tourists have only a va~e idea about the various
destinations in Asia. It is hard for them to distin~ish
between the cultural characteristics of Asian countries.
Many surveys have shown that only a neglegible portion
of the European and American travelling public has
a desire to visit Asian destinations before other areas,
and in terms of actual international tourist expenditure
of Europeans and Americans, the Asian and Pacific
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of the safety and convenience commonly assured in all
the destination countries concerned, because a worry
about one country could affect tourist traffic in the
entire area. For this purpose, co-operative efforts
should be made for regional familiarization trips forjournalists, 

joint press conferences, common news re-
leases etc.

region accounts for only a fraction of the total. In
1978, according to available statistics, West Germans
spent only 1.8 per cent of their international tourist
expenditures in Asia and the Pacific and Americans
tourist expenditure in the region was 3.3 per cent of
the total.

Beside the lack of knowledge, there is among thema 
deep-seated concern about insecurity, troublesomenessand 

insanitary conditions in Asia, and even in promot-
ing intraregional tourism in Asia, which accounts for
over 60 per cent of international tourist arrivals there,the 

image problem constitutes a major hindrance. This
is one of the basic and the most important areas for
collective efforts among the countries in various sub-
regions of Asia. Through the foreign market studies
mentioned earlier, specific problems and hindrances
common to the region or subregion should be identified
and systematically analyzed.

Another form of joint activity that can be under-
taken to negate the groundless worries of tourists is a
collective quality guarantee of tourism products by
national tourism organizations in co-operation with the
private sector. International hotel chains, for example,
utilize standardized specification of facilities/services as
an essential leverage in sales promotion. As one hotel
chain puts it in its ad, "no surprise is the best surprise"
for anxious tourists. In this respect, many aspects
of the tourism industry's operation are open to
standardization among co-operating countries, such as
hotel security measures, hygienic standards in restau-
rants, basic facilities of hotels and airports, the trans-
portation system between airport and hotels, tourist
information centres, tourist maps and other literature
etc. If uniform specifications and systems relating to
these and other aspects are implemented collectively,
apprehension and confusion of tourists would be dras-
tically reduced. Such uniform arrangements could be
effectively publicized with an easily comprehensible
concept and terminology.

Currently, except for a small number of holiday
makers on F.I.T. (Foreign Independent Travel),
tourists to Asian destinations prefer to travel in a
group through package arrangements provided by their
own tour operators. Their decisions on travel to Asian
destinations largely depend on the established reputa-
tion of tour operaters. It is only right and proper for
national tourism administrations to co-operate with
foreign tour operaters in such a manner as to further
promote inbound tourism to respective Asian countries
through dissemination of correct information, but this
is not done as expected in many cases. Foreign tour
operaters may emphasize whatever biased image of
Asian destinations boosts their sales. There seem to
be at least two forms of activities that the countries in
various subregions of Asia can conduct collectively in
order to alleviate image problems.

OVERSEAS TOURISM PUBLICITY

c.

The merits of co-operative publicity are similar
to those of co-operative study/research in that the cost
is not directly affected by the number of countries
jointly conducting them. A travel brochure can feature
a number of countries instead of one without a sub-
stantial increase in production cost. Since effective
overseas tourism publicity has been deterred mainly
by the exorbitant costs involved, the pooling of in-
dividually small but collectively substantial financial
resources should be more actively promoted. Very
often tourists from long-haul markets view a cluster
of a trip cannot be justified unless they are visiting a
number of destinations. Thus a joint tourism publicity
can have strong motivating power.

One is joint publicity aimed at the elimination ofunfounded 
concerns and worries among the prospective

holiday makers to Asia. Such an effort should con-
stitute part of the joint tourism marketing comprising
marker research and publicity in a broader sense,
which is elaborated later in this paper. When there is
political instability in one country, tourism in neigh-
bouring countries suffers greatly. The story of a
tourist who became ill with an endemic des ease may
result in the cancellation of a number of group tour
arrangements. Any factor indicating insecurity tends
to be drastically magnified in the psychology of tourists.
Since in most cases long-haul tourists visit a number of
countries on a single trip to Asia, regarding a cluster
of countries as a single destination area, a number of
neighbouring countries should collaborate in methodical
publicity of suitable travelling conditions whenever they
are unfoundedly suspected. Obviously, such publicity
must be conducted through the mass media in major
travel markers for it to have a far-reaching impact. It
would also be essential to convince the travelling public

Intergovernmental bodies such as the East Asia
Travel Association (EAT A) and the Subcommittee for
Tourism of ASEAN have been established solely or
partly to promote joint toourism publicity among Asian
countries. South Asian countries have organized joint
tourism publicity under the umbrella of the South
Asian Regional Tourism Commission. The ASEAN
Promotion Centre on Trade, Investment and Tourism
(ASEAN Centre), established in Tokyo to further
vitalize outbound tourism from Japan to the ASEAN
region, is a new type of arrangement. Among these
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tions on the seemingly unduly low priority accorded
to tourism in development resource allocation will not
be persuasive unless they are based on the scientific
appraisal of tourism in comparison with other economic
sectors.

Owing to the multidisciplinary and complex nature
of tourism, analysis of its economic impacts is time-
consuming and will requires a specific knowledge of
various disciplines. Most developing countries in Asia
seem not to have initiated such research projects,
because they have not been able to outlay the sizeable
research expenditures and muster the relevant expertise.

co-operative bodies, only BAT A and the A8EAN
Centre have been implementing tourism marketing
programmes including publicity on a regular and con-
tinuous basis with permanent institutional arrangement.
A detailed description of the objectives and activities
of these two organizations is annexed to this paper.

With all the merits of co-operative actions for
tourism publicity, there are some aspects which require
technical co-ordination among the participating coun-
tries. There is in fact an antinomy of the principle of
joint publicity. The co-operating countries at the same
time compete with and complement each other in
emphasizing tourist attractions. If, for example, a
tourist poster is to be produced for a group of coun-
tries, should it feature the same kind of attractions of
attractions of respective countries or different kinds.
If the latter is the choice, who is to decide the kind of
attractions for each country? Various positions and
views on publicity methods may need to be co-ordinated
for every round of activities. The practical solution
would be to base the joint publicity strategy on the
findings of joint foreign market study as much as
possible and to leave the technical decisions to publicity
professionals. When some or all of the participating
countries have their own travel promotion programmes
in the same market where the regional programme is
to be conducted, co-ordination will also be needed
between the regional and national approaches. In a
practical sense, the success of joint publicity activities
will largely depend on the attitude of each participating
country .

According to the 1980 Pacific Area Travel Asso-
ciation Annual Statistical Report published in November
1981, the national tourism administrations of Sri Lanka
and the Philippines conducted surveys on the impacts
of international tourism on their economy and society.
Economic agencies and academic institutions of ASEAN
countries in co-operation with an Australian academic
institution have launched a co-operative research pro-
gramme on role of traded services trades including
tourism. In India a comprehensive study on the cost-
benefit analysis of tourism was conducted in 1975.
In other countries of Asia both developed and develop-
ing, studies/surveys on the same aspect have also been
implemented. However, there is still a clear need to
improve and expand such works, because in respective
countries and subregions of Asia conclusions with
respect to the macro-economic benefit of tourism in
net terms have not been generally accepted. Those
studies/surveys which have been conducted have not
fully served the purpose of defining the role of tourism
in general development. The study on the impacts of
tourism, which is of highly multidisciplinary nature,
should to be comprehensive, with extensive inquiries
made into various related economic sectors. Financial
and technical resources available to respective countries
in a region should be pooled and shared for conducting
such studies.

D. MEASUREMENT OF ECONOMIC
IMPACTS OF TOURISM

As stated earlier, foreign travel market studies
can, through examining the potential benefits from
tourism, facilitate the decision on the appropriate level
of resource allocation for tourism. In order to evaluate
precisely the existing and potential benefits of tourism,
however, measurement of tourist receipts in net terms
is a prerequisite. Most governments record "interna-
tional tourism receipts" which corresponds to "Travel
Credits" in IMF standard reporting form. But the
other side of the coin, namely the foreign exchange
siphoned off for the importation of foreign capital/
goods/services, has not been fully investigated by
individual countries. The effect of tourism upon
national income has not been precisely measured with
appropriate appraisal methods. Macro-economic im-
plications of employment generated directly and
secondarily by tourism have not been defined systema-
tically. Further, due to a lack of relevant economic
data, the complementarity between tourism and the
other economic sectors has not been methodically
established. Many governments are compelled to take
more or less arbitrary decisions on the role of tourism.
The classic complaints of national tourism administra-

This type of co-operation would in the initial stage
facilitate the refinement of the research methodology
through exchanges of knowledge and experience and
co-ordination of specific research objectives. When
the completion of such preliminary studies, the co-
operating countries would be ready to conduct jointly
the full study on the basis of the established common
approach.

It can be expected that such a co-operative study
would lead to a substantial standardization of appraisal
criteria for the tourism sector, which may in turn lead
to a common theoretical base for tourism policy
formulation. Even if a theoretical base is adopted
collectively by the countries in a region, owing to their
peculiar economic structures the priority of the sector
and the specific promotion measures would naturally
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Specific requirements for developing institutional
mechanisms for resource-sharing, particularly for the
training of a tourism teaching staff and high-level
managerial workers, is yet to be precisely defined at
regional level. In this context, there is a clear need
for an in-depth analysis and for provision of the
opportunity for developing countries to study jointly the
methodology for implementing subregional/regional
co-operation for tourism manpower development.

be not identical in every country. However, the
establishment of a common theoretical base and its
collective adoption would certainly create greater con-
fidence of the respective governments in their tourism
policies and planning.

TOURISM MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT

E.

In most of the developing countries in the region,
the dearth of skilled manpower constitutes one of the
major hindrances to over-all tourism development.
Because of this constraint, utilization of employment
opportunities is deterred. Investments in tourism pro-
jects are being significantly discouraged by the lack of
reliable management and other operational skills.
Almost all the developing countries in the region have
imported very costly tourism professionalism to a dis-
turbingly large extent, and the need for improving the
professionalism of national tourism administration staff
in tourism research, planning, publicity and regulation
etc. is keenly felt.

CONCLUSION

IV.

This paper does not by any means negate the
importance of those areas which it did not single out
for elaboration. Fully recognizing the urgent needs
for regional co-operation in such crucial areas as travel
facilitation, international aviation and control of en-
vironmental and social impects of tourism etc., this
paper has shed light on the aspects of tourism develop-
ment where results of regional co-operation would be
most readily utilized by participating countries.

In the field of travel facilitation, future progress
in simplification and standardization of such items as
passports and visas, customs formalities and allowances,
health regulations, vehicles and information on tourist
facilities. Similarly, the introduction of collective pro-
motional air fares is basically a policy matter for the
respective co-operating countries. The control of the
undesirable impact of tourism upon the society should
be based on the analysis of the cultural and religious
background peculiar to the country concerned. How-
ever, exchanges of knowledge and experience should
be intensified in all possible fields of regional co-opera-
tion irrespective of whether the final outputs are readily
forthcoming or not.

Despite strenuous efforts by governments and in-
ternational organizations, the problem persists. Since
1959 governments have requested and received tech-
nical assistance from ILO in launching national tourism
training institutions. One of the major restrictive
factors common to all such national institutions is the
shortage of qualified teaching staff, which also applies
to training programmes of private tourism enterprises.
The training staff, in the first instance, must be well
aware of the specific technicalities of the national
tourism organization's operations, hotel and catering
management, hotel crafts, travel agencies/tour operaters
etc. In addition, knowledge about the socio-economic
backgrounds of general tourism trends is required.
Training of the teaching staff through governments' or
bilateral grants and scholarships has not yet created a
sufficient volume of such qualified indigenous people.

Annex

To fill the gap within the present framework, the
introduction of subregiona1;'regional framework would
seem to be effective. Tourist-receiving countries share
the tourist-generating markets, and tourism develop-
ment in respective countries is subject to many common
causative factors, both local and overseas. Because of
similar, in many cases identical, catering requirements,
these countries are aptly in the position to launch joint
training schemes. Many forms of resource-sharing are
possible but are not implemented, for example, ex-
change of teaching staff, curricula, trainees and other
components, and upgrading of national training centre
into subregional or regional ones. Such centres may
concentrate on training a teaching staff for national
and private training programmes or have a curriculum
for high-level managerial categories of tourism occupa-
tions. Depending on the requirements, such centres
may organize roving missions of teaching staff members
to respective countries.

TOURISM ACTIVITIES OF TWO REGIONAL
PROMOTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

I. ASEAN PROMOTION CENTRE ON TRADE,
INVESTMENT AND TOURISM

A. BACKGROUND

The ASEAN Promotion centre on Trade, Invest-
ment and Tourism (hereinafter referred to as the
ASEAN Centre) was formally established as an inter-
governmental body upon the entry into force on 25
May 1981 of the Agreement signed on 22 December
1980 by representatives of the member countries of
the Association of South-East Asia Nations (ASEAN)
and Japan.

Prior to formalization of the ASEAN Centre, the
need for it was acknowledged, and it functioned with
provisional status for some time. The Provisional
ASEAN Promotion Centre on Trade, Investment and
Tourism (hereinafter referred to as the Provisional
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ASEAN Centre) was declared functional on 20 Decem-
ber 1979 at the inaugural meeting of its Executive
Board held in Tokyo. (This meeting was held pur-
suant to the Interim Arrangement of the Provisional
ASEAN Centre, which set forth the basic agreement
between the Governments of Japan and ASEAN
member countries with respect to objectives and
activities of the Provisional ASEAN Centre. The In-
terim Arrangement thus constituted the predecessor to
the formal Agreement establishing the ASEAN Promo-
tion Centre on Trade, Investment and Tourism, which
hereinafter will be referred as the Agreement).

(i) The Governments of the ASEAN countries
and the Government of Japan should share the ex-
penses of the ASEAN Centre, in accordance with the
respective national laws and regulations and within the
limits of their respective budgetary appropriations;

(ii) The Government of Japan should, in ac-
cordance with its relevant laws and regulations, give
duty free entry and every possible facility to assist in
the import of ASEAN goods and materials for promo-
tional display and, where appropriate, for subsequent
distribution of such goods and materials as free samples.
The Government of Japan should also in accordance
with its relevant laws and regulations give every possible
facility to assist in the subsequent sales of such goods
and materials.

Pursuant to article VI of the Agreement, the
inaugural meeting of the Council of the ASEAN Centre
was held on 30 June and 1 July 1981 in Tokyo. It
discussed and made decisions on matters pertaining to
the inauguration of the newly born intergovernmental
organization, such as the appointment of the secretary-
general, adoption of the plan of operation and work
programme, internal regulations, annual work pro-
gramme, and the budget for the period from 25 May
1981 to 31 March 1982. The Council decided to
establish the headquarters (the secretariat) of the
ASEAN Centre in the World Import Mart Building at
Ikebakuru, Tokyo, and to open and establish in the
headquarters the permanent ASEAN Exhibition Hall
for Trade, Investment and Tourism.

ACTIVITIES DURING THE PROVISIONAL
PERIOD

B.

After the inauguration of the Provisional ASEAN
Centre on 20 December 1979, it was necessary to
prepare a draft budget and draft work programmes
for a number of periods due to the provisionality of
the Centre. The principal arm of publicizing and
introducing ASEAN products, investment opportunities
and tourist attractions in the region was the Permanent
Exhibition Hall in the World Import Mart Building at
Ikebukaru in Tokyo displaying about 2000 items of
ASEAN products and also some tourism promotion
materials. The secretariat of the Provisional Centre
during the period, organized, in spite of the limitation
stemming from the provisionality, a special exhibition
of ASEAN furniture and wooden products and two
tourism consumer presentations in Tokyo and Osaka.
The Executive Board held a number of meetings
including five Working Group Meetings during the
provisional period, and it approved the tentative work
programmes and budget and also discussed matters
related to the forthcoming formal ASEAN Centre.

As the Agreement stipulates that the Governments
of Japan and the ASEAN member countries agree to
set up the ASEAN Centre in Tokyo fully recognizing
the urgent need to promote exports from ASEAN
countries to Japan, to accelerate Japanese investment
and also by further vitalize Japanese outbound tourism
to those countries, the Council agreed that priority be
given to staging of exhibitions, dispatch of trade mis-
sions, holding of conferences and seminars on invest-
ment and public relations in respect of tourism. The
Agreement specifies the activities of the ASEAN Centre
as follows:

At the Working Group (II) Meeting held in order
to finalize the draft work programme and budget for
the provisional period, member countries unanimously
approved the following as the main tourism activities:

(a) To introduce and publicize in Japan pro-
ducts, industries, investment opportunities and tourism
resources of the ASEAN member countries;

(b) To assist and advise, where appropriate,
missions from and to the ASEAN countries on trade,
investment and tourism which will enhance ASEAN's
interest;

(c) To serve as a channel for the meaningful
exchange of information relevant to the enhancement
or ASEAN external trade, investment and tourism,
including rules and regulations concerning market
access, as well as to prepare and analyze marketing
data and information. Among other things, the
Agreement also sets forth that:

( a ) Organization of an ASEAN tourism pre-
sentation for the consumer sector (as distinct from
tourist trade);

(b) Production of an ASEAN area map;

(c) Production of joint promotion materials;

(d) Production of a travel film.R

a Due to financial constraint, the production of a travel film
had to be suspended. The budget originally appropriated for
film production was used for organizing another consumer
sector presentation.
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The head of the secretariat of the Provisional
ASEAN Centre made visits to the ASEAN countries
leading a small group of Japanese businessmen to
discuss with the Governments major problems and
their possible solutions. Regarding tourism, a strong
need was felt by him for co-ordination of activities
and objectives of the Provisional ASEAN Centre
and ASEAN Committee on Trade and Tourism. In
his view, co-operation was only possible through
the prior exchange of work programmes between the
two bodies.

c.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
PROVISIONAL PERIOD

The total funds donated by member countries for
administrative and promotional activities of the Provi-
sional ASEAN Centre in respect of trade, investment
and tourism was equivalent to $US 1,043,354 for the
last 12 months preceding its formalization (25 May
1980-24 May 1981). This constituted the only
component besides bank interest of the Provisional
ASEAN Centre's revenue for the period. The amount
$US 583,887 (representing 55 per cent of total ex-
penses) was spent for administration including staff
expenses, office maintenance etc., while costs for
operation of the Exhibition Hall (including information
service) accounted for 31 per cent at $US 322,454
and costs for promotional activities (including trade,
investment and tourism) 14 per cent at $US 146,521.

The details of tourism-related activities actually
implemented during the provisional period are:

(a) Tourism presentations directed at the
general public. For the purpose of realizing the
potential tourism demand in metropolitan areas of
Tokyo and Osaka through projection of specific tourism
resources in respective countries, two presentations
were organized on 30 January 1981 in Osaka and
5 February in Tokyo. Support and co--operation was
provided by a leading Japanese newspaper company,
ASEAN countries' national tourist organizations and
flag carriers. Both presentations were entitled "ASEAN
Travel Evening" and drew large audiences -557 and
607 respectively in Osaka and Tokyo. They had
to be drawn from 1582 and 3014 mail applicants
respectively.

The costs for administration and the Exhibition
Hall operation/maintenance were up the nature of
overhead and were difficult to break down into respec-
tive elements of trade, investment and tourism. As
far as the promotional costs were concerned, expenses
for tourism activities accounted for 43 per cent of the
sum at $US 62,918.

D.

ACTIvmES PLANNED FOR CURRENT
TERM (25 MAY 1981-31 MARCH 1982)

OF OPERATION
(b) Dissemination of information and inter-

mediary services. The tourism information service of
the Provisional ASEAN Centre could be divided into
two categories, i.e.:

The work programme of the ASEAN Centre for
the first term of operation in its formal capacity (25
May 1981-31 March 1982) specifies three areas of
activities, namely, exhibitions and related activities,
trade and investment, and tourism. Exhibition and
related activities refers to permanent and specially
organized export product displays at the permanent
ASEAN Trade, Investment and Tourism Exhibition
Hall, "in-store-exhibitions" at department stores and
other commercial establishments' participation in major
international trade fairs, and large-scale travel trade
presentations as well. Included as supportive efforts
in this category are advisory services by Japanese
commodity specialists/designers for designing and
selection of exhibits, production of tourism displays
and related public relation works. Total budgetary
allocation for this category is ¥ 115,170,000 out of
which ¥ 8 million is for Japanese travel trade and
tourism display materials.

(i) Spontaneously introducing the tourist attrac-
tions in member countries to the segments of
the Japanese travel market which had not
been familiarized with and had not developed
a specific interest in these countries;

(ii) Answering detailed travel inquiries made by
those who were actually planning a trip to
the areas in the ASEAN region.

From January 1980 to March 1981, 2853 persons
visited the ASEAN Exhibition Hall to obtain specific
travel information. During the period, 98 inquiries
by telephone and letters were answered. As an aid
in providing potential tourists with up-to-date informa-
tion 55,906 copies of tourists pamphlets were dis-
tributed during the period out of 61,610 which had
been collected from national tourism offices of ASEAN.
Additionally, 7912 copies of the "ASEAN Travel
Brochure" covering the region as a whole were dis-
tributed to prospective travellers and travel agents.

The second category, trade and investment, com-
prises research, missions, seminars, technical co-opera-
tion and information and intermediary services con-
nected with trade and investment and has no direct
bearing with tourism promotion.
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Organization of tourism presentations directed to ASEAN tourist map and another ¥ 1.5 million for
the general public or prospective tourists as distinct leaflets).
from the tourism industry falls under the third category,. ..
tourism within the framework of the ASEAN Centre's Beslde consumer presentatlons and promotlon
current 'work programme. In order to arouse stronger material product~on, ¥ 3 million ~nd ¥ 1 .million .are
interest in specific tourist resources of the ASEAN allocated. ~esP.ectlv.ely for general mformatlon services
countries in the unexploited segments of Japanese travel an~ partlclpatlon m the 3rd Japan Congress of Inter-
market, two presentations in metropolitan areas and natlonal Travel scheduled for December 1981 at Tokyo.
one in other locality are planned, with budget alloca-
tion of ¥ 8,124,000. E. BUDGET FOR TOURISM ACnVITIES

Another major activity under the tourism category The budget of revenues and expenditures for the
of the work programme is the production of tourism period from 25 May 1981 to 31 March 1982 as
promotion materials planned at ¥ 21 million (¥ 18 approved at the inaugural meeting of the Council of
million for a travelling film, ¥ 1.5 million for an the ASEAN Centre is as follows:

Unit-¥ 1000 ($US 1000
as converted at a rate

I. Revenues of ¥ 220 = $US 1)

Contribution from Japan including rent of Permanent Exhibition Hall 426450 (1 938.4)
Contribution from the ASEAN countries. 43016 ( 195.5)

Total 459456 (2133.9)
II. Expenditures

Promotional activities
Exhibitions and related activities 115170 ( 523.5)
Trade and investment. 59 269 ( 269.4)
Tourism 33124 ( 150.6)

Sub-total 207 583 ( 943.5)

Administration. 222601 (1011.8)
Rent of the Permanent Exhibition Hall.. 39302 (2 133.9)

II. EAST ASIA TRAVEL ASSOCIATION The countries and areas in the subregion, handi-
capped by their distance from the traditional travel

A. INTRODUCTION markets in Europe and America, share a strong motivat-
ing spirit: to combine their efforts in stimulating a

The East Asia Travel Association (EAT A) is a tourist influx to the region as it constitutes a single
regional tourist body composed of national tourist destination area from the travellers' point of view. The
organizations, air carriers, hotel associations and travel region covered by EATA offers a broad variety of
agents' associations in the east and south-east Asia tourist attractions, both natural and cultural, crowding
region. The constitution of EATA was adopted at together in a rel~!ively small area. .This fact has ~th
its first general meeting on 4 March 1967 and has been urged .an~ facilitated th~ subregional co-operat!on
revised a number of times so as to reflect the new embodied m EATA. Contmued trends of mass touriSm
interests and requirements of its members. Its mem- and repeated tra,,:el from lo?g-ha~l travel markets are
bership includes Governments airlines and allied and expec.ted to provide fu~her m~entlve.s to EAT~ mem-

. t be f ' th H K bers m further promotmg their tounsm potentlal.

aSSOCla e mem rs rom among 0 ers, ong ong,

Japan, Macau, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, B. OBJECTIVES
Singapore and Thailand. Government members are
the primary official tourism organizations designated As stipulated in its Constitution, the purposes of
by the respective Governments. EAT A are:

(a) To promote tourism in the region of the
Founded in 1966 as a consortium of national member countries;

tourist offices in the east Asia area, EAT A decided in (b) To encourage and facilitate the flow of
July 1970 to enlarge its membership so as to include tourists to this region from other parts of the
other important sectors of the tourist industry. world;
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assisted by local allied/associate members in specific
promotion activities.

(c) To develop regional tourist industries
through close co-operation among members
of the Association;

(d) To encourage the international transport,
hotel, and travel agency trades to support,
and to collaborate with, the Association.

2. Production of promotional aids

Among activities under this heading may be in-
cluded:

(a) Travelogue rums, The Answers in East Asia
in English, German and Spanish and Faces
of East Asia in English, German and Spanish;

(b) Printed materials: "East Asia travel manual"
(for trade) in English, French and German
editions, and "The eight stars of the East in
one holiday epic" (for consumers) also in
English, French and German editions;

(c) Posters.

3. Other activities

Contacts and exchanges of experiences and "know-
how" are maintained among member countries of
EAT A and with international organizations directly
connected with tourism, such as, the Pacific Area Travel
Association (PATA) and World Tourism Organization
(WTO).

C. ACTIVITIES

To achieve its objectives, according to its Con-
stitution, EATA is to undertake activities to promote:

(a) Co-operation in travel marketing and joint
publicity;

(b) Joint research on tourism;

( c ) Improvement of tourist facilities in respective
countries;

(d) Improvement of receiving set-up for visiting
tourist;

(e) Teclmical co-operation in activities connected
with tourism.

As a matter of fact, EAT A has been engaged in
various activities in keeping with the above objectives,
but the major portion of its over-all effort has been
focused on marketing in the European, North American
and Australian travel markets.

D. MEMBERSHIP

There are four categories of membership in
EATA, government members, airline members, allied
members and associate members. Government mem-
bers, by the relevant provision of the Constitution, are
the primary official tourism organizations designated
by the Governments of member countries and areas.
Airline members are national air carriers of the coun-
tries and areas of the government members. Allied
members are trade associations representing hotels,
tour operators and/or travel agents in the member
countries and areas. Associate members are air, sea
and/or land carriers, except those entitled to airline
membership, which provide passenger services to, from
and within the member countries and areas.

Tourism marketing

Through its regional chapters based in London,
Paris, Frankfurt, New York, Chicago, San Francisco
and Sydney, EAT A has been carrying out a variety of
marketing activities with the maximum impact intended
on the travel industry in Europe, North America and
Australia.

E.

ORGANIZATION

1. General meeting

EATA holds general meetings twice a year to
deliberate on and to decide its general policy within
the framework of its Constitution. When the situation
so requires, an extraordinary general meeting may be
held on the decision of the Executive Committee. At
those meetings, a government member has two votes,
while an airline member, the combined allied member-
ship and the combined associate membership respec-
tively have one vote. EATA can invite any tourist
tourist organization or travel association to attend the

Among these activities are:

(a) Organization of travel seminars and pre-
sentations;

(b) Participation in trade shows and public fairs;

(c) Issue and distribution of press releases;

(d) Information service;

(e) Free loan of EATA joint films and slides;

(f) Dissemination of EATA brochures and other
promotional aids.

It should be noted that the acctivities mentioned
above are directly undertaken by the members of the
regional chapters in the travel markets who are
stationed there on a permanent basis. They are the
overseas branch offices of respective national tourist
organizations and airlines of member countries being
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general meeting as an observer. The general meeting
consists of the elected officers of EAT A and the repre-
sentative of each member.

G. FINANCIAL STATUS

1. Fiscal year

The fiscal year of EATA commences on 1 July.
Dues and assessments are paid by each member at the
beginning of the fiscal year. All necessary expenses
for carrying out joint publicity and any other specific
joint marketing activities conducted by EATA are
shared by the members on the basis determined by the
general meeting. Members of the EAT A regional
chapters directly engaged in such activities provide
manpower on a non-reimbursable basis.

2. Executive Committee

The Executive Committee consists of the elected
officers. The Committee oversees the Secretary
General's activities, provides guidance and gives advice
normally by correspondence, but a special meeting is
held when it is necessary.

The membership dues and marketing assessment
of EATA for fiscal year 1981/82 amount to $US
264,100.

3. Marketing Committee

The Marketing Committee meets twice a year,
preceding the general meeting. It is held primarily to
formulate and recommend to the general meeting new
marketing policies and programmes as and when ap-
propriate. This Committee consists of the marketing
director and one representative of each member.

Appendix

MARKETING REGION OF THE
REGIONAL CHAPTERS

4.

Secretariat

The office of the secretariat is headquartered in
the Japan National Tourist Organization in Tokyo and
it conducts the day-to-day business of BATA.

5. Regional chapters

Regional chapters implement the marketing activi-
ties of EATA under the supervision of the Secretary
General pursuant to decisions of the general meeting.
Normally direct representatives of the marketing region
from each of EAT A's government, airline, allied and
associate members are the chapter members in a cor-
responding capacity. The funds of the regional chap-
ters are allocated by the Secretary General in accord-
ance with the decisions of the general meeting. The
marketing regions to be served by each of the regional
chapters are indicated in the appendix to this paper.

North America East Coast Chapter

a. The following States and areas of the United
States of America:

Alabama, Connecticut, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Maine, Mary-
land, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsy-
lvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Ver-
mont, Virginia, West Virginia.

.-~~- ~~?~.-
b. The following provinces of Canada:

New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia,
Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Quebec.

F.

OFFICERS

The officers of EAT A at present are: President,
First Vice-President, Second Vice-President, Third
Vice-President, marketing Director and Auditor.

North America West Coast Chapter

a. The following States of the United States of
America:

Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Mon-
tana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming.

b. The following provinces of Canada:
Alberta, British Columbia, North West Terri-
tories, Yukon.The President is elected from the country or

territory where the first general meeting of each
calendar year is held and is the representative of
government members. The First Vice-President is
elected from the combined airline membership and is
the representative of airline members. The Second
Vice-President is elected from the country or territory
where the secretariat is located and is representative
of government members. The Third Vice-President is
an elected representative of the combined allied
membership.

North America Central Regional Chapter

a. The following States of the United States of
America:

Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kent\}cky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Wisconsin.

b. The folIowing provinces of Canada:
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Australia and New Zealand Chapter 110 doubt, be deduced from the impact that it has 011

Australia and New Zealand the other sectors of economy, especially the negative

aspects, which show up when the service fails or is

United Kingdom Chapter absent. It is quite normal, especially in the developing

United Kingdom countries, to find sparks of interest in developing

telecommunications or in financing the same in times

Central European Chapter of emergency when its absence and the consequen-

Austria, Federal Republic of Germany, Ger- tial deleterious affects are perceptibly brought out.

man speaking part of Switzerland Emergency steps taken during such contingencies are

F h Ch t ephemeral and ad hoc and not planned on a long-term
renc ap er b . h b ul .. d .. ts .. .aslS, t ere y res tmg m spora lC proJec no. neces-

France, Belgrum, Luxembourg, French speak- sarily tailored to any lasting economic impact.

ing part of Switzerland

I. STATISTICAL PROFILE OF

TELECOMMUNICA110N DEVELOPMENT TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN DEVELOPING

IN ASIA * COUNTRIES OF THE ESCAP REGION

INTRODUCTION Tables 1 and 2 show a comparative study of the

population, number of telephones and telephone density
ThiS repo.rt V:'ill study th~ SOClo-eCOnOlnlC Impa~t (telephones per hundred population) for countries with

of telecomm~mcat~ons and ~evlew the development~ m a GDP per capita of less than $US 5,000 and those with

the netw.ork m Asia. It might be thought app'rOP!late a GDP per capita over $US 5,000 respectively. It is

to quantify the bene~ts accru~d by telecomm~mcatlons. immediately apparent that the figures for telephone

U~fortunatel~, that IS very d~cult alth?ugh It may ~e density in the countries of table I are extremely low;

evlde.nt, as m .the case of ItS role m ~he. security most of those countries have density figures much below

function. The Importance of telecommumcatlons can, 1, with only six countries having a density greater than

.Note by the secretariat. of 1. The average telephone density of these countries

Table 1. Population, number of telephones and telephone density for

developing countries in the ESCAP region with per capita GDP

less than $US 5,000 (December 1979)

TelephonePopulation Number of density
Country (in millions) telephones (telephones/lOa

(thousands) populations)
, ..

Mghanistan ~ ' f ::: .; ',,' 15.108 31.2 0.21

Bangladesh' ] ! t;,- '. 86.64 104 0.12

Bhutan. 1.2 1.1 0.10

Burma. 33.313 36.6 0.11
China. ...NR NR NR

Democratic Kampuchea. NR NR NR

Fiji. 0.624 37.5 6.01

India 647 2424 0.37
Indonesia 145 441 0.30

Iran. 36.462 1234 3.38

Lao People's Democratic Republic
(31 December 77) ...3.5 6.5 0.19

Malaysia. 13.706 508 3.71

Maldives (31 December 78) .0.143 0.97 0.68

Mongolia NR NR NR

Nauru. NR NR NR
Nepal (31 December 78) .12.9 14.3 0.11

Pakistan. ..77.148 357.962 0.5

Papua New Guinea. 3.125 45.3 1.45

Philippines. 46.786 628 1.34

Samoa. NR NR NR

Solomon Islands. NR NR NR

Sri Lanka. 13.9 78.74 0.5

Thailand 46.114 451 0.98

Tonga. ...0.0964 1.7 1.76

Viet Nam NR NR NR

NR -no record.

Source: Yearbook of Common Carrier Telecommunication Statistics (1970-1979, Eighth

Edition, ITU, Geneva).
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Table 2. Telephone density in countries of the ESCAP region with a
per capita GDP exceeding $US 5,000 (December 1979)

~1 'I('iOt:!.
'.. ".; " i Population Number of Ti~fyne

Country or area (In mlUlons) telephones (telephones/ZOO
(thousands) population)

Australia.. 14.376 6677 46.4
Hong Kong 5.017 1517 30.2
Japan 115.64 51072 44.16
New Zealand. 3.145 1762 56.03
Republic of Korea. 37.615 2898 7.7
Singapore 2.363 562.4 23.8

Source: Yearbook of Common Carrier Telecommunication Statistics (1970-1979, Eighth
Edition, lTU, Geneva).

Table 3. Distribution of telephones in Bhutan and India

b f TelephoneC ntr / Percentage of Ntelumher 0 Percentage of density
ou yarea .ep ones ( I hpopulation (thousands) telephones te ep ones/

100 percentage)
.[':1,j' ; 11(1' .

Bhutan ('

Thimpu 5.6 0.4 50 0.70
Other urban centres. 19.5 0.29 36.25 0.14
Rest of the country. 74.9 0.11 13.75 0.01

India
4 metropolitan cities 2.7 675 33.58 4.54
22 large cities 2.82 414 20.59 2.68
120 other cities. 4.16 33.8 16.82 1.48
2497 towns 10.21 444 22.07 0.79
Total urban. .". 19.90 1871 93.06 1.71
Rural (0.58 million villages) .'.;: 80.10 140 6.94 0,03

Ii'
.f ,,--

Table 4. Telephones in rural India terms of congestion, disconnection, noise and so on.
In,\ 2 Both factors are substantially higher in the telephone, Type of .rervlce '-':~ Number of P~~~:fe of systems of the dev~loping countries. .Though .80 ~r

'eaj;' villages villages cent of the populatIon of the developmg countrIes live
",-" oR I h - 4 763 0 83 '\ in rural areas, probably lower than 20 per cent of the

ura exc anges ,. I h . all d h Th . alL d.
bl " I h 13 414 2 33 te ep ones are fist e t ere. e natIon averages

ong Istance pu lC te ep ones ,. ..
L I bl ' I h 3 674 0 63 for telephone density thus mask a key underlymg

oca pu lC te ep ones , . f I h t hil h .
th I I fT I 21851 379 actor, namey, taw e now ere 18 e eve 0

ota ,. service very high, the majority of the population in the

developing countries may have no access to the
is 1.21 as against 34.72 for countries in table 2. It telephone service at all. This situation is well illustrated
is to be emphasized that the density figures of the by table 3, which indicates the position in India and
countries with a higher GDP (which include three Bhutan where 80 per cent of the population has 6.94
developed countries) are not presented here as the per cent of the telephones and 75 per cent of the
level to which the developing countries should aspire population has 13.75 per cent of the telephones
in the foreseeable future, but rather to emphasize the respectively. Table 4 also shows that only 4 per cent
extreme gap in the telephone service availability in the of the villages in India have access to any telephone
world's developing nations and the world's most service.
developed nations. It is pertinent to point out at this
stage that this gap, as shown by the nominal figures A. INVESTMENT IN TELECOMMUNICA nON
in the tables 1 and 2, is likely to be more pronounced
in real terms for at least two reasons. The figures It would be interesting to study whether any
make no adjustment, either for telephones which remain remedy to this extreme shortage of telecommunication
out of service, or for the lower quality of service in facilities in the developing countries, which is keenly
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I

felt, has been sought by the various administrations. deleterious affect of the absence of teleco~munic~t~ons
Tables 5 and 6 indicate the investment made in the on those sectors. Thus, we are faced wIth a VICIOUS I
telecommunication sector in the countries listed in table circle of low investment and poor telecommunication i
1 and 2 respectively. Figures of investment clearly services caused by the inability to convince administra-
indicate the low level of capital invested in improve- tions of the essential nature of telecommunications.
ment of telecommunications in the developing countries This must be broken in order to provide a reasonable
of table, 1. This shows a very striking contrast with level of telecommunication service, both qualitatively
the countries listed in table 2. It would appear that and quantitatively.
those countries with a higher level of telecommunica-
tion development at present find it warranted to devote
a relatively high percentage of investment and output B. GROWTH OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
to continued expansion of telecommunications. h .. h be fTable 7 shows t e mcrease m t e num r 0

Summarizing, it would appear that there is not telephones in the developing countries in the ESCAP
sufficient realization of the key importance of telecom- region in the decade of the 1970s and the respective
munications as an essential infrastructure to the deve- telephone densities, from which it can be seen that
lopment of almost all the other priority sectors of the the rate of increase in telephone densities is indeed
economy, as the benefits of telecommunication cannot very low. This is only to be expected in view of the
be quantified except indirectly by calculation of the low rate of investment in telecommunications.

Table 5. Gross domestic product, gross fixed capital formation and investment in
telecommunications of some countries listed in table 1 (December 1979)

..-, rnveatment in TelecomGDP Gross fIxed capltCA (in thousorld dtlllars)
Country ..formation -(in "..N,on dollars) (in miNion dollars) GDP GFCF

Mghanistan (1975). ..76,600 NR 0.48 NR
Bangladesh 136,632 22,025 2.9 18.02
Bhutan NR NR NR NR
Burma. 343,195 23,152 0.38 5.62
China. NR NR NR NR

Fiji (1978) 621.5 115.1 5.7 30.80
India (1978) .800,400 173,440 3.25 15.01

Nepal (1976) .17,344 NR 1.07 NR
Papua New Guinea (1978) .1,248.9 209.8 6.96 41.42
Sri Lanka (1978) .29,386 4,647 3.9 24.7

,"c

NR -no record.
Source: Yearbook of Common Carrier Telecommunication Statistics (1970-1979, Eighth

Edition, ITU, Geneva).

Table 6. Gross domestic product, gross fixed capital formation and investment in
telecommunications of countries listed in table 2 (December 1979)

f . d -, Investment in Telecom
GDP Gross Ixe capit... (in thousorld dollars)

Country or Mea. formation." (.n miNion dollars) (in miNion dollars) GDP GFCF
,;

".
Australia. ::"; 1,016.26 22,691 9.1 40.7Hong Kong (1978) .~., , 65,675 16,907 3.48 13.52

Japan. 209,069,500 63,845,300 7.95 26.03
New Zealand 17,738 3,641 NR NR
Republic of Korea. ..14,856,800 6,164,590 15.5 37.50
Singapore (:~,. ;: 16,299 5,861 10.17 28.27 ,.

"

NR -no record.
Source: Yearbook of Common Carrier Telecommunication Statistics (1970-1979, Eighth

Edition, ITU, Geneva).
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Increase in the number of telephones and in telephone densities of countries
of the ESCAP region with per capita income less than $US 5,000

Table 7.

1978 1979

1970

Number of
telephones
(thousands)

Number of
telephones
(thousands)

Number of
telephones
(thousands)

Country Telephone
density

Telephone
density

Telephone
density

NR
0.12
NR0.11

5.75
0.35
NR
NR
NR
3.25
0.68
0.11
NR
1.36
1.31
0.52
0.9
1.41

31.2
104

1.1
36.6
37.5

2,424
441

1,234
NR

508
NR
NR

357.962
45.3

628
78.74

451

0.21
0.120.10.11

6.01
0.37
0.30
3.38
NR
3.71
NR
NR
0.5
1.45
1.34
0.5

0.98
1.76

Afghanistan. .16.7
Bangladesh NA
Bhutan NR
Burma 26.4
Fiji 16.9
India. 1,217
Indonesia. 201
Iran NR
Lao People's Democratic Republic 1.8
Malaysia. 178
Maldives. 0.29
Nepal. NR
Pakistan. 156
Papua New Guinea. 23
Philippines 254
Sri Lanka. 63
Thailand. 153
Tonga. 0.93

NR -no record NA -not applicable.
Source: Yearbook of Common Carrier Telecommunication Statistics (1970-1979, Eighth Edition, ITU, Geneva).

0.1

NA
NR0.1

3.22
0.22
0.17
NR
0.06
1.61
0.15
NR
0.29
0.93
0.652
0.5
0.43
1.06

31.2
101

NR
34.2
34.9

2,247
NR
NR
NR

434
0.97

14.3
NR
41.8

600
74.2

409
28 7

Table 8. Utilization factor for some ESCAP
countries listed in tables 1 and 2

It may be argued that the increase in population
masks the real development in telecommunications inthe 

developing countries with large rates of population
growth. Table 5 shows the utilization factor (UF) or
the number of telephones per $USIOO,OOO GDP in
purchaser's values for the countries listed in table 1
and 2. The utilization factor is a measure of the
adequacy of telephone services independent of the
effects of population increase. Although the value of
the UF may not be an absolute criterion, we can see
the relative UPs of developed and developing countries
and within countries how the UF changes with time
and judge whether the developing countries are, in fact,
moving ahead or falling further behind.

Country or area

1977 1978

1970

0.99
1.02
0.76
3.6
1.91
NR

2.63
NR
NR
2.16
2.56
2.84
1.75

NR
NR
1.24
7.66
2.26
0.23
5.2
NR
1.48
3.32
3.8
2.85
2.35

0.86
1.08
0.83
4.02
1.930.76

2.7
0.89
NR
2.2
2.72
NR
1.90

CAUSES OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT
OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

II.

The causes for underdevelopment of telecommuni-
cations fall under five broad categories: technical con-
straints, financial and economic constraints, man-power
and material constraints, social constraints and planning
constraints.

5.65
10.54
5.96

10.72
5.59
5.8

5.38
10.45
5.95

13.70
5.18
5.84

10.6
18.92
NR
NR
7.68
7.48

Under $US 5,000 GDP
Afghanistan
Bangladesh.
Burma.
Fiji.
India
Indonesia
Malaysia
Nepal
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Philippines.
Sri Lanka.
Thailand

Over $US 5,000 GDP
Australia
Honb Kong.
Japan
New Zealand.
Republic of Korea.
Singapore

TECHNICAL CONSTRAINTS

A.

Several influences operate under technical con-
straints, such as those posed by geography and climate,
the lack of supporting infrastructure and the equipment

NR -no record.
Source: Statistical Yearbook for Asia and the Pacific, 1979.
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choice and available technologies. The problems posed
by geography and climate could be due to physical
location, such as in the case of island countries, long
stretches of desert, effects of cyclones, storms, drought
etc. Technical solutions have to be found for such
individual cases and may mean higher capital invest-
ment and very skilled staff required for maintenance
and operation resulting in higher operating costs. The
lack of supporting infrastructure, such as a reliable
commercial supply, a good railway and/or road net-
work, would also lead to higher capital and operating
costs as well as adding to maintenance problems. These
are not insurmountable problems, especially when
modern technology is used in the equipment. It is
quite possible to specify suitable types of equipment
with low power consumption. A high degree of
knowledge and expertise has become necessary to
ensure that a technically satisfactory and cost-effective
choice is made. Experience in the past shows that
this expertise is not available in adequate measure,
resulting in unsatisfactory choices with unwholesome
results in the countries concerned.

credited to the general revenues and the expenditure
budget has to compete with the other sectors. Since
telecommunications is highly remunerative, though
capital intensive, it would be more appropriate to
reorganise the operation on commercial lines to enable
ploughing back the profit into expanding the enterprise
and also, where necessary, raising commercial loans.

C. 

MANPOWER AND MATERIAL CONSTRAINTS

Lack of adequately trained personnel, lack of
adequate training facilities and deficiency in civil works
and shortages of materials are the main components.
The manpower problem is caused by a lack of persons
with as adequate general educational background, thus
creatings problems in training and a high drop-out rate
of trained staff due to the brain-drain to commercial
establishments within the countries or overseas. It may
be recalled that since telecommunications is a civil
service, it generally provides inadequate remuneration
to technically trained staff.

D.

SOCIAL CONSTRAINTS

B.

FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS
The rate of telecommunication development is

affected by the lack of familiarity with telecommunica-
tion equipment on the part of intended users, the lack
of familiarity of such users with the usefulness of
telecommunication and the negative attitudes to tele-
communication and social and cultural factors which
may inhibit its use. The mere installation and increase
of telecommunication facilities is not sufficient for
development. It would be necessary to educate the
would-be users in order to develop the proper attitude
towards a new facility.

The problems include the high cost of capital
given the over-all shortage of capital in the developing
countries, the demands of other sectors competing for
a share of the limited investment funds and the need
for large amounts, of foreign exchange for telecom-
munication investment. The benefits of telecommuni-
cations unfortunately are intangible, and except during
dire emergencies, like a natural disaster, civil commo-
tion or war, the essential nature of telecommunications
is not brought out strongly enough to produce an impact
on the policy-makers. While developed countries seem
to appreciate the iInportance of telecommunications and
invest adequate amounts in the development of tele-
communications, developing countries seem to view it
as a "luxury consumption". It is in fact, essential to
education, health etc. and in the improvement of
practically all sectors of the economy. The need for
foreign exchange is another inhibiting factor, as very
few of the developing countries have their own manu-
facturing facilities for telecommunication equipment.
Until such time as that facilities are established, it
would appear essential to meet the needs of telecom-
munications out of the scarce foreign exchange resources
of the countries. This factor is further compounded
by the comparatively smaller needs of the developing
countries, which tends to put up the unit cost of tele-
communication equipment and plants (economies of
scale), which is also in foreign exchange.

The multiplicity of languages and social and cul-
tural systems could produce a negative response to the
use of the telephone unless remedial measures in the
shape of public relations and education of the sub-
scribers are taken in time.

E.

PLANNING CONSTRAINTS

The rate of telecommunication development is
affected by the lack of trained planning personnel,
insufficient recognition of the role of telecommunica-
tions, in social and economic development by telecom-
munication administrations, national planners and in-
ternational lending agencies and the lack of integrated
planning within the sectors. Solution of the planning
constraints is more difficult, as it would be necessary
to train people in techniques for proper planning within
the context of the over-all financial and foreign exchange
shortage and the small reservoir of trained telecom-
munication engineers to draw from. It is also necessary
to educate national planners on the importance of
telecommunications in order to be able to get a proper

In most of the developing countries of the region,
telecommunications is run as a department of the
government. This makes financing of projects extremely
difficult, as the income frome telecommunications is
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share of the national investment for this sector. A
substantial level of education and motivation not only
of telecommunication administrators but also of national
planners and financiers is called for.

to be strengthened and efficient operation implemented,
as the existing circuits are terminater} between Vientiane
(the Lao People's Republic) and Nongkhai (Thailand)
and the working is unsatisfactory.

III.

, 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ASIAN
TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK

2. Subregion II

The countries in the subregion constitute the
ASEAN group of countries and have made the
maximum progress in the implementation of the tele-
communication links connecting them. The domestic
satellite system of the P ALAP A series is not only used
by Indonesia, but by all other ASEAN countries for
communication purposes including broadcasting. All
the countries are linked to Europe and the United
States with the INTELSA T system and a number of
submarine cable systems. It is also proposed to have
an ASEAN submarine cable network connecting the
countries.

The entire network has been divided into six
subregions for ease of implementation:

(a) Subregion I: Lao People's Democratic Re-
public, Democratic Kampuchea, Thailand
and Viet Nam;

(b) Subregion II: Indonesia, Malaysia, Singa-
pore, Philippines and Thailand (ASEAN
countries) ;

(c) Subregion III: India and Nepal;

(d) Subregion IV: Afghanistan, India, Iran and
Pakistan;

(e) Subregion V: Bangladesh and India;

(f) Subregion VI: India and Sri Lanka;

Currently study assisted by the International Tele-
communication Union (ITU) and the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) for standardization
of signalling systems in the ASEAN countries is in
progress. In view of the fact that this subregion is
using all the various types of transmission media and
exchange equipment (electro-mechanical, SPC and
digit types), the study of signalling systems is highly
complex. It is hoped that an agreement will be
reached on a signalling system for the subregion as a
result of this project. This can as well be used by
other countries connected to the Asian Telecommuni-
cation Network in the standardization of other sub-
regional and regional signalling systems.

Since the plan was first formulated there have
been substantial changes in technology like the intro-
duction of satellites and the installation of earth stations
in a number of countries, with the result that the whole
network plan is in need of a complete review. The
attached map (see below) indicates the updated posi-
tion of the network, and the following account gives
the status of implementation of the network per sub-
region.

A PRESENT STATUS
3. Subregion III

The India-Nepal link is a small transborder
coaxial cable system foreseen between Raxaul (India)
and Birganj (Nepal). All the equipment in connec-
tion with this link is being provided by India. The
cable and associated equipment to be installed in the
Nepal portion has already been provided. The cable
laying is held up because or the rainy season, and it is
hoped that this link will be completed by the middle
of 1982. Since Raxaul has already been linked through
a wideband microwave system of Muzzafarpur, the
completion of this link between Birganj and Razaul
will enable Nepal to be connected to the main tele-
communication network in India.

1. Subregion I

Due to the complicated geo-political situation in
the region during the past decade there has not been
much progress in implementating the links foreseen.
However, discussions during recent missions have in-
dicated that in the course of the coming year subregion
co-ordination meeting could be called to implement the
links in the subregion. An important activity which
will contribute to strengthening those links is the ap-
proval and implementation of an intercountry project
for propagation studies in the HF, UHF, VHF and
microwaveregions for the Lao People's Democratic
Republic and Viet Nam. Besides carrying out ionos-
pheric studies with a view to frequency prediction for
HF communications, this project also foresees the
establishment of propagation measurement teams for
VHF and Microwave in the two countries. This will
enable national and regional systems to be planned on
a scientific. The existing terrestrial link between the
Lao People's Democratic Republic and Thailand needs

4. Subregion IV

This subregion has also suffered geo-political
problems. Substantial progress has, however, been
made in the implementation of the Amritsar-Lahore
coaxial cable link between India and Pakistan. Agree-
ments have been reached on practically all the technical
points concerning the link, and action has been initiated
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for the procurement of the equipment. It has also
been agreed that the installation will be completed by
the end of 1982. The second link between India and
Pakistan, namely Jodhpur to Mirpurkhas (for the
Bombay-Karachi link), will also be surveyed by mid-
1928. Since both India and Pakistan are installing
international gateway exchanges, it is expected that
these circuits will be terminated therein providing for
semi-automatic if not for automatic operation.

IV.

ROLE OF ITU

The microwave link from Quetta (Pakistan) to
Zahidan (Iran), which is at present of 600 channel
capacity, is now planned to be upgraded to 900
channels with occasional TV capacity on the back-up
channel. Negotiations on this aspect are in progress.

ITU, with the active financial support of UNDP,
has been assisting the developing countries of the region
in fostering the development of telecommunications. It
is a well recognized fact that the lack of trained
personnel is a major constraint to development of
telecommunications, and it takes substantial time and
effort to establish training facilities. Hence, this
problem has engaged the attention of ITU as a first
priority. ITUjUNDP assisted training centres have
been established in a number of countries and are now
operational. In certain specialized areas regional
training establishments have been developed with
ITUjUNDP assistance. They are:

(a) The Advanced Level Telecommunication
Training Centre (ALTTC), New Delhi, which provides
high-level training in telecommunications and is open
to all administrations in the region;

Route survey and system designs for the Peshwar-
J alalabad-Kabul- Kandahar- Herat- Dogharum (Pakistan-
Afghanistan-Iran) backbone microwave links have been
carried out, and equipment specifications were drafted
as early as 1978. Further progress has been held up
owing to geo-political problems in the area.

(b) The Course Development in Telecommuni-
cations (CODEVTEL Project) located at Kuala
Lumpur, which assists national training centres in
systematic course development and delivery by training
course developers and instructors;

5.

Subregion 

V

The link between Bangladesh and India comprises
a microwave system between Krishnanagar (India) and
Chuadanga (Bangladesh). This link was lined up and
made operational in May 1981. The multiplex equip-
ment has not been fully commissioned owing to
problems of signalling compatibility. A recent co-
ordination meeting has solved a number of outstanding
technical problems, and details of circuit utilization
have been agreed upon. Maintenance and operational
procedures for this link have also been agreed upon.

(c) The Frequency Management and Monitoring
Project in Singapore, which trains personnel from this
region in the effective utilization and management of
the frequency spectrum.

Since many countries in the region are introducing
new technologies into the network, a number of short-
term specialists have been provided for purposes of
technical advice. In the past five years, 26 short-term
specialists have been deputed to eight countries. A
number of requests are still outstanding from countries
for such advice due to the lack of sufficient financial
resources.

6. Subregion VI

The India-Sri Lanka link consists of a microwave
system between Rameswaram (India) and Colombo
(Sri Lanka). The equipment for this link has been
provided by India and has been installed except for
the tower at one of the repeater sites in Sri Lanka
which is delayed owing to extremely had weather. This
link was made partially operational and used as an
alternate route to divert international traffic via Bombay
during the retrofit of the Sri Lanka earth station. The
remaining tower installation is expected to be completed
very soon when the trans-border gap in subregion VI
will also be closed.

7. Bangladesh-Nepal link

In addition to these links, a VHF system is
planned between Bhadrapur (Nepal) and Atwari
(Bangladesh), the equipment for which is being pro-
vided by Bangladesh. The link will be in the 400 MHz
band and provide 24 channels and is expected to be
operational by the middle of 1982.

The allocation of aid funds to the telecommunica-
tion sector generally follows the lines of allocations of
resources in the national budgets, with the result that
it is always inadequate. It is especially true in the
case of regional projects, as the UNDP inter-country
programme underwent a very drastic reduction during
the review for the 1982-1986 cycle. This reduced
budget includes the following projects:

(a) "Rural telecommunications" for the least
developed countries of the region;

(b) "Telecommunication planning and main-
tenance";

(c) An intercountry project for propagation
studies in HF, VHF and Microwave regions involving
the Lao People's Democratic Republic and Viet Nam;

(d) Continuation of training in radio frequency
management and monitoring;
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(e) Continuation of telecommunication training
in the South Pacific;

(f) Continuation of the telecommunication de-
velopment project in the South Pacific;

(g) Support to telecommunication in ASEAN
(study, training etc.).

Most of these projects would naturally have to
include substantial element of TCDC if positive results
are to achieved, since comparatively small resources are
available to implement them.

V. OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

The major problem in the telecommunication field
is one of under-investment. The importance of tele-
communications in the socio-economic development
picture is not fully recognized, with the result that
allocation to this sector is not adequate in national
planning philosophies. It would be worthwhile to
develop certain guidelines which would indicate an
appropriate percentage of allocation of resources to
this very important sector.

In the field of network development it is necessary
to review the entire plan in the light of new technology
and to incorporate needs of other telecommunication
users like broadcasting and television. For the appro-
priate operation of the regional network "through work-
ing" on a group, super group or higher order bundles
have to be foreseen and appropriate tariffs developed
in addition to routing and signalling plans. As most
of the countries are on the threshold of introducing
SPC analogue and digital switches, INTELSA T, domes-
tic satellite and submarine cable circuits, the impact of
this on the Asian Telecommunication Network has to
be carefully considered and network plans suitably
updated. Some of the major items of work are:

(a) Owing to the introduction of INTELSAT
and domestic satellite circuits by most of the countries
in the region, it is appropriate to review the entire
network to rationalize technical and economic criteria.
Beside the P ALAP A series of satellites based in
Indonesia, a series of INSA T satellites based in India
has been planned in the region. It would be worth-
while for the other countries in the relevant subregions
to investigate the possibilities of using these domestic
satellite systems for national and subregional needs;

(b) Signalling systems have to be studied, and
the correct techno-economic decisions have to be taken
to provide for all types of transmission media -
terrestrial and space. The current studies in connec-
tion with the ASEAN countries could well provide a
basis for this activity. A preparatory study in this
regard will be carried out by consultants in the last
quarter of 1981. Preliminary recommendations in
respect of a regional signalling system/systems are ex-
pected to emerge as a result;

(c) The submarine cable linke across the Indian
Ocean to provide an alternative route via the Middle
East to Europe is also being considered by many coun-
tries in the region. If efforts are co-ordinated, a proper
economic solution could be reached;

(d) It would appear that the present trend is
towards subregional groupings, as evidenced by the
advances made in ASEAN. The recent meeting of
Foreign Secretaries of the South Asian subregion, held
at Colombo in April 1981, underlined the need for
subregional co-operation with a very high emphasis on
telecommunications. Development of these subregional
groups could in turn lead to setting up proper regional
communication links;

(e) A techno-economic routing plan for the
region optimizing the use of existing media could lead
to great economies in the operation of existing links.

The aid funds available are being progressively
reduced, while the traditional forms of aid are becoming
more expensive owing to inflation. New modalities of
technical assistance have to be evolved with a large
measure of co-operation among developing countries
for achieving optimum results. This would also ensure
the utilization of appropriate technology. With the
introduction of new technology, developing countries
could well be forced to invest in sophisticated equip-
ment incorporating facilities which they may not need
for many years to come. There is a need for training
planners of developing countries in methods of optimum
planning, which could lead to the establishment of
co-operative manufacturing facilities for telecommuni-
cation equipment and plants in developing countries
using appropriate technology.

A review of the existing national and international
links would indicate a poor grade of service. Sufficient
emphasis is not given to maintenance and maintenance
standards, owing to the diversion of available resources
to the pressing needs of development. Improvement
of maintenance standards is a crying need in most
countries of the region. A concerted attempt to this
end is urgently required.

A proper traffic data base constantly kept up to
date is a sine qua non for the proper planning and
operation of an efficient telecommunication network.
The first step in this regard was taken some 10 years
ago when the studies for the Asian Telecommunication
Network were undertaken. This data has now been
updated and a data base established at the computer
in Geneva. This data base is to be transferred to the
region and kept updated.

In the field of training, arrangements for network-
ing between national training centres are to be
established. Regional or subregional resource centres
can serve as focal points for such activities and can
optimize training resources in the whole region.
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NEWS ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTSll.

SEMINARS ON PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
OF PUBLIC URBAN ROAD TRANSPORT FOR
mGH-LEVEL ASIAN TRANSPORT PLANNERS
SPONSORED BY THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE OF THE GERMAN

FOUNDA nON FOR INTERNA nONAL
DEVELOPMENT *

It is with view to providing for a continued
exchange of information and dialogue at a high level
that the Economic and Social Development Centre
(ZWS) of DSE organized another seminar at Lahore,
India, in March 1982, the theme of which was "Public
Urban Road Transport Planning and Management".

In 1977, at Berlin, in 1978, at Bangkok, in 1980,
at Dublin and Berlin, and in 1981, at Manila, the
German Foundation for International Development
(DSE) organized a series of seminars on the subject
of organization, planning and management of public
urban road transport for high level transport managers/
planners from south and south-east Asia.

These seminars were specially convened by DSE
for Asian countries, acknowledging the increasing
importance of the public transport sector in the develop-
ment process of that region. This process of planned
development, with serious resource constraints, entails
an obligation to scrutinize and to evaluate carefully the
performance of public sector enterprises and related
instruments so as to ensure their contribution towards
stated goals and objectives and their effectiveness as
tools of progress and development.

The objectives of the Lahore meeting were to deal
with the following:

(a) Public urban road transport (PURT) as an
instrument of national development;

(b) Role of PURT in a basic-needs oriented
development policy;

(c) Transport planning and its contribution to
efficiency-improvement and cost-reduction in PURT;

(d) Appropriate PURT technology develop-
ments;

(e) New approaches to improving PURT organi-
zation and management;

(f) Case studies of major PURT operations in
the region;

(g) Continued top-level exchange of experience
at the regional level.

The following major recommendations were made
at the seminar:

1. Complete accord was voiced by the participants
about the need for accelerated development of the
public transport systems in Asian countries with a view
to improving the quality of life of the people of those
countries and channelling this resource towards the
accelerated development of the national economy. The
seminar, recognizing the proven role of road transport
as an instrument of accelerated socio-economic growth
and its spin-off benefit on other sectors of the economy,
decided to recommend to the Governments of the
participating countries to accord it core sector priority
in order to enable this industry, among other things,
to secure adequate funds in discharging its obligations
obligations adequately and speedily. The challenge of
urbanization faced by the developing countries could
be effectively met through controlled plans for urban
growth. Land use and urban transportation planning
must, unlike heretofore (in the Asian context), go
hand in hand.

The main objectives of these first seminars were
specifically to:

(a) Increase participants' knowledge and skills
for planning, leading, supervising and implementing;

(b) Improve their performance and that of
their organizations;

(c) Intensify the relations between transport
planners and managers in the region;

(d) Exchange experience among them and other
experts;

( e ) Discuss specific problems with other trans-
port planners and managers and attempt problem
solutions in co-operation with experts from Ireland
and the Federal Republic of Germany.

In view of the knowledge about public transport
planning and management which was gained at these
seminars and the advantages to be derived from further
co-operation and continued dialogue between and
among Asian public urban road transport planners
and managers, the participants decided at the end of
the seminars to follow up, with the co-operation and
collaboration of DSE, this important exchange of
experience with a further meeting, to be held in 1982
in an Asian country.

2. 

At the conclusion of its deliberations on the above
matter and after hearing the presentations made by the
experts, the Seminar decided to present the following
set of measures to the Governments of the participating
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countries for initiation in the interest of freeing their
transportation systems of the existing maladies, ensur-
ing their uninterrupted growth on a planned basis with
a cushion to absorb the unanticipated spurts in demand
which frequently lead to dislocation of transport
systems at present.

socio-political compulsions, and are perpetually under
extreme stress and strain, in the developing countries
particularly. They can be enabled to meet the challenges
only if there is an inbuilt arrangement in the govern-
ment policies for subsidizing their operations. The
possible arrangement envisaged is that, at the beginning
of the financial year, Governments should clearly in-
dicate with reference to the proposals before it the
extent of the subsidy it would make available to the
public sector transport undertakings to meet anticipated
deficits in revenue and operational costs.

Planning

3. The national policy objective should be to develop
efficient, rapid and integrated transportation systems to
ensure optimal utilization of the available resources and
infrastructure and a level of mobility considered de-
sirable in keeping with the national aspirations of the
peoples of the countries concerned, preferably through
encapsuled programmes or programmes integrated with
national planning programmes of a 5 to 10 years
time span.

9. Financial structuring of the road transport organi-
zations should be scientifically evolved to permit
adequate capital from public financing institutions.
Capital support should be in the form of equity
participation rather than interest bearing loans.

10. Realizing the inlportance of evolving scientific
techniques of management and systems related thereto,
the Seminar recommended:

4. The existing technological gap in the automobile
industry between the developed and the developing
countries should be narrowed down.

(a) The development of appropriate methodo-
logies for monitoring and assessing operational and
workshop efficiency;

5. At the national planning and policy-making level
there should be closer inter-ministerial coordination.

6. In the first order cities the answer to the problem
of transportation lies in the strengthening of the mass
rapid transit system (metro or overground). Where
this is not possible or practicable because of financial
or other constraints, bus transport should be so
developed as to be able to achieve a minimal modal
split of not less than 50 per cent of the total travel
demand. This would enable the governments to arrest
the growth of personalized and para transit modes
(vehicles with low carrying capacity) which not only
have a deliterious effect on the transportation system
but also result in an unproductive burden on the
economy. This stems from traffic congestion, accidents
and environamental pollution and increases the input
of precious land into these systems. The success of
this policy would depend on the government's ability
to evolve a~d implement suitable fiscal and regulatory
controls. Systems co-ordination between the various
modes, for optimal utilization of available resources
and infrastructure, is also an essential ingredient of
this policy.

(b) Evolving training programmes designed to
upgrade the level of efficiency in various fields and at
various levels;

(c) Review of existing traffic control and regu-
latory rneasures to provide for:

(i) Priority bus bays and bus lanes;

(ii) Closer co-ordination with field agencies such
as local bodies, police, electricity, telephones,
highways, gas, water and sewerage agencies
etc.;

(ill) Establishment of institutional arrangements
to unify these activities under a high-level
body with a mandate to take decisions con-
sistent with the emerging needs;

(d) The inclusion in road safety measures of
driver training through well equipped and modem
training schools run by the government or under its
direct auspices;

7. Urban transport because of its inherent capacity
to influence land use patterns should include not only
city transportation systems but the inter-city operations
as well.

(e) Development or education and information
systems to involve and educate the road users;

(f) Rationalization of fleets to minimise main-
tenance and inventory costs;Pricing policy

8. Road transportation s:
incapable of fully meeting
also generating sufficient
modernization and expans

(g) Having regard to the labour intensive nature
of this industry in the developing countries and spatia]
distribution of its activities, labour laws should be made
more responsive to present day needs;
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(h) Regional co-operation. The Seminar re-
cognized the beneficial effects of closer co-operation
among developing countries and reiterated the need
for its further development with the help, among others,
of the following:

GENERAL APPRAISAL OF THE ENERGY
CONSERVATION MEASURES IN THE
TRANSPORT SEcrOR ADOPTED BY

EUROPEAN COUN'IRIES*

ENERGY CONSERVATION ACHIEVEMENTS
SINCE 1973(i) Minimizing the procedural problems to faci-

litate inter-country movement of transport
vehicles in the region; Since 1973, over-all energy consumption in the

European Economic Community has remained fairly
steady but oil consumption has been inclined to fall
slightly. The same applies, roughly speaking, to
Western Europe as a whole.

(ii) Frequent exchange of information relating to
each country on a regional basis.

The Seminar felt that the regional commissions,
such as ESCAP, and specialized agencies, could play
a positive role in giving practical shape to this recom-
mendation and acting as a data and information clear-
ing house on the state of this industry in the developing
countries. ESCAP could also assist developing coun-
tries in introducing modernisation in their training
programme as outlined in recommendation lO(b).

In so far as the slackening of economic activity
has also reduced energy consumption, it is difficult to
draw the line between what is due to the recession or
to energy conservation measures.

The Communities' oil imports have fallen sub-
stantially because of the development of British oil
production in the North Sea.

DSE
One conclusion that can already be drawn from

this very general review is that, if all the oil consuming
and importing countries had followed, or been able to
follow, the same course, we would not now be con-
fronted with a crisis -even a marginal one -as
regards supplies, but doubtless with over-production
involving implications for prices and economic activity
which would be entirely opposite to those now
prevailing.

11. Appreciating the role played by DSE in promot-
ing closer co-operation between the developing nations
in the field of public road transport planning and
management by the induction of expertise in the func-
tioning of public transport in the developing countries,
the Seminar strongly reiterated the need for continued
assistance and co-operation of DSE in organizing such
seminars, training programmes and workshops to ac-
celerate transportation systems.

12. The Seminar also urged DSE to consider widen-
ing the scope of its future seminars in the interest of
developing the perspectives of those engaged in this
industry to encompass within its activities the role of
freight transport, energy resource and its influence on
the road transport industry in the developing countries,
transport and urban planning techniques.

A closes analysis conducted in France shows that
in 1973 about 25 million tons of oil were saved on
what actual consumption would have been had it
followed the trend for the years before 1973. The
savings breakdown is as follows:

(a) Approximately 10 million tons, resulting
from the substitution of coal and nuclear energy for oil;

(b) 15.5 million tons, resulting from energy
savings properly called.

Punjab Road Transport Board

13. The Seminar made an indepth examination of the
case study presented by the Punjab Road Transport
Board and came to the finding that, while the organiza-
tion was fully equipped with manpower and technical
know-how etc., it was unable to carry out its obliga-
tions to the commuting public fully and satisfactorily
because:

These savings are notably due:

(a) For more than half, to the housing and
tertiary sector (8.5 million tons), which essentially
concerns savings on heating and lighting;

(b) 2.5 million tons for transport.

(a) Its financial structuring was neither purpose-
ful nor resilent; These are already most encouraging results, but

the fact remains that certain recent developments are
disquieting: electricity consumption is rising faster than
national production and diesel fuel consumption faster
that road transport output.

(b) The programme for replacement and expan-
sion of its fleet was not proceeding apace;

(c) A good part of its available resources was
unproductive. Further efforts were therefore necessary
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II.

ENERGY 

CONSERVATION PROSPECTS
FOR 1985

(d) Electricity-based techniques were to be
developed, wherever possible, in public transport.

The new decisions taken in the last few months
in various European countries are doubtless too recent
to make possible an over-all view of the corresponding
forecasts, since these are perhaps calculated by different
methods.

In France, initial forecasts of the results of new
energy conservation measures in 1985 are in the region
of 20 Mtoe (million tons of oil equivalent), in addition
to the 15.5 Mtoe already saved.

This policy can be followed as long as the oil
crisis is not too severe and as long as a massive tech-
nological break-through does not pave the way for the
production of vehicles that consume far less energy and
for the replacement of oil by other motor fuels.

In this connection, it is interesting to see the efforts
made by all car producing countries to make swift
progress in these two fields so that the energy con-
servation policy, beside constituting no hindrance to
development, would on the contrary be an inducement
to develop new activities and encourage further technical
progress.

Of these 20 Mtoe additional savings, transport
accounts for 2.5 Mtoe, of which 1 Mtoe is for all
measures relating to constraints, inducements, educa-
tion of users and transport policy, and 1.5 Mtoe is
for the gradual replacement of cars now in use by
others consuming less fuel. This saving will increase
if the forecast is extended beyond 1985 because of
the almost total replacement of older vehicles.

However, should this technical progress fail to
materialize fairly soon, it may be difficult to maintain
the policy which aims at refraining from hitting trans-
port too hard, bearing in mind that the transport share
of oil consumption increases as the number of motor
vehicles in use continues to rise and as road transport
develops, while, against this, bigger savings on oil will
have been achieved in other sectors, notably in electri-
city production thanks to the development of nuclear
energy programmes.

One conclusion that can be drawn from these
figures -that are both forecasts and policy objectives
-is that the transport sector is not being asked for the
biggest contribution to the energy conservation drive
in real figures. The reason lies in the option that can
be identified if one tries to see the philosophy behind
the measures recently taken by various governments.

Lastly, the effectiveness of the national measures
envisaged, whatever they may be, would be greater if
better harmonization could be achieved.

III.

BASIC OPTIONS

IV. HARMONIZATIONIn contrast to an energy crisis which is general
and world-wide, the energy conservation measures
adopted or envisaged for transport do not always seem
to provide an all-round response but one which is
rather marginal and fragmentary. This view of things
is to some extent justified in so far as the main concern
of governments is to ensure that energy savings that are
necessary in themselves will not impede economic
activity and, in particular, restrict the scope for the
development of transport, this being of vital importance
for production generally and indirectly and for the
motor industry, another production sector which re-
mains one of the mainsprings of economic activity.

While the same energy conservation measures
concerning transport can be found in different countries,
the foregoing does not apply to all of them, nor are
they always applied on the same scale.

The aim is always to reduce consumption, but not
necessarily to the same extent and, as to ways and
means, there are large differences in taxation policy and
in price policy.

In every country, there is an inclination to treat
rationing control measures only as a last resort. Pre-
ference is accordingly given to incentives and, among
these, pricing and taxation play of course a major role.
However, the situation in this field is not co-ordinated.
In some countries, the policy is to put high taxes on
motor fuel, which means that prices are also high;
others tax diesel fuel very lightly but put heavy taxes
on petrol, yet others are inclined to reduce the difference
in the tax burden between diesel fuel and petrol. These
disparities end up by splitting the motor fuel market
and creating local shortages. They also prevent unity
of behaviour by energy consumers, whether individuals
or firms, and so ultimately prevent everyone from
"playing the same game" on the oil market.

In these circumstances, a choice was made, im-
plicitly or explicity, as follows:

( a) First, emphasis was laid on the replacement
of oil by coal and nuclear energy for the generation of
electricity;

(b) Secondly, the main thrust of energy savings
in the true sense was to be directed to space heating;

(c) The savings to be achieved on transport,
including private transport, were to be limited to a
relatively low level;
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tribute 

by facilitating exchanges of information, by
helping to identify the guidelines to be adopted, the
means to be applied and the goals to be attained.

In Europe, the problem of transport taxation had
hitherto been mainly envisaged from an infrastructure
pricing angle. The energy crisis suggests that this may
no longer be a primary consideration and that the
harmonization of the level of taxation (i.e. not only the
structure of taxation) and of the price level for each
motor fuel is becoming another issue to which major
importance must be attached.

Consequently, further action in greater depth on
these lines will be required during the coming years.

It will therefore be necessary to do more work
in this direction going into greater depth during the
next few years.The adjustment and harmonization of tax policies

is also essential for the speedier replacement of vehicles
in use by other using less fuel and also in order to
encourage the use of new fuels.

1983 -WORLD COMMUNICATION YEAR*

On 19 November 1981, the United Nations
General Assembly proclaimed the year 1983 World
Communications Year: Development of Communica-
tions Infrastructures. The International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU), which plans, regulates,
coordinates and standardizes international Telecom-
munications, has been designated the lead agency for
worldwide preparation and celebration of WCY 83,
with responsibility for co-ordinating the interorganiza-
tional aspects of the programmes and activities of other
intergovernmental, governmental and non-governmental
organizations.

CONCLUSION

I.

The West has indeed had to face a few oil supply
"alarms" in the more or less recent past, but this time
it seems that the crisis is more serious because the
future outlook is itself more uncertain. In any event,the 

crisis is being taken more seriously.

It does seem that as the years went by, without
giving it very much though, the European countries
have gradually forfeited their independence as regards
energy supply. This trend is disquieting in itself and
is becoming all the more so with the growing tendency
for the biggest oil resources to slip away from European
economic and political control.

General Assembly resolution 36/40 states that the
purpose of the Year is the "Development of Com-
munications Infrastructures". The WCY efforts will
focus upon communications infrastructure development
at the national level. In order to ensure the harmonious
development of such infrastructures by effective co-
ordination at the national level, national coordination
committees for WCY will be set up in member states.
They will represent at the highest level all the sectors
concerned in the development and operation of com-
munications infrastructures: common carrier telecom-
munications, broadcasting and television, aviation,
shipping, transport, meteorology, education, agriculture,
health, postal services and industry.

Two thirds of proven oil reserves are in the Middle
East, a particularly unstable area whose future cannot
be foreseen.

Perhaps even more than the balance-of-payments
problems which, at the present time are the most
worrying, the real problem for the future seems to be
Europe's recovery of greater self-sufficiency in energy
supply, since without this it might well cease to have
any independence at all.

The proclamation of WCY 83 concludes four years
of negotiations at the intergovernmental level after it
was suggested that such a Year be celebrated in order
to seek ways to use the tremendous achievements in
communications technology to promote the harmonious
development -economic, social and cultural -of
mankind as a whole.

The development of alternative fuels, the improve-
ment of fuel efficiency and a more thrifty use of energy,
primarily by hunting out wasteful practices, are at
present the three remedies which can be, and are being,
applied to a greater or lesser degree.

To this new policy, the transport sector can make
a contribution which, though smaller than that of
certain other sectors, is not insignificant. This con-
tribution will be all the more effective as the various
countries concerned show more inclination to harmonize
their policies, not only as regards energy conservation,
but also as regards energy taxation, tariffs and pricing.

In recent years, politicians and economists of all
countries have become increasingly aware that one of
the biggest obstacles to economic and social progress
is inadequate communications infrastructures. In most
countries, telephone density, for example, is extremely
low, and telecommunications have not yet penetrated
rural areas.This harmonization is both necessary and de-

sirable. The European Conference of Ministers of
Transport, together with other international bodies,
notably the European Economic Community, can con-

World Communications Year will provide the
opportunity for all nations to undertake an in-depth
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review and analysis of the policies on communications
development and stimulate the accelerated development
of communications infrastructures. A practical WCY
programme of action was developed by ITU in co-
operation with its 155 member countries and with the
interested specialized agencies of the United Nations
system to give the Year long-lasting impact and to
contribute to social and economic development of all
countries.

its objectives -human, financial, governmental, in-
dustrial, intergovernmental and non-governmental, and
the resources of the many other bodies and organiza-
tions with related interests.

6. 

The Year focuses on the development of com-
munications, infrastructures at the national level. The
growth of communication facilities varies greatly from
country to country. In some it is minimal; in some
it is extremely fast; in some it is haphazard; in some
it is unbalanced. With no "master plan" to be imposed,
the Year is an opportunity for realistic, national analysis,
review and planning to meet the communications needs
of each country most speedily and effectively.

1983 will be the mid-point of the Transport and
Communications Decade in Africa (1978-1987) and
the year of the Fourth World Telecommunication Ex-
hibition (TELECOM 83), to be held in Geneva from
26 October to 1 November 1983.

7. Special attention is being given to the communica-
tions needs of developing countries.

The entire programme of WCY activities is to be
financed on the basis of voluntary contributions. A
number of industrialized and developing countries have
already pledged support either in cash, through pilot
projects, or by making available a number of experts
or certain equipment appropriate for the objectives of
the Year.

8. WCY will promote and accelerate the achievement
of the objectives of the Transport and Communications
Decade in Africa.

MOVING CARGO BY COMPUTER*

Thai International Airline intends to iron out the
wrinkles in its cargo department with the introduction
of a $US 3 million computer programme.

The resolution the General Assembly invited
Member States, specialized agencies governmental and
non-governmental organizations and users of com-
munications services to participate actively in the
fulfilment of the objectives of the Year, to co-operate
closely with the ITU Secretary-General, and to con-
tribute voluntarily to the WCY Fund, co-ordinated by
lTU, which ensures the financing of projects at the
national, regional and global levels.

Eventually all cargo operations will be com-
puterized, from information services reservations
through documentation and handling systems.

Stage one is the installation of a system based on
the successful Swiss air computer network known as
Carido. With this THAI will be able to improve cargo
handling efficiency and productivity. Swiss air, under
the terms of a two-year contract, will assist in develop-
ing the computer system and training local staff to use
the computer.

SUMMARY -PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES
WORLD COMMUNICATIONS YEAR 1983

1. WCY is a specific set of activities to increase the
scope and effectiveness of communications as a force
for economic, cultural and social development.

2. 

The principles and objectives for the Year have
been defined by governments and approved in resolu-
tions of the General Assembly, the Economic and
Social Council and the ITU Administrative Council.

One of the computer's first tasks will be to trace
incoming and outgoing shipments along their whole
route, which will reduce paperwork and speed up the
delivery of cargo.

3. The Year stresses the expansion and refinement of
communications infrastructures as a catalyst for and
essential element of development.

Cargo agents will immediately appreciate how the
computer will assist them. Notification of shipment
arrivals will come through more quickly than in the
past, and the chances of mistakes or misdirected cargo
will be reduced to almost zero. The reduction of
manual paperwork will also speed up the movement
of shipments and help relieve the pressure on over-
crowded warehouses.

4. By identifying, coordinating and accelerating the
implementation of communications infrastructures, the
Year is an opportunity for a "quantum leap" in the
development of a complete world communication net-
work which will leave no one isolated from his local,
national or international community.

Senior cargo executives will use the new com-
puterized system to improve load planning and the use
of aircraft space throughout the airline's route network.

5. The Year's programme calls for the harnessing of
all possible resources towards the accomplishment of
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A panel of safety experts found that the solar-
powered sign improved highway safety, and it recom-
mended the use of similar installations at other
dangerous road sites where commercial electric power
was not available.

Over the next two years this development project
will be extended to increase over-all productivity, reduce
manpower and increase Bangkok's competitive appeal
as a major regional air cargo consolidation and trans-
shipment point.

The $US 5000 cost of the solar panels compared
favourably with the cost of connecting power cables to
remote areas where low-powered warning signs were
needed. The solar panels can be made virtually bullet-
proof, and the use of steel poles to mount the sign,
with electrical cables inside the poles, and underground
installation of the maintenance-free battery, makes the
entire unit resistant to vandals.

SOLAR POWERED SAFETY SIGN

In a test programme by the Colorado Department
of Highways, United States, sunlight was converted
directly into electrical energy to illuminate at night a
road sign warning motorists of a steep hill ahead. Two
photovoltaic (solar) panels were installed near the sign,
and the electricity generated by the panels during the
hours of sunshine was stored in a 12-volt automobile
battery. Two flashing lights were installed on the top
corners of the sign and powered by the battery. The
flashing lights were operated only at night because the
low level of power capable of storage in the battery
would not provide the high intensity illumination needed
for daytime.

Other uses of photovoltaic power systems have
included a railroad grade crossing signal system in
Alaska and a traffic counting system in Mississippi.
As the costs of manufacturing solar devices decrease,
greater use of this form of power for operating signs
at remote locations will be made.
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RESEARCH AND TRAINING PROGRAMMES

m.

ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTE OF ROAD
TRANSPORT, MADRAS, INDIA*

2.3.4.

Evaluation of effects of introduction of electric
traction of railway systems in Madras Central-
Gummidipundi sector over Metropolitan bus
system in Madras Central -Ennore Sector
(completed).

Technical staff norms for depots of Pallavan
Transport Corporation Limited (Metro) Madras
(in progress).

Bus accident analysis -1979, performance
of Cholan Railways Corporation Limited (in
progress).

The Institute of Road Transport serves the
specialized needs of road transport industry and users
and operators in India. It is equipped with staff and
personnel with a specialization in traffic and trans-
portation engineering and planning and automobile
engineering. It started in September 1979 an exclusive
driver training school with State Government support
to give induction training to young persons with
certain minimum educational qualifications, physical
and psychological requirements and age qualifications
and trains them for a period of 32 weeks in various
aspects of driving the training consists of driving theory
and practise, traffic education and public relations and
vehicle mechanism. These driver trainees are in good
demand and are absorbed in State transport corpora-
tions as bus drivers upon completion of their training.
The Institute has also up specialized quality testing
facilities for various automobile components to satisfy
the approved standards, which serves the transport
operators and industries in the field in choosing the
best materials with quality. The Institute has on its
role 14 engineers with degrees and post graduate
qualifications and other supporting technical and scien-
tific personnel to assist them in research, consultancy,
testing and training programmes of the Institute.

Activities carried out by the Institute during
1980-1981 are as follows:

Research ,\'chemes

1. Assessment of transport bus drivers' performance
and application of ergonomics in driver work
space design training progress (in progress).

2. Road accidents, Tamil Nadu 1971-78 (completed).

3. Bus accident analysis, 1978-performance, State
transport corporations of Tamil Nadu (com-
pleted) .

4. Tyre and tube performance with reference to
various types of operation (in progress).

Consultancy services

1. Optimization of bus operation in Cholan Road-
ways Corporation Limited, Kumbakonam -
Thiruvaiyaru Sector ( completed) .

Training
1. Technical officers of State transport undertakings

(March 1980).

2. Traffic officers of Pallavan Transport Corpora-
tion Limited (Metro) on safety and accident
prevention management, Batch 5 (April 1980).

3. Assistants of State transport undertakings on
transport lak (April 1980).

4. Autorickshaw drivers of Madras City (May
1980).

5. Traffic officers of Kattabomman Transport Cor-
poration Limited on safety and accident preven-
tion management (May 1980).

6. Assistants of State transport undertakings on
transport law (June 1980).

7. Traffic officers of Anna Transport Corporation
Limited on safety and accident prevention
management (July 1980).

8. Officers of State Transport undertakings on
behavioural sciences (September 1980).

9. Traffic officers of Cholan Roadways Corporation
Limited on safety and accident prevention
management (October 1980).

10. Technical officers of State transport undertakings
on maintenance management (October 1980).

11. Officers of State transport undertakings on bus
and crew scheduling (January 1981).

12. Officers of State transport undertakings on
materials management (February 1981).
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